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About This Book
This book describes how to develop an Objectivity/DB schema that defines the
types of persistent data to be stored in a particular Objectivity/DB federated
database. You perform schema development using the Objectivity/DB
Persistence Designer, which enables you to:
■

Define storable classes, and add descriptions of them to the schema of your
federated database.

■

Generate a code definition corresponding to each storable class, for
compilation into applications that will access the federated database.

Audience
This book assumes that you are familiar with the C# programming language, the
.NET Framework, and with Microsoft Visual Studio. (See the Objectivity
Developer Network for information about the supported versions of .NET and
Visual Studio.)
This book also assumes that you have installed Objectivity/DB and the
Objectivity/.NET for C# programming interface, and that you are familiar with
basic Objectivity/DB concepts, as described in the Objectivity/DB Basics Tutorial.

Organization
■

Chapter 1 defines the basic terminology for schema development.

■

Chapter 2 shows the development of a schema through a tutorial example.

■

Chapter 3 describes the tasks you can perform with the Objectivity/DB
Persistence Designer.

■

Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 provide the details about the various
types of namespaces, classes, and attributes you can define.
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Conventions and Abbreviations
Navigation
In the online version of this book, table of contents entries, index entries,
cross-references, and underlined text are hypertext links.

Typographical Conventions
cd

Command, literal parameter, code sample, filename, pathname,
output on your screen, or Objectivity-defined identifier

installDir

Variable element (such as a filename or a parameter) for which you
must substitute a value

Browse FD

Graphical user-interface label for a menu item or button

lock server

New term, book title, or emphasized word

Abbreviations
(administration)

Feature intended for database administration tasks

(HA)

Feature of the Objectivity/DB High Availability product

(ODMG)

Feature conforming to the Object Database Management Group
interface

Command Syntax Symbols
[...]

Optional item. You may either enter or omit the enclosed item.

{…}

Item that can be repeated.

...|...

Alternative items. You should enter only one of the items separated
by this symbol.

(…)

Logical group of items. The parentheses themselves are not part of
the command syntax; do not type them.

Command and Code Conventions
In code examples or commands, the continuation of a long line is indented.
Omitted code is indicated with the ellipsis (…) symbol. “Enter” refers to the
standard key (labeled either Enter or Return) for terminating a line of input.
10
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Getting Help
The Objectivity Developer Network provides technical information and
resources, such as tutorials, documentation, FAQs, code examples, and sample
applications. You can also access information about supported platforms and
compilers. The Developer Network is found at:
http://support.objectivity.com
You can log onto your existing customer account from this location. Your
customer account gives you access to product downloads and information about
known bugs and bug fixes. Contact Customer Support if you need a login.

How to Reach Objectivity Customer Support
You can contact Customer Support by:
■

Telephone: Call 1.408.992.7100 or 1.800.SOS.OBJY (1.800.767.6259) Monday
through Friday between 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Pacific Time, and ask for
Customer Support.
The toll-free 800 number can be dialed only within the 48 contiguous states of
the United States and Canada.

■

Fax: Send a fax to Objectivity at 1.408.992.7171.

■

Email: Send electronic mail to help@objectivity.com.

Before You Call
Please be ready to submit the following information:
■

Your name, company name, address, telephone number, fax number, and
email address

■

Detailed description of the problem

■

Information about your workstation, including the type of workstation, its
operating system version, and compiler or interpreter

■

Information about your Objectivity products, including the version of the
Objectivity/DB libraries

You can use the Objectivity/DB oosupportinfo tool to obtain information
about your workstation and your Objectivity products.

Objectivity/DB Schema Development
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1
Schema-Development Basics
An Objectivity/DB schema describes the types of data that can be stored
persistently in a particular federated database.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about developing the schema of a federated database.

■

The role of an Objectivity/DB schema in a federated database.

■

Elements of schema design, including the kinds of storable classes you can
describe, and the content of the resulting schema class descriptions.

■

Programming definitions of storable classes that correspond to the schema
class descriptions.

■

The basic ways to change a schema during development and maintenance.

■

The Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer, which is the primary tool you’ll
use during all phases of schema development.

About Objectivity/DB Schema Development
Schema development is the process of designing, populating, and maintaining the
schema of an Objectivity/DB federated database. A schema is a federated
database’s representation of the particular types of data it can store. Because
objects are the fundamental units of storage for persistent data, a schema contains
descriptions of the classes to which those objects belong.
Every federated database is created with a schema containing descriptions of
various pre-defined Objectivity/DB system classes. As you develop an application
that must store objects of its application-specific classes in a particular federated
database, you develop descriptions of those classes and add them to that
federated database’s schema. More specifically, you add descriptions of the
application’s storable classes, which are the classes that are to have objects saved
persistently in the federated database. A schema does not contain descriptions of
nonstorable classes, which are classes whose instances can exist only transiently in
application memory.
13
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For convenience, you use the Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer to guide you
through the schema development process for your application. With the
Persistence Designer, you:
■

Create a schema design by specifying various properties of the storable classes
required by your application.

■

Generate descriptions of the storable classes based on the schema design, and
add these descriptions to the schema of a particular federated database.

■

Generate a partial class definition in your application’s programming
language for each storable class described in the schema, providing support
for persistence capabilities.

After augmenting the generated class definitions with application-specific
operations, you use these definitions in application code that creates or accesses
stored objects.
During iterative development, when your overall application design may be
volatile, you can use the Persistence Designer to change your schema design,
re-create the schema in a new federated database, and generate updates to the
class definitions. After your application and federated database are deployed,
you can respond to changing application requirements by performing schema
evolution, which preserves schema history and takes into account any existing
stored objects of the changed classes.
NOTE

An Objectivity/DB schema is a fundamental component of the overall
Objectivity/DB persistence design you develop for your application. The persistence
design of an application describes not only the objects to be stored persistently,
but also where these objects are to be placed within the federated database, how
these objects are to be found, and so on.

Objectivity/DB Schema
An Objectivity/DB schema defines the contents of a particular federated
database by describing every class whose objects can be stored in that federated
database. The descriptions of storable classes serve as “blueprints” for
Objectivity/DB to use when laying out objects of these classes in persistent
storage.

14
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A federated database’s schema is shared by all applications that access the
federated database. Because the schema is independent of any particular
programming language or architecture, it can be shared by:
■

Applications written in any of the Objectivity-supported programming
languages, such as C++, Java, and .NET/C#.

■

Applications compiled for any of the Objectivity-supported architectures
(combinations of hardware, operating system, and compiler) on Windows,
UNIX, Linux, and Macintosh platforms.

The language- and architecture-independence of the schema enables applications
written in different languages and running on different platforms to interoperate
(create, read, and update stored objects) in the same federated database.
The independence of a schema is due, in part, to the fact that the schema bases its
descriptions of storable classes on its own type system instead of the type system
of any particular programming language. Such Objectivity/DB data types include
built-in basic data types for numeric, Boolean, and character data, as well as
system classes that define more complex data structures, such as strings, arrays,
and collections. Objectivity/DB maintains translations between its data types
and those defined by the various Objectivity-supported programming languages,
so the Objectivity/DB data types can serve as a common representation across
the language-specific type systems used by applications.

Schema Design
The process of designing an Objectivity/DB schema is a natural extension of the
object-modeling phase of object-oriented application development. During the
object-modeling phase, you identify the classes that capture the structure and
behavior of the entities to be manipulated by your application. As you refine the
model (for example, in a Unified Modeling Language, or UML, class diagram),
you further identify the following general characteristics needed by each class:
■

The attributes that name the significant pieces of data held by the class (static
attributes) or by the objects of the class (nonstatic attributes), where each
object can hold a different value for a particular nonstatic attribute.

■

The operations that provide the behavior of the class and its objects.

■

The generalizations (“is-a” or inheritance relationships) that relate
superclasses to their subclasses.

■

The associations (typically “has-a” relationships) that link objects of related
classes.

Schema design begins when you identify the subset of the application’s classes
that are to be designated as storable—that is, the classes whose objects continue to
exist even if the application that created or manipulated them has finished. You
Objectivity/DB Schema Development
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then refine each such storable class until it completely specifies the
persistent-storage characteristics of its objects. The refinement process includes
making choices such as the following:
■

For each storable class, you choose the kind of storability that best supports the
way objects of the class should be placed and found in the federated
database. (See “Kinds of Storable Classes” on page 17.)

■

For each nonstatic attribute of a storable class, you decide whether it should
be a persistent attribute or a transient attribute. The values of persistent
attributes are written to the federated database whenever objects of the class
are written; the values of transient attributes are held by objects of the class
only while these objects are in memory.

■

For each persistent attribute of a storable class, you choose the data-type
characteristics (size, length, representation, and so on) that determine the
nature and range of the attribute’s values, and the amount of space they will
occupy in persistent storage.

■

For each association that links objects of storable classes, you select the kind
of specialized persistent attribute (such as a reference attribute, a relationship,
or a storable collection) that best represents the desired semantics.

The choices you make in a schema design determine the content of the class
descriptions you add to the schema; see “Schema Descriptions of Storable
Classes” on page 18. Many of these choices are similar to choosing data types
from among the ones defined by your programming language, although
designing an Objectivity/DB schema normally involves considering a somewhat
wider range of options than are supported by any one programming language.
Taken together, your schema-design choices affect how much storage space is
required by the entire federated database and how efficiently that space is used.
These choices also determine the particular techniques your application will be
able to use for creating, organizing, finding, and accessing the objects of your
storable classes. Schema-design choices can therefore significantly affect the
storage-space usage and the runtime speed of an application.
NOTE
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Schema design focuses exclusively on the subset of an application’s object model
that identifies the data to be stored by objects of storable classes. Schema design
is therefore not directly concerned with any application-specific behavior or
static attributes identified for storable classes, because neither the methods nor
the static data of a class are stored in a federated database.
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Kinds of Storable Classes
A fundamental decision you make for each class during schema design is which
of the two kinds of storability you need for that class. Every application-specific
storable class in a federated database’s schema is either:
■

A persistence-capable class (which is also a referenceable class)

■

A non-persistence-capable class (which is also an embeddable class)

In a typical schema, most of the storable classes are persistence-capable and
referenceable, with comparatively few embeddable classes.
NOTE

Unless noted otherwise, the term persistent object refers to a stored instance of a
persistence-capable (referenceable) class, and the term embedded object refers to a
stored instance of an embeddable class.

Persistence-Capable (Referenceable) Classes
Persistence-capability enables objects of a class to be stored independently of
other objects in the federated database. An object of a persistence-capable class is
made persistent when an application requests that it be assigned to a location in
the federated database; this process is called placement. Applications can
potentially find and update a persistent object without having to access any other
persistently stored object.
Every persistence-capable class is also referenceable, which means objects of the
class can be referenced (and therefore shared) by other objects. When an object of
a persistence-capable class is assigned to a location in the storage hierarchy, the
object receives a unique object identifier (OID) based on that location. The object
identifier serves as the object’s identity within the federated database. When the
object is referenced, its object identifier is encapsulated as an object reference that is
held by the referencing object—for example, as the value of a reference attribute
or a relationship.

Non-Persistence-Capable (Embeddable) Classes
A non-persistence-capable class supports neither independent storage nor
referenceability of its objects; instead, its objects can be stored only as parts of
other objects. Every non-persistence-capable class is therefore embeddable,
which means its objects can be stored only by being directly or indirectly
embedded within an object of a persistence-capable class. When, for example, an
embedded object is stored as the value of an embedded attribute of another object,
the values of the embedded object’s attributes are stored directly among the
values of the embedding object’s attributes.

Objectivity/DB Schema Development
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Embedded objects do not have their own object identifiers, so they cannot be
referenced or shared by other objects. The only way an application can find and
access an embedded object is by first finding and accessing the object that
embeds it.

Schema Descriptions of Storable Classes
Collectively, the choices you make during schema design form the basis of the
class descriptions that are added to the schema of your federated database. The
description for a particular storable class contains the following information:
■

The name of the class.

■

The name of the class’s immediate superclass, if the class inherits from
another storable class.

■

A description of every persistent attribute in the class, including any
specialized attribute representing a relationship. Each attribute description
includes a name and a data type, plus additional information if the attribute
is a relationship. An attribute’s data type is either an Objectivity/DB data
type or an application-specific storable class described in the same schema.

■

A unique type number assigned by Objectivity/DB. Just as every object has a
unique object identifier within a federated database, every storable class is
assigned a unique identifying type number within the schema.

Class Shape
A schema class description specifies the overall shape of a storable class, which, in
turn, specifies how each object of the class is laid out in persistent storage.
Objectivity/DB uses a class’s shape information when allocating storage space
for new objects, and when reading and writing existing objects.
The shape information in a schema class description establishes the size and
organization of the persistent data stored by each object of the class. An object’s
persistent data consists of the values it holds for the persistent attributes defined
by the class, plus the values it holds for any persistent attributes inherited from
direct or indirect storable superclasses. Within the persistent data:
■

The size of each stored value is obtained from the data type of the relevant
attribute. Because attributes are described using Objectivity/DB data types
or composites of such types, the value sizes are invariant across
programming languages.

■

The order of the stored values is set by Objectivity/DB to optimize data
packing.

For a referenceable class, the shape also specifies a fixed amount of overhead data
that Objectivity/DB will store in each of the class’s objects.

18
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Storable-Class Definitions in Applications
As is the case for any class in your application’s object model, a storable class is
defined in an appropriate programming language, and its class definition must be
compiled into your application so the application can create and manipulate
instances of the class.
The class definition of each storable class is composed of both
developer-authored code and generated persistence-related code.

Developer-Authored Code
The developer-authored part of a storable-class definition supports the class’s
application-specific behavior. This part of the class definition is where your
development team adds the definitions of application-specific methods, as well
as any transient or static data needed by the class.

Generated Persistence-Related Code
The generated persistence-related part of a storable-class definition supports the
Objectivity/DB capabilities of the class, which are determined by the storability
and attributes you specified in the class’s schema description. This part of the
class definition contains generated implementations for:
■

The methods of the Objectivity/DB system interface that applies to the class.
The particular interface depends on whether the class is referenceable or
embeddable. For example, the interface for a referenceable class includes a
method for getting the object identifier of a persistent object of the class.

■

A pair of accessors corresponding to each of the class’s persistent attributes.

A class’s generated accessors are the only means of getting and setting the
attribute values stored by the class’s objects. These accessors translate between
the schema’s data types and the data types of the application’s programming
language. Such translation enables, for example, a .NET/C# application to use
variables of the C# type double to hold values that are stored as attributes of the
Objectivity/DB data type float64.
The generated accessors also enable Objectivity/DB to support storage options
that are not directly supported by every programming language. For example,
the C# language considers all classes to be reference types, so a C# variable to
which an object has been assigned actually holds a C# reference to the object (a
pointer to the object’s address in memory) instead of the object itself. Within a
federated database, however, embeddable classes are more like C# value types,
and an embedded attribute holds an object rather than an object reference. The
C# accessors generated for such an attribute automatically accommodate this
difference: the get accessor returns the attribute’s value as a C# reference to an

Objectivity/DB Schema Development
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object of the relevant class, while the set accessor accepts a C# reference to such
an object and then sets the dereferenced object as the attribute’s value.

Schema Change
Schema change can occur at any time during the lifecycle of an application. You
may need to redesign portions of the schema:
■

While iteratively refining the application’s object model during the early
stages of application development.

■

As a consequence of business requirements that change after the application
is deployed.

You can always accommodate a growing schema design by adding descriptions
of new storable classes to an existing schema. However, if you need to modify
the shape of an existing class description in a schema—for example, by adding,
deleting, or changing the data type of an attribute—you must choose one of the
following alternatives:
■

Re-create the entire federated database and its schema. This is a common
approach during the early stages of development when the federated
database contains test data you can discard.

■

Modify existing class descriptions by performing schema evolution. This
allows you to preserve existing persistent objects by subsequently converting
them to match the new schema class descriptions.

In either case, the new or changed schema class descriptions serve as the basis for
regenerating the relevant portions of the class definitions that are compiled into
your application.

Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer
You accomplish the various tasks of schema development using the
Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer. The Persistence Designer is a plug-in to your
integrated development environment (namely, Microsoft Visual Studio). The
Persistence Designer is installed automatically when you install a product such
as Objectivity/.NET for C#.
You use the Persistence Designer to view and specify the design of a particular
federated database’s schema. The Persistence Designer displays the schema
design as a hierarchy of storable classes, and presents the various design choices
as properties of individual classes and their contents. For example, every storable
class has a property indicating whether the class is referenceable or embeddable.

20
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Similarly, every persistent attribute has one or more properties that serve to select
its particular Objectivity/DB data type in the schema class description.
With the Persistence Designer, you can create or change a schema design by
adding or deleting classes, attributes, and relationships, or by changing their
properties. By presenting the available set of properties for expressing each
design choice to be made, the Persistence Designer serves as a guide for
specifying a complete and well-formed schema.
The Persistence Designer captures the schema design for a federated database in
a persistence design document (PDD). A PDD is saved as an XML document, which
you can place under configuration management. You can initialize, view, extend,
or update the schema of a federated database by using the Persistence Designer
to edit the PDD that is associated with the federated database. By consolidating all
the design details of a schema into a single document that is separate from your
application, a PDD enables you to focus exclusively on persistent-storage
concerns, and makes it easy to review, refine, and track the history of your
federated database’s schema design.
The Persistence Designer automates the implementation of a designed schema by
using the PDD as a form of data definition language (DDL) from which you:
■

Update the federated database’s schema by generating and adding
descriptions of storable classes.

■

Update your application code by generating partial definitions of your
storable classes. (You specify certain aspects of the generated code by setting
properties that are saved in the PDD along with schema elements.)

Finally, the Persistence Designer manages the association between a PDD and a
federated database, and provides a convenient way to create new federated
databases during development.
Figure 1-1 shows an overview of the tasks you perform with the Persistence
Designer during schema development.
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Figure 1-1
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Developing a Sample Schema
This chapter is a tutorial in which you will use the Objectivity/DB
Persistence Designer to develop a federated-database schema for a sample
application.
In this tutorial, you will:

NOTE

■

Get acquainted with the object model of a sample application that needs to
store persistent data in an Objectivity/DB federated database.

■

Identify the data to be stored persistently.

■

Set up the Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer by creating and opening a
persistence design document (PDD) for the sample application.

■

Create a schema design in the PDD, based on the application’s object model,
by adding namespaces, classes, attributes, specialized attributes representing
associations, and subclasses.

■

Review the schema design, and update the federated database’s schema with
class descriptions generated from the PDD.

■

Update your application code with partial class definitions generated from
the PDD.

■

Change the federated database’s schema to accommodate changing
requirements.

You can follow the tutorial steps on your computer if you have installed
Objectivity/DB and Objectivity/.NET for C#. Doing so automatically installs the
Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer as a plug-in to your Microsoft Visual Studio
integrated development environment. You will also need a valid Objectivity
license file.
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Getting Acquainted With the Sample Object Model
You have just joined a team developing a simple RentalCompany application.
This application models the customer and maintenance operations for a
vehicle-rental company with branches in multiple locations worldwide. Each
branch location will run a copy of the RentalCompany application, which will be
used by online customers, local company representatives, or company
management to perform tasks such as the following:
■

Determine whether vehicles are available at requested locations and in
requested price and style categories.

■

Handle the reservation, pickup, and return of vehicles in the fleet.

■

Track the rental history of repeat customers.

■

Verify the branch locations have adequate inventory in each style category.

Objectivity/DB has been selected as the persistence engine for the
RentalCompany application, so the data created at each branch location will be
stored in a single distributed Objectivity/DB federated database. The same data
can therefore be shared by all branch locations, so, for example, a representative
using the RentalCompany application at one location can reserve a vehicle at any
other location.
Your job is to develop a federated-database schema to support the
RentalCompany application. You begin by getting acquainted with the object
model as it has been developed so far—for example, by inspecting a Unified
Modeling Language (UML) class diagram such as the one shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1

UML Class Diagram for RentalCompany Application
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This class diagram shows:
■

The main classes needed for the RentalCompany application.
These include classes representing the rental company, its branch locations,
customer accounts, rental contracts, vehicles, vehicle models, and vehicle
categories. (Additional classes support the representations of these main
abstractions.)

■

Attributes in which the objects of the classes will hold values. Attributes have
annotations indicating the general data type and visibility.
For example, the VehicleModel class has a string attribute for holding a
vehicle model’s name, a Boolean attribute indicating whether the model has
air conditioning, and an integer attribute for representing the model’s seating
capacity (maximum number of passengers).

■

Associations for linking objects of various classes to each other.
For example, the rental company will have a number of customer accounts,
each with one or more rental contracts. A rental contract, in turn, enables a
particular customer to obtain a particular vehicle through a series of rental
events, such as making a reservation, picking up the vehicle from its stall,
and then returning the vehicle.

■

NOTE

Inheritance relationships that enable the application to use common code to
track the various kinds of events that can take place when a particular
vehicle is rented—typically reservation, pickup, and return.

In UML and throughout this book, the term attribute refers to a named value
maintained by an object or class. In particular, do not confuse this term with
C# attribute, which is a declarative tag for specifying additional information
about a C# entity.

Identifying the Data to be Stored
Before the RentalCompany application can store any data in an Objectivity/DB
federated database, a description of that data must exist in the federated
database’s schema. Therefore, your first task as schema developer is to identify
the portion of the RentalCompany object model that represents the data to be
saved persistently. More specifically, you identify:
■

The storable classes in the object model, which are the classes whose objects
are to be stored.
For example, Customer is a storable class because its objects represent the
customer accounts that need to be updated over time and shared by the
RentalCompany applications running at the various branch locations.
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The persistent attributes of each storable class, which are the attributes whose
values are to be saved whenever objects of the class are saved. You also
identify associations between storable classes as persistent attributes, if the
links they represent are to be saved whenever the linked objects are saved.
For example, you identify firstName, lastName, and so on, as persistent
attributes of the Customer class, because the values of these attributes make
up the customer-account information to be stored by each object of the class.

In the object model for the sample RentalCompany application, all of the classes
shown in Figure 2-1 are storable classes, and all of the attributes and associations
shown for these classes are persistent attributes. Consequently, the federated
database’s schema will need to contain descriptions of all of the elements shown
in Figure 2-1.
NOTE

In a more complex object model, you might need to distinguish the storable
classes from any nonstorable classes—classes whose objects exist only transiently
in application memory. You might also need to distinguish persistent attributes
from any transient attributes—attributes whose values are held by objects of the
class only while they are in application memory. Nonstorable classes and
transient attributes are not described in a schema.

Setting Up the Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer
You prepare for the detailed design phase by setting up the Objectivity/DB
Persistence Designer. The Persistence Designer guides you through the various
design choices you need to make for each identified storable class and for each
persistent attribute, to specify their persistent-storage characteristics.
As you make each schema design choice, the Persistence Designer captures it in a
PDD. The PDD will serve as a kind of scratchpad for composing and revising a
schema design until you are ready to try it out in a particular federated database.
You maintain the PDD as a development support document throughout the
lifecycle of your application.
The Persistence Designer is a plug-in to your integrated development
environment, and is installed with a product such as Objectivity/.NET for C#.
You prepare to use the Persistence Designer by performing these tasks:
■

“Creating a Development Project for the Application”

■

“Adding a New PDD to the Development Project”

■

“Starting the Persistence Designer”

■

“Viewing the Open PDD”
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NOTE

Creating a Development Project for the Application

The steps in following tasks assume you are developing RentalCompany as a
.NET/C# application in Microsoft Visual Studio.

Creating a Development Project for the Application
You create a project for the RentalCompany application just as you would for
any other .NET/C# application.
To create a project for the sample application
1. In Microsoft Visual Studio, make sure no existing solution is open, and click
File > New > Project.
2. In the New Project dialog:
a. In the left pane, locate Visual C#, expand it, and click on Windows.
b. Choose Empty Project as the template.
c. Specify the name (RentalCompany) and a location for the project. This
step creates a storage folder called RentalCompany in the specified
location.
d. Follow any additional prompts, and click OK.

Adding a New PDD to the Development Project
Because development is just beginning on the RentalCompany application, you
create a new PDD and add it to the RentalCompany project.
You decide to associate the PDD with a new, empty Objectivity/DB federated
database. The schema of this federated database will eventually contain the
storable classes you are developing. The Persistence Design Wizard enables you
to create the federated database when you create the PDD.
The Persistence Design Wizard also enables you to generate a sample main
function that you can use later as a starting point for writing the RentalCompany
application. The generated main function contains basic code for opening a
connection to the federated database.
To add a new PDD to the RentalCompany project
1. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on your workstation.
See Objectivity/DB Administration.
2. In the Microsoft Visual Studio Solution Explorer, right-click the
RentalCompany project and click Add > New Item.
3. In the Add New Item dialog:
a. Choose the Objy PD Wizard template.
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b. Optionally specify a nondefault name for the .pdd file.
c. Click Add.
4. In Persistence Design Wizard, select New federated database and click Next.
5. In the New Federation page:
a. Enter the system name RentalCompanyData for the federated database.
b. Specify the location of your valid Objectivity license file—typically,
installDir\oolicense.txt, where installDir is your
Objectivity/DB installation directory.
c. Click Next.
6. In the Generate Main Class page:
a. Enter a namespace in which to define the sample main function. For this
tutorial, enter the namespace RentalCompany, which was defined
automatically when you created the project.
b. Optionally specify a nondefault name for the class in which to define the
sample main function.
c. Click Finish.
7. In Microsoft Visual Studio, click File > Save All.
In the Solution Explorer, the RentalCompany project now has:
■

A new PDD.

■

A class for the generated main function, for example, Application.cs.

■

A reference to the Objectivity/DB assembly, along with references to the
System.Configuration and System.Transaction assemblies.

■

A configuration file called app.config, which contains elements for
configuring Objectivity/DB.

By the way
In a project that already has an app.config file, the Persistence Design Wizard
names its configuration file objy.config, and you will need to merge the
contents of this file into your application’s configuration file.

Starting the Persistence Designer
You start the Persistence Designer by opening the newly created PDD.
To open the PDD and start the Persistence Designer
➤

In the Solution Explorer, double-click the PDD, which is listed as a .pdd file
in the RentalCompany project.
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Viewing the Open PDD
Figure 2-2 shows the newly created PDD after you open it in the Persistence
Designer in Microsoft Visual Studio. Familiarize yourself with the Persistence
Designer’s main features:

NOTE

30

■

A toolbar for invoking various operations supported by the Persistence
Designer.

■

The Schema Explorer, where you can view, navigate, and modify the
hierarchy of namespaces, classes, and attributes in your schema design.

■

An output window in which you can view messages and reports from
operations performed by the Persistence Designer.

■

The list of the properties belonging to the component that is currently
selected in the Schema Explorer.

■

A brief description of the currently selected property.

You might need to rearrange your Visual Studio panes in order to match the
tutorial setup (as shown in the following figure).
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Property List for
Selected Item

Description of
Selected Property

Toolbar
Schema
Explorer

Output
From PD
Operations

Figure 2-2

New PDD Displayed in the Persistence Designer

In the newly opened PDD, the Schema Explorer displays just the top-level
Storable Classes node in the hierarchy of schema components. This node is
annotated with the system name (RentalCompanyData) of the federated database
whose schema you are designing.
Because the Storable Classes node is selected, the Persistence Designer displays
the property list for it. The list includes a property whose value is the path to the
boot file of the associated federated database. This property is disabled (shown in
grey) because it is read-only; although you can associate the PDD with a different
federated database, you cannot do so simply by editing this property.
NOTE

Some steps in this tutorial will instruct you to use the Tutorial Shortcuts menu at
the far right of the Persistence Designer’s toolbar. The items on this menu save
you time by completing portions of the schema design automatically.
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Adding a Namespace
You start the detailed design phase of schema development by considering
whether the schema should provide a name scope for the names of your storable
classes. You then use the Persistence Designer to capture your decision.
Name scopes are supported in various programming languages to allow multiple
classes with the same name to coexist in the same application, without causing
naming collisions. For example, the C# programming language uses namespaces
to declare distinct name scopes, so you can define two classes called Location in
a single application, if you define them in different namespaces and if you
distinguish them by qualifying their names—for example,
FleetData.Location and Maintenance.Location.
An Objectivity/DB schema uses schema namespaces to provide name scopes for
the storable classes it describes. A unique schema namespace must correspond to
each name scope (or namespace) containing storable classes in the application.
NOTE

If you expand the Storable Classes node in the Schema Explorer of the
Persistence Designer, you’ll see a Namespace node named Default. This node
represents the default namespace, which exists in every schema, and corresponds
to the default namespace of an application (sometimes called the global or
unnamed namespace).
The UML class diagram in Figure 2-1 does not indicate whether to define the
names of the storable classes in the same name scope; in fact, the RentalCompany
object model is small enough that it would be reasonable to define all of its
classes in the application’s default namespace. However, to accommodate
possible future extensions to the application, you decide to define all of the
storable classes in a separate namespace called FleetData, so you add a
corresponding namespace to the schema hierarchy.
To add the FleetData namespace
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Storable Classes node and click
Add Namespace.
The Storable Classes node is expanded, and a new Namespace node appears
under it. The properties of the new node are displayed.
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2. Set the new node’s properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

FleetData

Comment

Namespace for RentalCompany storable
classes

3. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
The asterisk in the PDD tab disappears, indicating that the PDD has been
saved. The new namespace node retains its asterisk because schema changes
themselves are not final until they have been added to the federated
database’s schema (discussed later in this tutorial).
By the way
Like most schema components, namespaces have a pair of naming properties:
■

Name in application specifies the name by which the namespace will be
known in your application code—in this case, FleetData.

■

Name in schema specifies the name to be used for the schema namespace.
The default value causes the schema to use the application’s name for the
namespace.

Adding Storable Classes
You continue the detailed design of the schema by adding storable classes to the
newly added FleetData namespace.
By default, storable classes are added as persistence-capable (and therefore
referenceable) classes. When a class is persistence-capable, the application can
store and find persistent objects of the class independently of other objects.
Because the class is also referenceable, a persistent object of the class can be
shared among two or more stored objects, enabling you to build and store
complex networks or graphs of interrelated objects.
The default kind of storability (persistence-capable and referenceable) is
appropriate for the majority of storable classes in an object model. Later, you will
consider whether to make any classes embeddable to optimize the storage of their
objects.
Storable classes can be added to a namespace in any order, although a particular
class must be added before you can represent associations to it. You start by
adding the VehicleModel class.
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To add the VehicleModel class to the FleetData namespace
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Namespace: (FleetData) node and click
Add Class.
A Class node is added under the namespace’s node. The new node’s
properties are displayed.
2. Set the following General properties of the new node:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

VehicleModel

Comment

Make and model of a vehicle in the fleet.

3. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Visibility property makes the new class public.

■

The default Storability property makes the new class referenceable.

4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
By the way
You can use the Tutorial Shortcuts menu to quickly add the remaining storable
classes and set the appropriate properties for each class. Alternatively, you can
adapt the preceding steps to add each class and set its properties individually.
To add the remaining storable classes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Empty
Classes.
You might need to expand the Persistence Designer area in order to see the
Tutorial Shortcuts menu.

This shortcut adds a Class node to the FleetData namespace for each storable
class in Figure 2-1, and sets each class’s Name in application and Comment
properties.
NOTE

All further tasks in this tutorial assume you have performed this shortcut step (or
added the storable classes and set their properties explicitly).
A word about the order of tasks
For presentation purposes, this tutorial instructs you to add all items of one kind
before adding any items of another kind—for example, you just added all classes
before you start adding any attributes. This task ordering is somewhat artificial,
and serves primarily to keep the tutorial simple and quick.
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In your own work, you’ll perform the tasks in whatever order you find most
useful. For example, you could add one class, set its properties, and then add
most or all of its attributes, before you add the next class.

Adding Persistent Attributes to a Class
You continue the detailed design of the schema by adding persistent attributes to
the newly added storable classes in the FleetData namespace.
As you add each persistent attribute to a storable class, you will first choose its
general kind, and then set properties to specify the particular persistent-storage
characteristics (size, length, representation, and so on) that best match the
information indicated for the attribute in Figure 2-1. The Persistence Designer
will use these properties to select the attribute’s actual data type in the schema.
For simplicity, you start by adding the kinds of attributes whose values can be
described with Objectivity/DB built-in types or system classes:
■

“Adding Numeric Attributes”

■

“Adding Boolean Attributes”

■

“Adding String Attributes”

■

“Adding Date/Time Attributes”

Adding Numeric Attributes
Numeric attributes are persistent attributes that hold numeric values, such as
integers and floating-point numbers.
The class diagram in Figure 2-1 identifies various numeric attributes. One of
these is the doors attribute of the VehicleModel class, for holding the number
of doors built into a vehicle model. This number is small and should never be
negative or fractional, so you decide to store it as an 8-bit unsigned integer.
To add a numeric attribute to the VehicleModel class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (VehicleModel) node and click
Add Numeric Attribute.
A new Numeric node is added under the class’s node.
2. Set the following General properties of the new node:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

doors

Comment

Number of doors in this vehicle model.
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3. Set the following Attribute Kind: Numeric property of the new node:
Set This Property
Numeric data type

To This Value
uint8 (byte)

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Visibility property specifies that the attribute’s value will be
made available to the application through public accessors.

5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
By the way
You probably noticed that the Numeric data type drop-down list shows all the
supported choices for a numeric attribute. Among these choices, uintN
represents unsigned N-bit integers, intN represents signed N-bit integers, and
floatN represents N-bit floating-point numbers.
To add the remaining numeric attributes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Numeric
Attributes.

This shortcut adds a Numeric node to the appropriate class for each numeric
attribute shown in Figure 2-1. You can click on any added node to see how its
properties have been set.

Adding Boolean Attributes
Boolean attributes are persistent attributes that hold Boolean values (true or false).
The class diagram in Figure 2-1 identifies several Boolean attributes. One of these
is the powerWindows attribute of the VehicleModel class, for indicating the
kind of controls (power or manual) that operate a vehicle model’s windows. This
indicator is one of only two possible values, so you decide to store it as a Boolean
value.
To add a Boolean attribute to the VehicleModel class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (VehicleModel) node and click
Add Boolean Attribute.
A new Boolean node appears under the class’s node.
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2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

powerWindows

Comment

True if this vehicle model has power
windows.

3. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining Boolean attributes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Boolean
Attributes.

This shortcut adds a Boolean node to the appropriate class for each Boolean
attribute shown in Figure 2-1. You can click on any added node to see how its
properties have been set.

Adding String Attributes
String attributes are persistent attributes that hold string data. When you add a
string attribute, you choose the attribute’s character representation and storage style,
which determine how its string values will be stored:
■

The character representation of a string attribute specifies whether to store
the string’s characters as Unicode characters, and if so, which encoding
format to use.
The representation of characters in storage may, but need not, match the
representation used by the standard string class in your application’s
programming language. (When your application accesses the value of a
string attribute, the characters of the stored string are automatically
converted as necessary to the representation used by the application, and
vice versa.)

■

The storage style of a string attribute determines whether the stored strings
are fixed or variable in length. The space for storing characters of a
fixed-length string contains no overhead and is embedded directly in the
object that owns the attribute. In contrast, the space for storing characters of a
variable-length string exists as an adjunct extensible data structure outside
the owning object.

The design goal is to choose the characteristics that will accommodate the strings
to be stored, while meeting requirements such as minimizing the amount of
storage space allocated for the characters.
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The class diagram in Figure 2-1 identifies various string attributes, including:
■

The modelName attribute of the VehicleModel class, for holding the vehicle
model’s name.
The vehicle-model names will vary in length and will usually be in English,
so you decide to store them as variable-length strings of Unicode UTF-8
characters. The UTF-8 encoding optimizes the storage of English characters,
but allows characters of any other language to be stored as well.

■

The state attribute of the Address class, for holding the standard
abbreviation for a U.S. state as part of an American address.
The abbreviations will always contain exactly two characters from the
English alphabet, so you decide to store them as fixed-length strings of ASCII
characters.

To add a variable-length string attribute to the VehicleModel class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (VehicleModel) node and click
Add String Attribute. A new String node appears under the class’s node.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

modelName

Comment

Name of this vehicle model.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: String properties as follows:
Set This Property
Character representation

To This Value
Unicode UTF-8

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Storage style property specifies that the string values held by
the attribute can be of any length.

5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
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To add a fixed-length string attribute to the Address class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (Address) node and click
Add String Attribute. A new String node appears under the class’s node.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

state

Comment

Abbreviation of the U.S. state in this
American address.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: String properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Character representation

8-bit character (e.g. ASCII)

Storage style

Fixed-length

Number of characters in
fixed part

2

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining string attributes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add String
Attributes.

This shortcut adds a String node to the appropriate class for each string attribute
shown in Figure 2-1. You can click on any added node to see how its properties
have been set.

Adding Date/Time Attributes
Date/Time attributes are persistent attributes that hold date and time values.
When you add a date/time attribute, you choose whether the attribute’s values
are dates, times, combinations of a date and a time (such as timestamps), or
intervals. You then select a representation that determines the range, resolution,
and storage size of the attribute’s values. For most applications, the standard
representation will provide very good ranges and resolution, while minimizing
the storage size. Additional, special-purpose representations are available if, for
example, the stored values need to conform to a particular language-specific
standard.
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The class diagram in Figure 2-1 identifies a number of date/time attributes. One
of these is the pickup attribute of the Reservation class, for holding the day
and time at which the reserving customer wishes to pick up a vehicle. The
timestamps all occur within the 21st century, so for the most efficient storage,
you decide to store the pickup values using the standard representation of a
date-and-time value.
To add a date/time attribute to the Reservation class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (Reservation) node and click
Add Date/Time Attribute. A new DateTime node appears under the class’s
node.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

pickup

Comment

Planned pickup date and time for the
reserved rental vehicle.

3. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Date/time type property specifies that the values held by the
attribute will be combinations of dates and times.

■

The default Representation property specifies that the values held by the
attribute will have a standard representation.

4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining date/time attributes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Date/Time
Attributes.

This shortcut adds a DateTime node to the appropriate class for each date/time
attribute shown in Figure 2-1. You can click on any added node to see how its
properties have been set.
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Categorizing the UML Associations Between Classes
You continue the detailed design of your schema by analyzing the UML
associations between various pairs of storable classes in the FleetData
namespace, and categorizing them according to their basic persistent-storage
requirements.
A UML association between two classes indicates an application’s ability to link
particular objects of those classes, so that one linked object can cause another to
perform some action on its behalf. When a UML association exists between two
storable classes, any links formed between particular objects of these classes must
be stored persistently along with the objects themselves.
At a minimum, persistently linking two stored objects enables the application to
navigate from one object to the other in the federated database. That is, once the
application finds the linking object, it can use that object to find and access the
linked object.
Persistent links between objects of associated classes are implemented as values
that are held in special attributes, called associative attributes. Therefore, for each
UML association that is to support navigation between pairs of stored objects,
you must add an associative attribute to the schema description of one or both
storable classes. You choose the kind of associative attribute that best supports
the design characteristics identified for the association in the UML class diagram.
You start your analysis by categorizing the UML associations in the
RentalCompany object model according to their basic persistent-storage
requirements:
■

“Reviewing the UML Associations in the Class Diagram”

■

“Identifying Basic Storage for UML Associations”

Then, within each category, you choose the particular kind of associative
attribute to add for each UML association:
■

“Representing Unidirectional To-One Associations”

■

“Representing Unidirectional To-Many Associations”

■

“Representing Bidirectional Associations”
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Reviewing the UML Associations in the Class Diagram
You review the UML associations in the class diagram in Figure 2-1 to familiarize
yourself with the specific design characteristics of each association. These design
characteristics include the association’s directionality, its multiplicity, and whether
or not it is compositional.
Figure 2-1 shows each UML association as a line between a pair of storable
classes. Conventional annotations at the ends of association lines indicate the
design characteristics summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Design Characteristics of UML Associations shown in Figure 2-1
Annotation
C1

C2

C1

C2

C1

C1

1

0..1

Unidirectional association. A C1 object is aware of a linked C2 object, but not the reverse.
The RentalCompany can request the license of each Vehicle, but a Vehicle cannot
request any information from the RentalCompany.
Bidirectional association. Linked C1 and C2 objects are aware of the other; equivalent to a
coordinated pair of inverse unidirectional associations.
A Location can request the identifying number of each Stall, and each Stall can
request the name of its Location.

C2

Multiplicity (one-to or to-one). Exactly one C2 object may be linked to a C1 object.
A Stall belongs to exactly one Location.

C2

Multiplicity (one-to or to-one). At most one C2 object may be linked to a C1 object.
A Stall may either be empty or occupied by one Vehicle.

C1

* C2

C1

C2

C1

C2

NOTE
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Meaning for Linked Objects of Classes C1 and C2

Multiplicity (many-to or to-many). Any number of C2 objects may be linked to a C1 object.
A Location has many Stalls.
Composition. A C1 object owns a linked C2 object, typically with lifecycle control, so that
destroying the C1 object will also destroy the C2 object.
A Location should control the lifecycle of each Stall, because a Stall without a
Location has no meaning.

In a unidirectional association, the linking object C1 is called the source object, and
the linked object C2 is the destination object. In a bidirectional association, each
object is the source object of one link and a destination object of the inverse link.
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Identifying Basic Storage for UML Associations
Two design characteristics determine the basic persistent-storage characteristics
of a UML association—its directionality and its multiplicity. These characteristics
enable you to categorize each UML association according to its storage
requirements.
The directionality of a UML association establishes whether one or both of the
associated objects should provide storage for a persistent linking value:
Directionality

Persistent-Storage Requirement

Unidirectional association

The source object must provide storage for a linking
value to support one-way navigation to the destination
object.

Bidirectional association

Both objects must provide storage for a linking value to
support two-way navigation between them. (Each object
serves as the source object for navigating to the other.)

The multiplicity at the destination end of a UML association establishes whether
a source object should provide storage for a single linking value or for many
linking values:
Multiplicity

Persistent-Storage Requirement

To-one association

The source object must store a value that enables
navigation to at most one destination object.

To-many association

The source object must provide storage for a data structure
of values that enable navigation to multiple destination
objects.

You now reexamine the UML associations of the RentalCompany object model
and divide them into the following categories (see Figure 2-3):
■

Unidirectional to-one association

■

Unidirectional to-many association

■

Bidirectional association (to-one or to-many)

Doing so simplifies the task of choosing the particular kind of associative
attribute to add for each UML association, and determining where to add it.
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1

RentalCompany

1
1

-name : string

1
1

-models
*

1

VehicleModel
-rentals RentalContract -pastRentals

*

*

-customers

-customer
1

*

-rental
1

-currentRental
0..1
-vehicle
0..1

Customer
-firstName : string
-lastName : string
-userId : string
-pw : string
-rewardPoints : int

-corporateAddress
1

Address

-street : string
-city : string
-address
-state : string
-postalCode : string 1

-vehicles

*

-model
1

Vehicle
1

-license : string
-available : bool
-retired : bool
-occupiedBy
0..1

1
-events

-categories
*

RentalEvent

1

Location

1

-name : string
-rate : float
-retired : bool

-pendingPickups

-reservedCategory

*

0..1

-name : string
-pickupLocation
-airportCode: string 1
1
-rateFactor : float
1
-location
1

Return

Reservation

-returnLocation
1

-categories
*

VehicleCategory

-timestamp : DateTime

-locations

*

-models
*

-vehicles

*

*

-address
1

-brand : string
-modelName : string
-automatic : bool
-airConditioning : bool
-cdPlayer : bool
-cruiseControl : bool
-powerWindows : bool
-doors : int
-seatingCapacity : int
-retired : bool

1 -pickup : DateTime
-dropoff : DateTime
-pendingReturns
1

*
PickUp
-completed : bool

-stalls

*

Stall

-atStall
1

-assignedTo
0..1

-number : int
-atStall
0..1

Key:

= Unidirectional to-one association
= Unidirectional to-many association
Figure 2-3
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= Bidirectional association

UML Class Diagram with Categorized Associations
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Representing Unidirectional To-One Associations
A unidirectional to-one association originates from a source class (the class of the
source objects of the association’s links) and points to a destination class (the class
of the destination objects).
You consider the following kinds of associative attribute for representing
unidirectional to-one associations:
■

Embedded attribute

■

Reference attribute

■

Relationship (with properties set to make it unidirectional and to-one)

You take into account whether each destination object requires a unique identity,
and whether its lifecycle should be controlled by the source object.

Adding an Embedded Attribute
An embedded attribute stores an object of the association’s destination class as a
simple value instead of storing it as an independent, uniquely identified
persistent object in the federated database. An embedded attribute is like a basic
attribute, except that its data type is an application-specific storable class instead
of a built-in type or system class.
When you link two stored objects through an embedded attribute, the value
implementing the link is the destination object itself, which is embedded directly
as the value of the attribute in the source object. Embedding the destination
object stores its persistent attributes among those of the source object.
Consequently, the destination object cannot be shared with any other source
objects, through this or another association. Furthermore, deleting the source
object from the federated database automatically deletes the destination object.
You decide to add embedded attributes to the RentalCompany, Location, and
Customer classes, to represent the three associations that have the Address class
as the destination class. You choose embedded attributes for these reasons:
■

Address objects do not need independent identities in the federated

database. That is, the application has no requirement for looking up and
accessing Address objects independently of the RentalCompany, Location,
or Customer objects that embed them.
■

Although the Address class is shared by multiple associations, no individual
object of this class will be shared by multiple source objects. That is, the
RentalCompany object will have its own Address object, as will each
Location object and each Customer object.

■

Composition is indicated for these associations to give their source objects
lifecycle control over the destination objects. That is, deleting a Location
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object, a Customer object, or even the RentalCompany from the federated
database should also delete the associated Address object.
NOTE

The decision to use embedded attributes means you must make the Address
class embeddable. Once the Address class is embeddable, it can be used only for
embedded attributes.
To make the Address class embeddable
1. In the Schema Explorer, click the Class: (Address) node to display its
properties.
2. Double-click the class’s Storability property to set it to Embeddable.
3. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add an embedded attribute to the three source classes
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (RentalCompany) node and
click Add Embedded Attribute. A new Embedded node appears under the
class’s node.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

corporateAddress

Comment

Corporate address for the rental company.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: Embedded properties as follows:
Set This Property
Embeddable class

To This Value
FleetData.Address

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
5. Repeat steps such as 1-4 for the Customer and Location classes. That is:
■

Select the Customer class and add an embedded attribute named
address to it, with FleetData.Address as the embeddable class.

■

Select the Location class and add an embedded attribute named
address to it, with FleetData.Address as the embeddable class.

6. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
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Comparing Reference Attributes and Relationships
You can represent each remaining unidirectional to-one association either as a
reference attribute or a relationship. Either is appropriate when the destination class
must be fully persistence-capable—that is, when your application must be able to
store, identify, and access the objects of the destination class independently of
any other objects in the federated database.
When you link two stored objects through a reference attribute or a relationship,
the value implementing the link is an internal object called an object reference,
which is stored as the attribute’s value in the source object. An object reference
encapsulates the unique object identifier of the destination object, so it can be
used to find that object within the federated database.
Reference attributes and relationships therefore support reference semantics,
permitting multiple source objects to link to (share) the same destination object.
Each such source object stores its own copy of the object reference.
Reference attributes and relationships differ in several ways. The main difference
is that a relationship can provide lifecycle control over its destination objects, but
a reference attribute cannot—deleting the source object of a reference attribute
has no effect on the destination object.

Adding a Reference Attribute
You decide to add a reference attribute for each of the remaining unidirectional
to-one associations. For example, you add a reference attribute to represent the
reservedCategory association between the Reservation class and the
VehicleCategory class, for the following reasons:
■

Objects of the VehicleCategory class require independent, unique
identities because the application must be able to look up and access
VehicleCategory objects independently of any Reservation objects that
reference them.

■

Each individual VehicleCategory object is likely to be shared by one or
more Reservation objects (as well as some number of VehicleModel
objects and the RentalCompany object itself, through other associations).

■

Composition is not indicated for the reservedCategory association; a
VehicleCategory object should continue to exist even if an application
deletes any Reservation object that references it.

The decision to use reference attributes means each destination class must be
referenceable, so you leave the Storability property unchanged in the
VehicleCategory, Location, and RentalContract classes.
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To add a reference attribute to the Reservation class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (Reservation) node and click
Add Reference Attribute. A new Reference node appears under the class’s
node.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

reservedCategory

Comment

Category of vehicle requested for
reservation.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: Reference properties as follows:
Set This Property
Referenceable class

To This Value
FleetData.VehicleCategory

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining reference attributes using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Reference
Attributes.

This shortcut adds a Reference node to the appropriate class for each reference
attribute. You can click on any added node to see how its properties have been
set.

Representing Unidirectional To-Many Associations
A unidirectional to-many association must support navigation to multiple
destination objects, so it can be represented by one of the following associative
attributes:
■

Relationship (with properties set to make it unidirectional and to-many)

■

Storable-array attribute

■

Storable-collection attribute

Of these, you decide to consider just the relationships and storable-collection
attributes, because they support a variety of optimizations and behavior in
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addition to providing storage for multiple linking values. (In contrast,
storable-array attributes provide only the multi-value storage.)
The destination classes of relationships and storable-collection attributes must be
referenceable. You can inspect the unidirectional to-many associations in
Figure 2-3 to confirm that their destination classes should remain referenceable,
so that individual objects of these classes can be shared.
NOTE

If you had decided on an embeddable destination class for any unidirectional
to-many UML association, you would need to represent the association as a
storable-array attribute, because such attributes accommodate the widest variety
of element types.

Considering Relationships
A relationship is particularly appropriate for representing a unidirectional,
to-many association if either or both of the following are true:
■

You want the source object of each link to have lifecycle control over its
destination objects.

■

You expect each source object to be linked to a small-to-medium number of
destination objects (typically, about 1000 objects or fewer).

Structure
When you link source and destination objects through a to-many relationship,
each source object owns an internal variable-size array of object references to its
destination objects. The use of variable-size arrays enables each source object to
link to a different (and changeable) number of destination objects.

Lifecycle Control and Navigation
A relationship provides built-in support for treating groups of linked objects as
single composite objects. For example, you can enable delete propagation to give
each source object lifecycle control over its destination objects, so that deleting a
particular source object from the federated database will automatically delete not
only the array of object references, but each linked destination object as well.
A to-many relationship supports iteration for navigating from a particular source
object to its destination objects. Specific destination objects are found by iterating
over the destination objects with a predicate query expression. Iteration is fastest
for source objects that store small-to-medium numbers of linking values.
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Adding a Relationship
You decide to add a unidirectional, to-many relationship with delete propagation
to represent the locations association from the RentalCompany class to the
Location class, for the following reasons:
■

Composition is indicated for the association, so deleting the RentalCompany
from the federated database should also delete each of its Location objects.

■

You expect the rental company to have fewer than 1000 branch locations.

To add a unidirectional, to-many relationship to the RentalCompany class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (RentalCompany) node and
click Add Relationship Attribute. By default, a Unidir node is added for a
unidirectional relationship.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

locations

Comment

Branch locations of the rental company.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: Relationship properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Multiplicity

To-many

Referenceable class

FleetData.Location

4. Set the new node’s Relationship Behavior properties as follows:
Set This Property
Deletion

To This Value
Propagate

5. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Relationship type property specifies that the relationship
unidirectional.

6. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
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Considering Storable-Collection Attributes
A storable-collection attribute is appropriate if one or both of the following are true:
■

You need navigation capabilities beyond simple iteration. For example, you
want to control the order of iteration over destination objects, or look up a
destination object directly by specifying a particular attribute value.

■

You expect each source object to be linked to a very large number (possibly
millions) of destination objects.

Structure and Scalability
When you link source and destination objects through a storable-collection
attribute, the source object links to a storable collection of destination objects. The
source object holds an object reference to the storable collection, which is itself an
object of a referenceable system class. The storable collection, in turn, holds an
object reference to each of the destination objects.
A storable collection is organized in segments that can be accessed or resized
independently of each other. This enables the collection to increase in size—up to
millions of elements—with minimal performance degradation. (In contrast, a
relationship’s variable-size array must fit entirely in virtual memory when
accessed or resized.)

Kinds of Storable Collections
You choose the basic kind of storable collection when you add the attribute to the
source class:
■

An unordered storable collection references its elements in an unspecified
order. Such collections are implemented with an extendible hashing
mechanism that uses a customizable hashing algorithm.

■

An ordered storable collection references its elements in an order determined
by the application or by a customizable sorting algorithm. Such collections
are implemented as variants of binary search trees (B-trees).

You set a property of the attribute to choose the specific collection type (a set,
map, or list) that supports the desired combination of navigation capabilities.

Adding a Storable-Collection Attribute
You decide to add storable-collection attributes for the remaining unidirectional
to-many associations in Figure 2-3, because you want to take advantage of
various navigation capabilities. For example, you decide to use a particular type
of ordered collection (namely, a list) to represent the categories association
between the RentalCompany and VehicleCategory classes, so the application
can define search order for vehicle categories from most to least popular.
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A storable collection provides no built-in support for lifecycle control. The
application must arrange to explicitly delete the storable collection and each
VehicleCategory object if the RentalCompany object is deleted.
To add an ordered list to the RentalCompany class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (RentalCompany) node and
click Add Ordered Collection. By default, a TreeList node for a list is added.
2. Set the new node’s General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

categories

Comment

Vehicle categories used by the rental
company.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: Ordered Storable Collection (Tree) properties
as follows:
Set This Property
Referenceable class

To This Value
FleetData.VehicleCategory

4. Leave the remaining properties unchanged. Notice:
■

The default Collection type property specifies that the collection is a list.

5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining storable collections using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add Storable
Collection Attributes.

This shortcut adds several TreeSet nodes and HashSet nodes to the appropriate
source classes. You can click on any added node to see how its properties have
been set.
By the way
A TreeSet node represents an attribute that links to destination objects through a
sorted set, which is an ordered storable collection of elements that are sorted by an
instance of a comparator class. This tutorial uses the default comparator class,
which sorts persistent objects by their unique object identifiers.
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Representing Bidirectional Associations
You represent a bidirectional association as a coordinated pair of bidirectional
relationships, each corresponding to an end of the association.
A pair of bidirectional relationships are inverses of each other—that is, the source
class of one relationship is the destination class of the other, and vice versa. For
example, in Figure 2-4, Vehicle is the source class of a relationship with Stall
as its destination class, and Stall is the source class of an inverse relationship
with Vehicle as its destination class.
-atStall

Vehicle

Stall

-occupiedBy

Figure 2-4

Inverse Relationships Representing a Bidirectional Association

When an application links one object to another through a bidirectional
relationship, an inverse link is automatically created from the second object to the
first. Objectivity/DB uses inverse links to maintain referential integrity—if an
application deletes one of the two objects from the federated database, the
linking value is automatically removed from the other object. This prevents the
remaining object from storing a dangling link, which is an object reference that
points to no existing object.
Each inverse relationship in a bidirectional pair can be to-one or to-many. For
example, the inverse relationships in Figure 2-5 represent a one-to-many
association, in which one Location object can link to many Stall objects, and
each of those Stall objects automatically links back to that one Location object:
-stalls

Location

*

Stall

1 -location

Figure 2-5

Inverse Relationships Representing a One-to-Many Bidirectional Association

In this example, each Location object owns a variable-size array of object
references to its Stall objects, and each Stall object stores a single object
reference to its Location object.
Both classes in a pair of bidirectional relationships must be referenceable. You
therefore leave the Storability property unchanged in all bidirectionally
associated classes in Figure 2-1.
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Adding a Bidirectional Relationship
You decide to start by adding a pair of bidirectional relationships between the
Location and Stall classes. You can add a relationship to either associated
class (in this case, you choose the Location class), and have the Persistence
Designer add the inverse relationship to the other class (the Stall class).
To add a bidirectional relationship between the Location and Stall classes
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (Location) node and click
Add Relationship Attribute. By default, a Unidir node for a unidirectional
relationship is added.
2. With the new Unidir node selected, set its General properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

stalls

Comment

Stalls where the branch location’s
vehicles are parked.

3. Set the new node’s Attribute Kind: Relationship properties as follows:
Set This Property

To This Value

Relationship type

Bidirectional

Multiplicity

To-many

Referenceable class

FleetData.Stall

Inverse

(See the next step)

4. Click once on the Inverse property, and click the browse button. In the dialog:
a. Select Add a new relationship to the destination class.
b. Set Name to location.
c. Leave Cardinality set to To-one.
d. Click Add.
5. Set the new node’s Relationship Behavior properties as follows:
Set This Property
Deletion
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To This Value
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6. Leave the remaining properties unchanged.
7. In the Schema Explorer, notice that:
■

The node you added to the Location class is now labeled Bidir: (stalls).

■

A new Bidir: (location) node has automatically been added to the Stall
class.

8. Click on the Bidir: (location) node of the Stall class:
■

■

In the Comment field, enter the following text:
Branch location to which this stall belongs.
Leave the other properties unchanged. Notice the Referenceable class
and Inverse properties already specify the stalls relationship you just
added to the Location class. The Multiplicity property is set to To-one, as
you specified when you created the inverse.

9. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
To add the remaining bidirectional relationships using the tutorial shortcut
➤

In the Persistence Designer toolbar, click Tutorial Shortcuts > Add
Bidirectional Relationships.

This shortcut adds a Bidir node to the appropriate class for each bidirectional
relationship. You can click on any added node to see how its properties have
been set.

Adding Subclasses
You complete the detailed design of your schema by representing the inheritance
relationships among various storable classes in the FleetData namespace.
Figure 2-1 indicates that the Reservation, PickUp, and Return classes should
inherit the persistent timestamp attribute from the RentalEvent class. Each
persistent object of the inheriting classes will therefore store a timestamp value
indicating when the object was created. This value will be stored among the
object’s other attribute values.
To add subclasses to the RentalEvent class
1. In the Schema Explorer, click the Class: (Reservation) node to display its
properties.
2. Set the Superclass property to FleetData.RentalEvent.
3. Using the same approach, make RentalEvent the superclass of the PickUp
and Return classes.
4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
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By the way
Inheritance preserves storability—a referenceable superclass has only
referenceable subclasses, and an embeddable superclass has only embeddable
subclasses. Notice that the RentalEvent class is referenceable, so when you
make it the superclass of Reservation, PickUp, and Return, you ensure that
those classes must also be referenceable, and their Storability properties are
disabled.

Reviewing the Schema Design
You have now completed the detailed design phase of schema development, and
you decide to update the class diagram to show the schema-design decisions you
captured in the PDD. Figure 2-6 summarizes these decisions:
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■

The referenceable classes are shown as gray-shaded boxes, and the
embeddable class Address is shown as a white box in the lower right corner.

■

Each source class of an embedded attribute now has an attribute of type
Address.

■

Each association is annotated to indicate the kind of associative attribute that
represents it. For example, <<ref attr>> stands for a reference attribute,
<<unidir>> stands for a unidirectional relationship, and so on.
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<<unidir>>

1
<<HashSet>> 1

1

RentalCompany
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*
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*
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*
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1
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-returnLocation
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-brand : Utf8String
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-automatic : bool
-airConditioning : bool
-cdPlayer : bool
-cruiseControl : bool
-powerWindows : bool
-doors : uint8
-seatingCapacity : uint8
-retired : bool

VehicleCategory

-timestamp : DateTime

*

-models
*

1 <<TreeSet>>

-reservedCategory
0..1

Return

<<ref attr>>

PickUp
-completed : bool

-stalls

*

Stall

-atStall
1

<<bidir>>

-number : uint16
-atStall
0..1

Key:

-assignedTo
0..1
<<bidir>>

= Referenceable class
Figure 2-6

Address
-street : Utf8String
-city : Utf8String
-state : char8[2]
-postalCode : Utf8String

= Embeddable class

Annotated Class Diagram Showing Schema-Design Decisions
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Updating the Schema From the PDD
So far, the storable classes exist only as specifications in your PDD. At this point,
you could change or delete any namespace, class, or attribute without affecting
anything except the PDD. You can even save a PDD that contains incomplete
class or attribute descriptions, and resume work on them at a later time.
Because you are satisfied with the detailed design you have just completed, you
decide to add the storable-class descriptions to the schema of the associated
RentalCompanyData federated database.
To update the federated database’s schema from the PDD
➤

Click the Update FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar.

You might get a Visual Studio dialog asking if you want to reload the file. Click
Yes for such dialogs.

Results
If you have followed all tutorial steps, and performed all of the tutorial shortcuts,
the descriptions in your PDD should be complete and consistent, so the
following message should appear in the Persistence Designer’s output window:
======Updating FD with PDD file======
...
The FD was updated successfully.

If, however, the PDD contains descriptions that are incomplete or inconsistent,
Update FD quits without adding descriptions to the schema, and the output
window displays a message to help you diagnose the problem. A typical
problem is forgetting to add an inverse bidirectional relationship.
By the way
After your classes and attributes are successfully added to the federated
database’s schema, the nodes representing them in the Schema Explorer are no
longer marked with asterisks.
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Generating Class Definitions for the Application
Now that the schema contains descriptions of your storable classes, you can use
the Persistence Designer to generate corresponding definitions for those classes
in your application’s programming language. When compiled into your
application, the generated class definitions enable the application to create, store,
and access objects of your storable classes.
NOTE

Class definitions can be generated only if the schema was successfully updated.
To generate definitions for storable classes
1. Click the Update App button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar.
2. In the Browse for Folder dialog, click OK to accept the default folder.

Inspecting the Project
The class definitions are generated in files that are automatically added to your
project in a folder representing the namespace (FleetData). Because this PDD
belongs to a Visual C# project, the class definitions are generated in .NET/C#,
and the generated files have the .cs filename extension.

Classes
generated
from PDD

Partial class for
developer-authored code
Partial class for generated code
Figure 2-7

Solution Explorer Showing Generated .NET/C# Classes
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Every generated class definition provides:
■

A section for implementing the class’s application-specific capabilities. This
section is called the developer-authored part of the class definition. Once this
section exists, it is never regenerated.

■

A section containing generated members that support the class’s persistence
design. This section is called the persistence-related part of the class definition,
and is reserved for code that can be regenerated.

In a Visual C# project, the Persistence Designer uses C# partial-class definitions
to separate developer-authored part from the persistence-related part. For
example, the VehicleModel class definition is divided between:

NOTE

■

The VehicleModel.cs file, which your development team can edit to add
application-specific members.

■

The VehicleModelPD.cs file, which contains only generated code; you
should not edit this file.

A file called PersistentObjectInstantiator.cs is also generated and added
to your project; you should not edit this file.

A Quick Glance at the Generated Code
You familiarize yourself with the definition generated for the referenceable class
VehicleModel. Because this is a Visual C# project, you open two files.
Inspecting the developer-authored part of a class definition
1. In the Solution Explorer, double-click VehicleModel.cs. This is where you
or your development team will eventually add the class’s application-specific
members.
2. Notice that the generated class definition:
■

Has the name and comment you specified for the class’s Name in
application and Comment properties in the PDD.

■

Is public, because you used the default value for the class’s Visibility
property in the PDD.

3. Expand the Constructors region. Notice each generated constructor has:
■

A parameter that enables you to guide the placement of the new objects
in the federated database.

■

An empty implementation block, in which you can add
application-specific object-initialization code.

4. Close the class definition file.
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Inspecting the generated persistence-related part of a class definition
1. In the Solution Explorer, double-click VehicleModelPD.cs. This is reserved
for generated code that supports the class’s persistence design; you do not
edit this file.
2. Expand the Properties region. The class defines accessors for getting and
setting each of the persistent attributes you added to the class. In .NET/C#
code, the accessors are generated as C# properties of the class.
3. Notice that each accessor (property) for a persistent attribute:
■

Has the name and comment you specified for the attribute’s Name in
application and Comment properties in the PDD.

■

Is public, because you used the default value for the attribute’s Visibility
property in the PDD.

4. Close the class definition file.
Your development team will use the generated items in the implementations of
application-specific constructors, accessors, and methods they add to the storable
class.
NOTE

A class’s generated accessors are the only means of getting and setting the
attribute values stored by the class’s objects. These accessors translate between
the schema’s data types and the data types recognized by the Objectivity/DB
programming-language interface you are using.
By the way
Besides its generated members, the VehicleModel class definition you just
inspected also has various members inherited from the system class
ReferenceableObject. Your development team can use these members to
perform Objectivity/DB operations on persistent objects of the class, such as
locking objects, obtaining their object identifiers, and so on.

Changing a Code-Generation Property
Various properties affect the way code is generated for a class or attribute,
without affecting the corresponding description in the schema.
One important code-generation property is a class’s Persistence interface
property, which controls how the class obtains its members for performing
Objectivity/DB operations. The class definitions you just generated obtain their
persistence interfaces by inheritance from a system class such as
ReferenceableObject. If you prefer not to include an Objectivity/DB system
class in the inheritance hierarchy of a storable class, you can arrange for the
generated class definition to implement the persistence interface instead.
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To change the way a class obtains its persistence interface
1. Open the PDD, if necessary.
2. In the Schema Explorer, click the Class: (VehicleModel) node.
3. Set the following Generated Code property of the selected node:
Set This Property
Persistence interface

To This Value
Defined by implementation

4. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
5. Click the Update FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar. The following
message appears in the Output window:
The FD is already up to date; no changes were made.
6. Click the Update App button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar.
NOTE

Only the partial class in VehicleModelPD.cs file is regenerated.
7. Open the regenerated VehicleModelPD.cs file, and expand the Interface
Implementation region to see the implemented class members for
performing Objectivity/DB operations.
By the way
You can control how groups of classes obtain their persistence interfaces by
setting the Default persistence interface property of a namespace node or the
Storable Classes node.

Making Schema Changes
After you and your development team have worked with the RentalCompany
storable classes for awhile, you notice several gaps in the original schema design.
In particular, you discover that you need to:
■

Represent the cancellation of a reservation as a new kind of rental event.

■

Add an invoice number to track each rental contract through accounting.

Accordingly, you decide to change the existing schema by adding:
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■

A new Cancellation class as a subclass of RentalEvent

■

A new invoiceNumber attribute to the existing RentalContract class
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Adding Another Class
You can add a new storable class at any time during application development.
Doing so has no effect on existing class descriptions in the schema or on existing
objects you may have already stored in the federated database.
To add the Cancellation class to the populated schema
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Namespace: (FleetData) node and click
Add Class.
2. Set the following General properties of the new node:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

Cancellation

Comment

Cancellation of a reservation.

3. Set the Superclass property to FleetData.RentalEvent.
4. Leave the remaining properties of the class unchanged.
5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
6. Click the Update FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar to add the
description of the new class to the schema.
7. Click the Update App button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar to generate
a new class definition for your application.
Your development team can now adjust existing application-specific code to
incorporate the new class definition. The Persistence Designer regenerates all
code supporting persistence design, so all files such as VehicleModelPD.cs are
overwritten. Developer-authored code in files such as VehicleModel.cs is left
as is, so any adjustments that need to be made are your responsibility.

Adding an Attribute to an Existing Class Description
Adding an attribute to a schema class description changes the shape of the class.
A class’s shape specifies exactly how each object of the class is to be laid out in
persistent storage; Objectivity/DB uses the shape information when allocating
storage space for new objects, and when reading and writing existing objects.
Changing the shape of an existing class has consequences for any objects of the
class that already exist in the federated database—in particular, such objects will
no longer match the class’s current schema description. Extra storage must be
added to every object of the class to accommodate the value of the added
attribute.
You can change the storage of existing stored objects by performing object
conversion. However, you are still in early development, so your federated
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database contains only test data at this point. Consequently, you decide to simply
discard the existing test data and re-create the federated database (with the
modified schema).
NOTE

Eventually, when you are maintaining a deployed federated database, you will
perform schema evolution on existing classes, distribute the evolved schema to the
deployed federated databases, and change the storage of existing objects through
object conversion.
To add an attribute and re-create the schema
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Class: (RentalContract) node and click
Add Numeric Attribute.
2. Set the following General properties of the new node:
Set This Property

To This Value

Name in application

invoiceNumber

Comment

Number for tracking this rental contract.

3. Set the following Attribute Kind: Numeric property of the new node:
Set This Property
Numeric data type

To This Value
int16 (short)

4. Leave the remaining properties of the attribute unchanged.
5. Save the PDD. For example, press Control-S.
6. Click the New FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar. In the New
Federated Database dialog:
a. Click Delete current federated database.
b. Specify the location of your valid Objectivity license file—typically,
installDir\oolicense.txt, where installDir is your
Objectivity/DB installation directory.
c. Leave all other fields unchanged.
d. Click Continue. This creates a new federated database containing only
Objectivity/DB system classes.
e. In the Warning dialog, click Yes to remove the schema history from the
PDD.
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7. Click the Update FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar to update the
federated database’s schema to include the class descriptions in the PDD.
8. Click the Update App button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar to regenerate
the class definitions for your application.
NOTE

At this point during actual development, you would compile and run your
application to repopulate the federated database with data.
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Working With a Persistence Design Document
A persistence design document (PDD) is where you describe the portion of your
application design that is specific to an Objectivity/DB federated database.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about PDDs

■

How to view a PDD in your project.

■

How to add a PDD to your project.

■

How to edit a PDD by adding schema components, deleting schema
components, or setting the values of properties

■

How to update a federated database’s schema from a PDD

■

How to synchronize multiple copies of a PDD

■

How to update application code from a PDD

■

How to manage the association between a PDD and a federated database

About Persistent Design Documents (PDDs)
You add Objectivity/DB as a persistence resource for your application by adding
a persistence design document (PDD) to the project in which you are developing the
application.
A PDD is an XML document that captures the schema design decisions you
make for the application. Collectively, these decisions specify the
persistence-related details of the storable classes needed by the application. The
specified details serve as the data definition language (DDL) from which you
can:
■

Update the schema of a federated database with generated storable-class
descriptions. (See “Updating the Schema” on page 87.)

■

Update the application with generated storable-class definitions. (See
“Updating the Application from a PDD” on page 89.)
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A federated database’s schema must contain descriptions of an application’s
storable classes before the application can store persistent objects of those classes
in the federated database.
Project
PDD

Application

<?xml...>
<Class...>
<Members...>
</Class>
<Class...>
<Members...>

update
Storable-class
Definitions
Generated from PDD

update

access
Federated Database
Schema
Persistent Objects
Created by Application

Storable-class
Descriptions
Generated from PDD

Figure 3-1

PDD Maintains Information for Updating the Schema and the Application

Associated Federated Database
A PDD always maintains an association with a particular federated database. This
association enables you to use the PDD to view and update the schema of that
federated database.
■

You normally associate a new PDD with a new federated database when you
start development.

■

You can change a PDD’s association if you want to “start over” in a new
federated database.

■

You can associate a new PDD with a legacy federated database to view and
refine the schema of that federated database.

Tools for Working With a PDD
You work with a PDD using the Objectivity/DB Persistence Designer. The
Persistence Designer is a plug-in to your integrated development environment
(namely, Microsoft Visual Studio). The Persistence Designer is installed
automatically when you install a product such as Objectivity/.NET for C#.
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Because the PDD is an XML document, you can open it directly in an XML editor.
However, it is strongly recommended that you develop a schema using the
Persistence Designer instead of editing the XML representation directly. The
Persistence Designer presents the available set of properties for each design
choice to be made, and therefore serves as a guide for specifying a complete and
well-formed schema.
NOTE

This chapter shows PDD tasks using the Persistence Designer in Microsoft Visual
Studio.

Role of a PDD During Development and Maintenance
You typically add a PDD to a project as one of the early design activities for an
application, and then maintain the same PDD as a development support
document throughout the application’s lifecycle.
As you begin development, the PDD serves as a kind of scratchpad for
composing and revising a schema design. When you are satisfied with the
design, you use the PDD to update the associated federated database’s schema
and update the application’s code. At this point, you can test the portions of the
application that store and access persistent objects.
At various points during iterative development, you may need to respond to test
results or new requirements by modifying existing schema descriptions. You
specify the schema changes in the same PDD, and then use it to produce an
updated schema:
■

During early development, you typically add the revised schema to a new,
empty federated database, and then re-create all the persistent objects in the
federated database.

■

During later development and deployment, you should designate a
particular development federated database in which you make all schema
updates, so the PDD can preserve the schema’s history; see “Schema
History” below. History is required for migrating existing persistent objects
to match the updated schema.

Schema History
A PDD represents not only a schema’s current contents, but also preserves the
schema history, which is a cumulative representation of successive updates made
to the schema. Schema history is used for data migration, which is the process of
converting the existing persistent objects of changed classes after the schema is
updated.
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During development, you can generally ignore schema history, and even allow it
to be deleted from the PDD. However, once your application has been deployed,
you must ensure that the application’s PDD retains the schema history.
Schema history is augmented each time you commit changes by updating a
federated database’s schema. Any changes you make between updates are
recorded as pending changes. Each pending change is marked by an asterisk when
you view the PDD in the Persistence Designer. The asterisks are removed the
next time you update the schema.
Schema history is intended for use only by the Persistence Designer; do not
attempt to use it as version control.

Configuration Management
You can put an application’s PDD under configuration management (CM) to
enable a team of developers to work on the same application. Each developer can
then add a CM-controlled copy of the PDD to his or her project.
PDD
copy

update

Application
Code

update

User1 Project

access
Federated Database

CM control

CM control

Schema
access

update
PDD
copy

Figure 3-2

update

Application
Code

User2 Project

Two Projects Sharing the Same PDD

You use the CM system to keep multiple copies of a PDD synchronized with each
other and with the federated database’s schema. Although it is possible for you
to update a PDD from the schema, you should not rely on this technique to keep
PDD copies synchronized with each other. This is because a PDD contains
information (such as code-generation options) that is not stored in the schema.
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Viewing a PDD
You view a PDD in the Persistence Designer, which displays a hierarchic view
the PDD’s schema components, and presents the available design characteristics
of each component as a list of properties.
To view an existing PDD using the Persistence Designer
1. In Microsoft Visual Studio, open the application project containing the PDD.
2. In the Solution Explorer, double-click the .pdd file listed in the project.

Understanding the PDD Display
Figure 3-3 shows a typical PDD.
Properties of Selected
Schema Component

Description of
Selected Property

PDD Entry in
Solution Explorer

PD
Toolbar

Schema
Explorer

Output
From PD
Operations

Figure 3-3

PDD Displayed in the Persistence Designer
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Table 3-1 describes the main features for working with a PDD:
Table 3-1: Persistence Designer Features for Working With a PDD
PD Feature

Description

PD toolbar

Buttons for invoking various operations supported by the
Persistence Designer.

Schema Explorer

Hierarchy of namespaces, storable classes, and attributes
for navigating through your schema design. You use the
Schema Explorer to add and delete schema components.

Output window

Window for viewing messages and reports from operations
performed by the Persistence Designer.

Properties list

Properties for configuring the component that is currently
selected in the Schema Explorer.

Property description

Brief description of the currently selected property.

Controlling the Display of Names in the Schema Explorer
The Schema Explorer lists namespaces and classes alphabetically by name at each
level in the hierarchy. The attributes of a class are grouped by kind (for example,
Numeric, String, and so on) and then listed alphabetically by name within each
group.
You can toggle the names by which namespaces, classes, and attributes are listed
in the Schema Explorer. This is useful only if one or more such items has a
different name in the schema than in the application; see “Specifying the Names
of Components” on page 85.
To control how the Schema Explorer displays names
➤

Click Name Display Options below the Schema Explorer, and select one of the
options shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Options for displaying Names in the Schema Explorer
Name Display Options
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Description

Display Application Names

Displays the names used in generated code definitions
corresponding to the PDD’s namespaces, storable
classes, and persistent attributes.

Display Schema Names

Displays the names used in the schema descriptions
corresponding to the PDD’s namespaces, storable
classes, and persistent attributes.
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Adding a PDD to a Project
The way you add a PDD to a project typically depends on where you are in your
project development:
■

“Adding a New PDD to Start Schema Development”

■

“Adding an Existing PDD”

■

“Adding a New PDD to Represent a Legacy Schema”

Adding a New PDD to Start Schema Development
You create a new PDD with a new federated database when you start your
schema development.
The steps below add the following items to your project:

NOTE

■

A new, empty .pdd file.

■

References to the Objectivity/DB assembly and other required assemblies.

■

A configuration file called app.config containing elements for configuring
Objectivity/DB. If a file with this name already exists, a file called
objy.config is generated in the project directory.

■

(Optional) A class that defines a sample main function demonstrating the
basics of an Objectivity/DB application.

Before you start, you should read “Planning for the New Federated Database” in
Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration. All federated databases created by the
Persistence Designer are placement-managed.
To create a new PDD and associate it with a new federated database
1. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on an accessible host.
See “Starting a Lock Server” in Chapter 8 Objectivity/DB Administration.
2. In the Microsoft Visual Studio Solution Explorer, right-click the project name
and click Add > New Item.
3. In the Add New Item dialog:
a. Choose the Objy PD Wizard template.
b. Optionally specify a nondefault name for the .pdd file.
c. Click Add.
4. In Persistence Design Wizard, select New federated database and click Next.
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5. In the New Federation page, specify properties for the new federated
database:
a. Specify values for these required properties:
Property

Specify

System name

The system name for the federated database. This name is
the basis for the system-database file name and the boot
file name.

License file

The location of your valid Objectivity license file if it is not in
installDir\oolicense.txt
the default location:
where installDir is your Objectivity/DB installation
directory.

b. If desired, specify nondefault values for the remaining properties.
NOTE

Make sure the Lock server host property matches the host you used in step 1.
c. Click Next.
6. In the Generate Main Class page, specify whether to generate a class that
defines a sample main function. If you choose to generate such a class:
a. (Optional) Specify a nondefault name for the class. Do not specify the
name of an existing class.
a. Enter a namespace in which to define the class. You may specify a new
namespace or one that is already used in your application.
b. Click Finish.
7. In Microsoft Visual Studio, click File > Save All.
8. (Recommended) Put the new PDD under configuration management.
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Adding an Existing PDD
You add an existing PDD to a project during ongoing development—for
example, to expand your development team. A typical scenario is to check out a
copy of the PDD from the CM system, and add that copy to the new developer’s
project.
The steps below add the following item to the project:
■

The specified .pdd file. If the specified file resides outside the project
directory, a local copy of the file is created and added to the project. The
added PDD retains its association with an existing federated database, which
may be either placement-managed or non-placement-managed.

To add an existing PDD to a project
1. In the Microsoft Visual Studio Solution Explorer, right-click the project name
and click Add > Existing Item.
2. In the Add Existing Item dialog:
a. Browse to the desired .pdd file. You may need to request that all files be
displayed in the dialog box.
b. Click Add.

Further Project Setup
Adding an existing PDD to a project enables you to generate storable-class
definitions for the project. However, before you can compile and run the
application, you may need to perform the following additional project setup:
■

Add an app.config file with elements that configure Objectivity/DB. For
example, you could check out a copy of such a file from your CM system, or
you may add Objectivity/DB elements to an existing app.config file.

■

Add references to the Objectivity/DB assembly, and to the assemblies for
System.Configuration, and System.Transactions.

You must also make sure the lock server is running on the lock-server host for the
federated database associated with the PDD. See “Starting a Lock Server” in
Chapter 8 Objectivity/DB Administration.

If You Add to a Project That Already Contains Code
If you add an existing PDD to a project that already contains application code,
you should check for potential conflicts between the existing code and the
storable-class definitions generated from the PDD. Such conflicts are not detected
for you by the code-generation operation.
For example, if a PDD describes a storable class with the same name as a class
that already exists in your program, the generated persistence-related code for
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that storable class is added to the existing class definition. (No existing code is
overwritten.) Any conflicts between the generated code and the existing code
will produce an internally inconsistent definition for the class, and result in
compiler errors.

Adding a New PDD to Represent a Legacy Schema
You can add a new PDD and associate it with an existing, legacy federated
database to obtain a representation of that federated database’s schema. For
example, assume you need to learn about the schema of an existing federated
database that was developed without the use of the Persistence Designer. Rather
than gleaning schema information from the storable-class definitions in legacy
application code, you can add a PDD that shows the storable classes in the
Persistence Designer.
You can use the new PDD to simply inspect the storable classes or as the basis for
ongoing schema development; see “Using the New PDD for Ongoing
Development” on page 77.
The steps below add the following items to your project:
■

A new .pdd file that has automatically been updated from the existing
federated database’s schema.

■

References to the Objectivity/DB assembly and other required assemblies.

■

A configuration file called app.config containing elements for configuring
Objectivity/DB. If a file with this name already exists, a file called
objy.config is generated in the project directory.

■

(Optional) A class that defines a sample main function demonstrating the
basics of an Objectivity/DB application.

To create a new PDD and associate it with an existing federated database
1. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on the lock-server host
of the desired federated database. See “Starting a Lock Server” in Chapter 8
Objectivity/DB Administration.
2. In the Microsoft Visual Studio Solution Explorer, right-click the project name
and click Add > New Item.
3. In the Add New Item dialog:
a. Choose the Objy PD Wizard template.
b. Optionally specify a nondefault name for the .pdd file.
c. Click Add.
4. In Persistence Design Wizard, select Existing federated database and click Next.
5. In the Existing Federation page, browse to the boot file of the desired federated
database, and click Next.
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6. In the Generate Main Class page, specify whether to generate a class that
defines a sample main function. If you choose to generate such a class:
a. (Optional) Specify a nondefault name for the class. Do not specify the
name of an existing class.
b. Enter a namespace in which to define the class. You may specify a new
namespace or one that is already used in your application.
c. Click Finish.
7. In Microsoft Visual Studio, click File > Save All.
8. (Recommended) Put the new PDD under configuration management.

Using the New PDD for Ongoing Development
When you associate a new PDD with a legacy federated database, the PDD is
automatically populated with all of the schema information stored the federated
database. This information includes the current set of storable classes described
in the schema, as well as the complete schema history. Consequently, the PDD is
suitable as the basis for ongoing schema development. That is, you can use the
PDD to make schema changes or to generate storable-class definitions for new
application development.
NOTE

Before you generate code from the new PDD, you should review (and possibly
reset) the PDD properties that affect code generation for each component; see
“Code Generated for Storable Classes” on page 105 and “Code Generated for
Persistent Attributes” on page 113.
For example, you should review properties such as the following, which are not
recorded in the schema of the legacy federated database:
■

Properties specifying the visibility of a class or attribute.

■

Properties specifying the referenceable class of a storable-collection attribute.

■

Properties specifying the type parameters of a generic class.
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Adding Schema Components to a PDD
You add schema components to your schema design using the Schema Explorer
of the Persistence Designer. The Schema Explorer represents the components as a
hierarchy of parent/child nodes, as described in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Hierarchy of Components Displayed in Schema Explorer
Parent Component

Has These Child Components

Top-level

Default schema namespace
(Optional) Additional schema namespaces

Namespace

Storable classes
(Optional) Nested schema namespaces

Storable class

Persistent attributes
(Optional) Nested storable classes

You add a new component as the child of an existing component. For
information about adding a particular kind of component, see:
■

“Adding a Schema Namespace” on page 96

■

“Adding a Storable Class to a PDD” on page 100

■

“Adding a Persistent Attribute to a Class in the PDD” on page 111

You can freely add new namespaces and classes at any time. However, adding a
new persistent attribute to an existing storable class may have consequences; see
“Consequences of Adding an Attribute” on page 79.
To add a new component to the schema design in a PDD
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the parent component to which to add the
new component.
3. Click Add Component, where Component indicates the kind of component you
want (Namespace, Class, or Attribute).
The next time you update the schema, a description of the new component is
added to the schema.
Alternative steps
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, select the parent component to which to add the new
component.
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3. Click the Add button on the Persistence Designer toolbar.
4. In the dialog box, select the kind of component you want (Namespace, Class,
or Attribute).
The next time you update the schema, a description of the new component is
added to the schema.

Consequences of Adding an Attribute
The Persistence Designer allows you to freely add a new persistent attribute to a
storable class in a PDD, whether or not the class has previously been added to
the schema.
If you add a persistent attribute to an existing storable class, and objects of the
class have previously been stored in the federated database, Objectivity/DB
automatically adds space for the new attribute in each of these objects. It is your
responsibility to set a value in each object’s new attribute—for example, by
writing and running a special-purpose application.

Deleting Schema Components From a PDD
You delete schema components (namespaces, storable classes, or persistent
attributes) from your schema design using the Schema Explorer of the
Persistence Designer.
Deleting a namespace deletes all classes in it. Deleting a class deletes all
attributes in it. Other consequences of deleting a class or an attribute depend on
whether the component has previously been added to the schema, whether the
component is referenced by other components, and whether applications have
created persistent data based on the component; see “Consequences of Deleting a
Class” and “Consequences of Deleting an Attribute” below.
To delete a component from the schema design in a PDD
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the component to be deleted.
3. Click DeleteComponent, where Component indicates the kind of component
you selected (Namespace, Class, or Attribute).
The next time you update the schema, the description of the deleted component
is removed from the schema.
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Alternative steps
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the component to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete button on the Persistence Designer toolbar.
The next time you update the schema, the description of the deleted component
is removed from the schema.

Consequences of Deleting a Class
The Persistence Designer allows you to freely delete a storable class from a PDD,
whether or not the class has previously been added to the associated federated
database’s schema.
If, however, a storable class has previously been added to the schema, deleting
the class automatically deletes any attributes of other classes that reference it. For
example, assume the schema contains two storable classes Account and
Manager, where Account has a reference attribute called accountManager that
references class Manager. If you delete the class Manager from the PDD, you are
prompted to confirm the deletion of the accountManager attribute from class
Account.
WARNING

Loss of data occurs if you delete a storable class from the schema, when the
federated database contains objects of the class.
If objects of a storable class have already been stored in the associated federated
database, deleting the class causes its objects to be deleted automatically during
application access. Any attributes referencing those objects are deleted from the
objects containing the attributes.
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Table 3-4 summarizes the effects of deleting a class:
Table 3-4: Consequences of Deleting a Storable Class from a PDD
Deleting a Storable Class From a PDD
During this
Lifecycle Stage
Class is in PDD only

Has This Effect
on the Deleted Class
Removes the class from the PDD.

Has This Effect on Any Attributes
Referencing the Deleted Class
Reverts the attribute types to

<Any Referenceable Class>
Class exists in
schema

Removes the class from the PDD.
Removes the class from the schema
(during next Update FD).

Removes the attributes from the PDD.
Removes the attributes from the schema
(during next Update FD).

FD stores objects of
the class

Removes the class from the PDD.
Removes the class from the schema
(during next Update FD).

Removes the attribute from the PDD.
Removes the attribute from the schema
(during next Update FD).

Data is lost: Stored objects of the
class are deleted during application
access.

Data is lost: The referencing attributes
are deleted from the containing objects
during application access.

Consequences of Deleting an Attribute
The Persistence Designer allows you to freely delete a persistent attribute from a
storable class in a PDD, whether or not the attribute has previously been added
to the associated federated database’s schema.
If, however, the attribute being deleted is a bidirectional relationship that was
already added to the schema, the inverse attribute is also deleted from the related
class.
WARNING

Loss of data occurs if you delete a persistent attribute of a storable class when the
federated database contains objects of that class.
If objects of a storable class have previously been stored in the associated
federated database, deleting a persistent attribute of the class causes the values
stored by the attribute to be deleted automatically from the affected objects
during application access.
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Table 3-5 summarizes the effects of deleting an attribute:
Table 3-5: Consequences of Deleting a Persistent Attribute From a PDD
Deleting a Persistent Attribute From a PDD
During this
Lifecycle Stage

Has This Effect
on the Deleted Attribute

Has This Effect
on the Inverse Attribute (If Any)a

Attribute is in PDD
only

Removes the attribute from the PDD.

Inverse type automatically reverts to

Attribute exists in
schema

Removes the attribute from the PDD.
Removes the attribute from the
schema (during next Update FD).

Removes the inverse from the PDD.
Removes the inverse from the schema
(during next Update FD).

FD stores objects
containing the
attribute

Removes the attribute from the PDD.
Removes the attribute from the
schema (during next Update FD).

Removes the inverse from the PDD.
Removes the inverse from the schema
(during next Update FD).

Data is lost: Values stored by the
attribute are deleted during
application access.

Data is lost: Values stored by the inverse
are deleted during application access.

<Required, but not set>

a. Applies only if the persistent attribute being deleted is a bidirectional relationship.

Setting the Values of Properties
You specify the details of each component (namespace, storable class, and
persistent attribute) in your schema design by setting the values of its properties
in the PDD. In general, properties specify the component’s type information,
storage characteristics, code generation characteristics, and so on.
You can freely set and reset the properties of a component if the component has
never been added to the schema of the associated federated database. Once a
component exists in the schema, however, certain limitations and consequences
may apply; see “Changing Properties of Existing Schema Components” on
page 83.
To set a property of a component in a PDD
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, click the component to display its properties.
3. Click the value of the property, and set the new value—for example, by typing,
selecting from a pull down menu, filling in a dialog box, and so on.
The next time you update the schema, the change is applied to the relevant
description in the schema.
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To understand the various properties of each kind of component, see the chapter
about that component:
■

Chapter 4, “Schema Namespaces”

■

Chapter 5, “Storable Classes”

■

Chapter 6, “Attributes of Storable Classes”

Changing Properties of Existing Schema Components
After a component has been added to the schema of the associated federated
database:
■

Some properties remain enabled in the PDD, so you can change their values
directly with the following technique:
❐

■

“To change an enabled property”

Some properties are disabled in the PDD, so you can change their values, but
only with one of the following indirect techniques:
❐

“To change a disabled property during early development”

❐

“To change a disabled property after deployment”

To change an enabled property
When a property is enabled, you can change its value directly in the PDD:
➤

Follow the steps in “To set a property of a component in a PDD” on page 82.

The next time you update the schema, the change is applied to the relevant
description in the schema.
If data has previously been stored in the associated federated database,
Objectivity/DB automatically migrates (converts) any affected data so that it
matches the updated schema. No data is lost in the conversion process.
For example, assume a schema has an existing storable class with a numeric
attribute of type int16, and the federated database stores objects of that class.
Because the attribute’s Numeric data type property is enabled in the PDD, you can
change its value from int16 to, say, int32. When you update the schema, the
change is applied to the corresponding attribute in the class’s schema
description. During subsequent application access, Objectivity/DB automatically
adds more space for the attribute in each existing object of the class, and converts
the attribute’s value to the new type.
To change a disabled property during early development
If your application is still in early development, and the associated federated
database is empty or contains only temporary test data, you can simply reset the
associated federated database, and make the change in the new federated
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database’s schema. Doing so discards all schema history up to this point, along
with any data that is stored in the associated federated database.
WARNING

Do not use this technique if you need to preserve existing data. See “To change a
disabled property after deployment” instead.
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Associate the PDD with a new, empty federated database by performing the
steps in “Resetting the Associated Federated Database” on page 91.
3. Display the property of interest in the PDD, and change its value as desired.
4. Click the Update FD button to re-create the original schema, long with the
modification you just made, in the newly associated federated database.
5. Click the Update App button to generate updated class definitions for your
application. (Depending on the nature of the property change, you may need
to make other manual updates to your application, as well.)
6. Run your application to re-create your test data, as desired.
To change a disabled property after deployment
If you have deployed your application, so that existing stored data must be
preserved, any changes you make to disabled properties must be done in a way
that preserves the PDD’s schema history. (A PDD’s schema history is used in the
process of propagating schema changes to other deployed federated databases
and migrating the data there.)
No single technique applies to every case. In general, however, you change a
disabled property in several stages during which you run a special-purpose
application that explicitly migrates existing data through one or more
intermediate states.
For example, assume a schema has an existing storable class with a string
attribute, and the federated database stores objects of the class that must be
preserved. You want to change the attribute’s Character representation property,
which was disabled when the class was added to the schema.
In this example, you change the property settings as follows:
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project. In the PDD:
a. Add a new string attribute to the same class.
b. Set the new string attribute’s properties with the desired values.
c. Click the Update FD button to add the new attribute to the schema
description of the class.
d. Click the Update App button to generate updated class definitions.
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2. Write and run a special-purpose program that uses the newly generated class
definitions to access each existing object of the affected class, obtain the value
of the original string attribute, convert the value as necessary, and set the value
in the new string attribute.
3. In the PDD:
a. Delete the original attribute from the class.
b. Click the Update FD button to remove the original attribute from the
schema description of the class.
c. Click the Update App button to generate updated class definitions for
your application. (Depending on the nature of the property change, you
may need to make other manual updates to your application, as well.)

Specifying the Names of Components
When you add a new namespace, storable class, or persistent attribute to a PDD,
you specify the name of the new component by setting the value of its
Name in application property. The value of this property is used as the
component’s name in the generated code.
By default, a component has the same name in the generated code and in its
schema description. You can give a component a different name in the schema by
specifying a nondefault value for its Name in schema property.
This feature is useful if you are writing a new application that must adhere to its
own naming conventions, but must also be able to interoperate with existing,
unrebuilt applications that will access the same federated database. In such a
situation, your new application uses the name specified by the
Name in application property, while the legacy applications use the component’s
original schema name, which you specify in the Name in schema property.
Figure 3-4 shows a PDD that maintains two names (Rate and rate) for the same
component. The new name (Rate) is used in all new application code, while the
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old name (rate) is used in the schema, enabling legacy applications to continue
using the old name.
New Application

PDD
Name in application = Rate
Name in schema

update
Definitions
Generated from PDD

= rate

update

Rate

access
Legacy Application

Federated Database
Schema
Descriptions
Generated from PDD

rate

access

rate

Definitions in
Unrebuilt Code
Figure 3-4

Using Different Names in a New Application and in the Schema

For details about naming a specific kind of component, see:
■

“Names of Schema Namespaces” on page 96

■

“Names of Storable Classes” on page 100

■

“Names of Persistent Attributes” on page 113

You can list components in the Schema Explorer using either name; see
“Controlling the Display of Names in the Schema Explorer” on page 72.

Changing the Names of Components
You can freely change a component’s Name in application and/or Name in schema
properties at any time, even after the component’s description has been added to
the schema of the associated federated database.
NOTE
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If you change a component’s Name in application property and then re-generate
code from the PDD, it is your responsibility to propagate the change to any
developer-authored code that is not subject to regeneration.
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Changing the name of a namespace, class, or attribute has no affect on data that
was previously stored in the federated database.

Adopting Visible Names Into the Schema
You can change the names used in schema descriptions so they match the
corresponding names used by the application.
To adopt a single visible component name into the schema
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Schema Explorer, click the component to display its properties.
3. Click the value of the Name in schema property, and set it to the following
special value:
<Same as name in application>
To adopt all the visible component names into the schema
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. In the Persistence Designer, click the Adopt Names button.
3. Click the Update FD button.
Clicking the Adopt Names button sets the Name in schema property of every
namespace, storable class, and persistent attribute to the following special value:
<Same as name in application>

Updating the Schema
When you are satisfied with the namespaces, storable classes, and persistent
attributes you have added to your PDD, you can update the schema from the PDD.
This operation adds storable-class descriptions to the schema of the associated
federated database; see “Schema Descriptions of Storable Classes” on page 18. If
you subsequently make changes to a component in the PDD, you must update
the schema again to change the corresponding description in the schema.
Updating the schema commits any changes you have made in the PDD since the
previous schema update. Such changes, called pending changes, are indicated by
asterisks in the Schema Explorer, and may include any combination of added
components, deleted components, or components with modified properties.
NOTE

Updating the schema is different from saving the PDD, which simply preserves
the current contents of the document; any pending changes remain pending.
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You typically update the schema to:
■

Initialize the schema in a new federated database.

■

Refine the schema in an existing federated database.

Whenever you update the schema, you should also update your application to
ensure the application’s storable-class definitions match the schema’s
storable-class descriptions. See “Updating the Application from a PDD” on
page 89.
To update the schema of the associated federated database
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Click Update FD button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar.
The update operation fails if you attempt to update the schema with incomplete
or inconsistent descriptions. A message describing the specific nature of the
problem is reported in the Persistence Designer’s output window. After you fix
the problems in the PDD, you can try updating the schema again.

Consequences of Updating the Schema
Refining an existing schema typically introduces changes to existing descriptions
of storable classes. Such changes, in turn, affect any existing stored objects of
those classes—in some cases, with loss of data. Before you update an existing
schema, you should read about the possible consequences of the changes you are
introducing. See:
■

“Consequences of Adding an Attribute” on page 79

■

“Consequences of Deleting a Class” on page 80

■

“Consequences of Deleting an Attribute” on page 81

■

“Changing Properties of Existing Schema Components” on page 83

Synchronizing Multiple PDDs
When a team of developers is working on the same application, each developer
should add a copy of the PDD to his or her project. These copies should be
placed under configuration management (CM), and kept up-to-date using the
CM system.
To keep your copy of a PDD up-to-date
➤
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Use your CM system to accept changes from the latest checked-in version of
the PDD into your copy.
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Although it is possible to click Update PDD to obtain descriptions from the
schema, you should not rely on that to keep PDD copies synchronized with each
other. This is because a PDD contains certain information (such as
code-generation options) that is not stored in the schema.

Updating the Application from a PDD
When you have updated the schema of the associated federated database with
the namespaces, storable classes, and persistent attributes in your PDD, you can
update the application from the PDD. This operation generates storable-class
definitions that can be compiled into your application code; see “Storable-Class
Definitions in Applications” on page 19.
You must update your application to refresh its storable-class definitions every
time you update the schema. Doing so regenerates all persistence-related code
for those definitions, but does not overwrite the developer-authored portion of
your code; it is your responsibility to manually update the developer-authored
code.
WARNING

Failure to update an application after updating the schema normally introduces
conflicts between the schema and the application; the first such conflict to be
detected causes the application to throw an exception.
To update the application with generated class definitions
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. If the PDD contains pending changes, click the Update FD button to commit the
changes to the schema; see “Updating the Schema” on page 87.
3. Click Update App button in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar.
Note: The Update App button is disabled if the PDD still contains pending
changes; see step 2.
For details about generated code, see:
■

“Code Generated for Schema Namespaces” on page 97

■

“Code Generated for Storable Classes” on page 105

■

“Code Generated for Persistent Attributes” on page 113
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Location of Generated Files
The first time you update the application from a PDD, the Persistence Designer
prompts you for the folder in which to create the files that contain the generated
storable-class definitions. Each subsequent time you click Update App to update
the application from the same PDD, the Persistence Designer updates the files in
the same folder. You can request that files be generated in a different location.
To change the location in which files are generated
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. If the PDD contains pending changes, click the Update FD button to commit the
changes to the schema; see “Updating the Schema” on page 87.
3. Click Update App > Change Output Folder in the Persistence Designer’s toolbar
and select the new location in the Browse for Folder dialog.
The next time you click Update App, new files are generated in the new location.

Managing the Association With a Federated Database
A PDD has exactly one associated federated database. If that federated database
is deleted or moved, you must replace it; otherwise, the Persistence Designer
reports an error the next time you try to update the schema.
You can change a PDD’s association from its current federated database to a new
federated database; however, you cannot reassociate a PDD with an existing
federated database. All new federated databases are placement-managed.

Displaying the Associated Federated Database Path
You can find out where the associated federated database is located by
displaying the appropriate property in the PDD.
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Click the Storable Classes node in the Schema Explorer. See Figure 3-5.
Path to PDD’s Associated
Federated Database

Figure 3-5
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Replacing a Missing Federated Database
If a PDD’s associated federated database has been deleted, you can replace it by
associating the PDD with a new federated database.
To replace a missing federated database
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on an accessible host. See
“Starting a Lock Server” in Chapter 8 Objectivity/DB Administration.
3. Click the New FD button. In the New Federated Database dialog:
a. Specify values for these required properties:
Property

Specify

System name

The system name for the federated database. This name is
the basis for the system-database file name and the boot
file name.

License file

The location of your valid Objectivity license file if it is not in
installDir\oolicense.txt
the default location:
where installDir is your Objectivity/DB installation
directory.

b. If desired, specify nondefault values for the remaining properties.
All previously committed components in the PDD are automatically added to the
new federated database’s schema. This includes all schema descriptions that
were in the missing federated database, plus the schema history recorded in the
PDD.
If the PDD currently contains any pending changes, they are not committed until
you update the new federated database’s schema; see “Updating the Schema” on
page 87.

Resetting the Associated Federated Database
If you are testing different schema choices during early development, and you do
not need to preserve any existing data, you can reset the associated federated
database before updating the schema. Doing so deletes the currently associated
federated database, and replaces it with a new, empty federated database that
has the same properties and resides in the same location.
Resetting the associated federated database eliminates the need for converting
existing stored objects to match the new schema, and allows you to make schema
changes that would otherwise be disabled; see “To change a disabled property
during early development” on page 83.
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To reset the associated federated database
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on an accessible host. See
“Starting a Lock Server” in Chapter 8 Objectivity/DB Administration.
3. Click the New FD button. In the New Federated Database dialog:
a. Leave each filled-in field as is. (The values of these fields are the
properties of the current federated database you are resetting.)
b. Enter the location of your valid Objectivity license file, if it is not in the
default location.
c. Click Delete current federated database.
d. Click Continue.
e. In the prompt asking whether to delete schema history, click Yes.
Because schema history is deleted from the PDD, every component within the
PDD becomes a pending change, and is marked with an asterisk. You can now
change any property of any component, even if that property was previously
disabled; see “To change a disabled property after deployment” on page 84.
You must update the new federated database’s schema to add the components to
it; see “Updating the Schema” on page 87. You can then update and re-run your
application to re-create data.

Initializing a New Federated Database for Another User
You can use a PDD to initialize the schema of a new federated database, to hand
off for testing or deployment. The PDD remains associated with its current
federated database.
To branch to a new associated federated database
1. Open the PDD by double-clicking it in your project.
2. Make sure the Objectivity/DB lock server is running on an accessible host. See
“Starting a Lock Server” in Chapter 8 Objectivity/DB Administration.
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3. Click the New FD button. In the New Federated Database dialog:
a. Specify values for these required properties:
Property

Specify

System name

The system name for the federated database. This name is
the basis for the system-database file name and the boot file
name.

License file

The location of your valid Objectivity license file if it is not in
installDir\oolicense.txt
the default location:
where installDir is your Objectivity/DB installation
directory.

b. If desired, specify nondefault values for the remaining properties.
c. Do not select Delete current federated database.
d. Do not select Reassociate PDD with new federated database.
All previously committed components in the PDD are automatically added to the
new federated database’s schema. This includes all schema descriptions that are
in the original federated database, plus the schema history recorded in the PDD.
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Schema Namespaces
A schema namespace serves as a name scope for one or more storable classes
described in the schema of a federated database.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about schema namespaces

■

Adding a schema namespace to a persistent design document (PDD)

■

Names of schema namespaces

■

Code generated from namespace properties

About Schema Namespaces
An Objectivity/DB schema supports name scopes (called schema namespaces) to
enable storable-class names to be reused in the same schema without causing
naming collisions. For example, two storable classes called Location can be
added to the same schema, if they are added to different schema namespaces.
Schema namespaces are analogous to the namespaces (or packages) supported
by various programming languages. Such namespaces enable you to compile
multiple classes with the same name into the same application.

Default Schema Namespace
Every Objectivity/DB schema has a namespace called Default, which corresponds
to the default namespace in your programming language. (Some programming
languages call this namespace the global or unnamed namespace.)
NOTE

In .NET/C#, the default namespace is set in your C# project properties; it is
implicitly declared in every program file by the C# compiler.
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Namespaces in Your Schema Design
The namespaces in your schema design should correspond to namespaces in
your application design. That is, if your application design calls for defining one
or more storable classes in a particular nondefault (named) namespace, you
should add a corresponding nondefault namespace to the schema.
Schema namespaces can be at the top level (that is, at the same level as the
Default namespace) or they can be nested within other schema namespaces. The
nesting level of a schema namespace should match the nesting level of the
corresponding application namespace.

Adding a Schema Namespace
You add schema namespaces to a PDD to prepare for adding storable classes.
You do not need to add any schema namespaces if you plan to define all storable
classes in the application’s default namespace.
To add a top-level namespace
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the Storable Classes node and click
Add Namespace.
2. Set the new namespace’s properties.
To add a nested namespace
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click an existing nondefault namespace and
click Add Namespace.
2. Set the new namespace’s properties.

Names of Schema Namespaces
The names of schema namespaces can contain any characters that are allowed in
the names of application namespaces, with the following exception:
■

Underscore characters (_) are not allowed in the names of schema
namespaces.

A nondefault schema namespace normally has the same name as the application
namespace to which it corresponds. The name may, but need not, already be
declared in existing application code.
A nondefault schema namespace can have a different name than the
corresponding namespace in the application. The Persistence Designer enables
you to specify the two names using the Name in application and Name in schema
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properties, and maintains the mapping between these names. This feature can be
useful if you are writing a new application that must adhere to its own code
conventions for naming, but still be able to interoperate with existing, unrebuilt
applications that will access the same federated database. For example, the
legacy applications could expect a schema namespace called fleetData, but the
design for the new application might require that the corresponding code
namespace be called FleetData.

Code Generated for Schema Namespaces
The code generated for a schema namespace consists of:

NOTE

■

The programming language’s keyword (such as namespace) for declaring
the namespace, plus any syntax (such as curly braces), for indicating the
extent of the namespace.

■

The namespace’s name as specified in the Name in application property.

■

A comment consisting of the string, if any, specified in the Comment
property.

A namespaces’s Default persistence interface property controls certain aspects of
the code generated for each class declared within the namespace; see “Manner of
Making a Class Storable” on page 105. Individual classes can override the
namespace’s setting.
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A storable class is a class whose instances can be saved persistently in an
Objectivity/DB federated database, provided a description of the class exists in
the federated database’s schema.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about storable classes

■

Adding a storable class to a persistence design document (PDD)

■

Names of storable classes

■

Kind of storability

■

Inheritance

■

Parameterized storable classes

■

Code generated for storable classes

About Storable Classes
Storable classes represent the objects that your application will store persistently.
Storable classes are normally identified as part of the object model for your
application.
You add each storable class in the object model to a persistence design document
(PDD), from which you generate:
■

A storable-class description in the schema of the federated database to be
accessed. (See “Schema Descriptions of Storable Classes” on page 18.)

■

A corresponding storable-class definition in the application code. (See
“Storable-Class Definitions in Applications” on page 19.)

The properties you set for the storable class provide information that is used in
the schema description, in the code definition, or both. (Persistent attributes
make up a significant portion of a storable-class description and definition; see
Chapter 6, “Attributes of Storable Classes.”)
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NOTE

Adding a Storable Class to a PDD

An object model may also identify nonstorable classes, which are classes that exist
only transiently in application memory. You do not add nonstorable classes to a
PDD. Rather, nonstorable classes exist solely as class definitions in your
application code.

Adding a Storable Class to a PDD
You add a storable class to a PDD so you can add a storable-class description to
the schema and generate a storable-class definition for your application.
Every storable class must belong to exactly one namespace; see “Schema
Namespaces” on page 95. A storable class can either belong directly to a
namespace or be nested within another storable class.
To add a top-level storable class to a namespace
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the namespace’s node and click
Add Class.
2. Set the new class’s properties.
To add a nested storable class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click an existing class and click
Add Nested Class.
2. Set the new class’s properties.

Names of Storable Classes
The name of a storable class can contain any characters that your programming
language allows in a class name. A class name can be up to 487 characters in
length. If the class is nested in other classes, all parent class qualification and
separator characters must fit into this limit.
The length limit does not include namespace qualification, unless your
application is to interoperate with Objectivity for Java applications, which
recognize only package-qualified class names that fit within 487 characters. In
this case, you must make sure that the namespace-qualified name of each class in
the PDD fits within the length limit, so that the resulting schema class description
can be recognized by the Objectivity for Java application.
A storable class normally has the same name in the schema and in the
application code. The Persistence Designer enables you to specify the two names
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using the Name in application and Name in schema properties, and maintains the
mapping between these names. This feature can be useful if you are writing a
new application that must adhere to its own code conventions for naming, but
still be able to interoperate with existing, legacy applications accessing the same
federated database. See “Specifying the Names of Components” on page 85.
For example, the legacy applications could expect a schema description of a
storable class called vehicle_model, but the design for the new application
might require that the corresponding storable class be called VehicleModel.

Kind of Storability
A fundamental characteristic of each class in a PDD is its storability. You use the
class’s Storability property to specify whether the class is referenceable or
embeddable. In a typical schema, most of the storable classes are referenceable,
with comparatively few embeddable classes.
You use the class’s Persistence interface property to control the manner in which
storability is established in the generated class definition; see “Manner of Making
a Class Storable” on page 105.

Choosing to Make a Class Referenceable
Making a class referenceable causes it to be fully persistence-capable, so its
persistent objects can be accessed independently of other objects stored in the
federated database. Furthermore, any persistent object of the class can be shared
by reference among two or more stored objects, enabling you to create complex
networks or graphs of interrelated stored objects. See “Persistence-Capable
(Referenceable) Classes” on page 17.
You must make a class referenceable if one or more of the following are true:
■

You need complete control over where to place the class’s objects in the
federated database.

■

You want each of the class’s objects to have a unique object identifier within
the federated database.

■

You want the class’s objects to be referenced by one or more other stored
objects.
That is, you plan to use the class as the destination type of a reference
attribute in another referenceable or embeddable class’s description.
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■

You plan to form relationships between the class’s objects and other
persistent objects.
That is, you plan to add a relationship attribute to the class description, or
you plan to use the class as the destination type of a relationship in another
referenceable class’s description.

■

You plan to make the class’s objects elements of a storable collection.
That is, you plan to use the class as the element type of a storable-collection
attribute in another referenceable or embeddable class’s description.

■

You want to be able to find and update the class’s objects without having to
access any other stored object.

■

You need support for polymorphism among linked objects.
That is, you want objects of the class or its subclasses to be the destination
objects of reference attributes or relationships.

■

You plan to use the class as a type parameter of another storable class.

You normally make a class referenceable even if referenceability is not required
for any of the above reasons, unless you need to minimize the storage space
occupied by the class’s objects. Each object of a referenceable class has extra
overhead space, in contrast to the objects of an embeddable class, which have no
overhead.

Choosing to Make a Class Embeddable
Making a class embeddable causes it to be non-persistence-capable, so its objects
cannot be stored and accessed independently; see “Non-Persistence-Capable
(Embeddable) Classes” on page 17. Instead, objects of an embeddable class can
be stored only by being embedded as parts of other objects in the federated
database. That is, an object of an embeddable class can be stored either as:
■

The value of an embedded attribute of another stored object.

■

An element of a storable array, which is itself the value of an attribute of
another stored object.

You should consider making a class embeddable if both of the following are true:
■

You don’t need to make the class referenceable for any reason; see “Choosing
to Make a Class Referenceable” on page 101.

■

You want to minimize the amount of storage space occupied by objects of the
class. (Embedded objects have no overhead.)

As a consequence of making a class embeddable:
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■

You can use the class as the type of an embeddable attribute in another
referenceable or embeddable class’s description.

■

You can use the class as the element type of an storable-array attribute in
another referenceable or embeddable class’s description.
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■

An object of the class can serve only as a value within another stored object,
and so cannot be shared by multiple stored objects.

■

An object of the class can be accessed only by first accessing the persistent
referenceable object in which it is directly or indirectly embedded.

■

An object of the class has no independent identity within the federated
database, and so cannot be referenced by another stored object. For example,
an embedded object cannot be the destination object of a reference attribute
or a relationship, or an element of a storable collection.

Inheritance
If your application’s object model identifies an inheritance relationship between
two storable class, you use the inheriting class’s Superclass property to capture
the relationship in the PDD. When one storable class inherits from another,
objects of the subclass hold values for the superclass’s attributes in addition to
holding values for the subclass’s attributes.
Inheritance interacts with storability as follows:
■

If the inheriting class is referenceable, it may inherit from either another
referenceable class or from a nonstorable class. That is, you cannot set an
embeddable class as the superclass of a referenceable class.

■

If the inheriting class is embeddable, it may inherit from either another
embeddable class or from a nonstorable class. That is, you cannot set a
referenceable class as the superclass of an embeddable class.

Referenceable
Superclass

Referenceable
Subclass

Embeddable
Superclass

Embeddable
Subclass

Nonstorable
Superclass

Referenceable
Subclass
or
Embeddable
Subclass

Inheritance Allowed
Figure 5-1

Referenceable
Class

Embeddable
Class

X

X

Embeddable
Class

Referenceable
Class

Inheritance Prohibited

Inheritance and Storability
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If you want a storable class to inherit from a nonstorable class, you must specify
the nonstorable superclass by manually editing the developer-authored part of
the storable class’s definition. The inherited members of the nonstorable class
become transient attributes of the storable class; see “Transient Attributes” on
page 111.

Parameterized Storable Classes
If your application design calls for a storable class to be parameterized (such as a
C# generic class), you use the class’s Type parameters property to add one or
more type parameters and their constraints to the class’s specification in the
PDD.
The constraint type of a type parameter must be either the default value
<Any referenceable class>, or a particular referenceable class that already exists in
the PDD. You choose the default constraint type to enable the application to
instantiate the parameterized class with any referenceable class. Otherwise, you
specify the lowest common superclass of the referenceable classes you plan to
use in instantiations.
A parameterized storable class is represented in the schema by a single class
description that stands for a family of specialized classes. When the application
specifies a concrete type parameter for the corresponding storable-class
definition, the resulting class is implicitly storable, although a separate schema
representation is not created for it.
EXAMPLE

For example, assume you add a class Test to a PDD, and give the class a type
parameter T, where T is <Any referenceable class>. From this PDD, you add a
description for class Test to the schema, and generate a generic C# definition for
class Test:
public partial class Test <T> where T : IReferenceableObject
{...}

When a C# application instantiates the generic class with a concrete referenceable
class, objects of the instantiation class can be stored persistently, although the
instantiation class itself is not described separately in the schema:
Test<Vehicle> vehicleTest = new Test<Vehicle>();
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Code Generated for Storable Classes
When you update the application from a PDD, a class definition is generated for
each storable class using the keywords and syntax of the application’s
programming language.

Code Generated From PDD Properties
Table 5-1 shows the PDD properties that contribute to the definition generated
for a storable class.
Table 5-1: Storable-Class Properties Affecting Generated Code
Property of Class in PDD

Contribution to Generated Class Definition

Name in application

The class’s name in generated code.

Comment

Comment string inserted above the class, adorned with
the programming language’s comment syntax.

Visibility

Modifiers declaring the access level (for example,
public) within the application.

Superclass

Keywords and syntax declaring inheritance.

Abstract class

Keywords and syntax declaring abstract type.

Type parameters

Keywords and syntax declaring type parameters and
their constraints.

Storability

Syntax declaring the how the class obtains its
storability. See “Manner of Making a Class Storable”.

Persistence interface

Only the Superclass and Storability properties also affect the corresponding
schema description of the class.

Manner of Making a Class Storable
A storable class’s Persistence interface property controls how the class obtains its
persistence-related behavior. A storable-class definition either:
■

Inherits the behavior from an Objectivity-defined class.

■

Obtains the behavior by implementing an Objectivity-defined interface.

The class’s Storability property determines which Objectivity-defined class or
interface provides the inherited or implemented behavior.
You typically choose persistence by implementation if you want to restrict a
class’s inheritance hierarchy to application-defined classes. You should consider
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persistence by inheritance when you need to optimize performance. (Inheritance
is more efficient than implementation because it eliminates a level of redirection
in each operation.)
By default, each class obtains the setting for its Persistence interface property
from the Default persistence interface property of the enclosing namespace.
NOTE

If one storable class inherits from another, the subclass inherits its persistence
interface from the superclass, so you cannot set the subclass’s Persistence
interface property explicitly.

Organization of a Generated Storable-Class Definition
A generated storable-class definition is organized into two major parts:
Developer-authored

Provides generated class constructors, and is where you add the
application-specific behavior or transient data needed by the class.

Persistence-related

Provides generated support for Objectivity/DB behavior, including
accessors for getting and setting the persistent attributes of the
class, and methods for performing Objectivity/DB operations.

The developer-authored part of a storable-class definition is generated the first
time you update the application from the PDD; subsequent updates do not
regenerate (or overwrite) this part. After you generate this part, you normally
edit it by hand to:
■

Add application-specific object-initialization code to the generated
constructors, which are otherwise empty.

■

Add application-specific members to the class.

The persistence-related part of the definition is completely controlled by the
Persistence Designer, and is overwritten every time you update the application
from the PDD.
WARNING

Do not modify any code in the persistence-related part of a generated
storable-class definition. Any modifications you make will be overwritten when
you regenerate code from the PDD.
Depending on your application’s programming language, the sections containing
developer-authored code and persistence-related code may reside in separate
files. For example, updating a C# application generates the developer-authored
code and the persistence-related code for a storable class as separate partial-class
definitions, where each partial class is stored in its own file.
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Code Generated for Pre-Existing Classes
When you generate a definition for a storable class in a PDD, the Persistence
Designer first checks whether a class definition with the same name already
exists in the target location. The Persistence Designer will not overwrite any
existing class definition, but will augment the definition with generated accessors
and utility methods.
For example, assume you are updating a C# application from a PDD that
describes a storable class called RentalCompany, and the Persistence Designer
detects an existing definition for that class in a file called RentalCompany.cs.
The Persistence Designer considers the existing file to be the developer-authored
part of the definition, and generates only the persistence-related partial class
(RentalCompanyPD.cs).
It is your responsibility to adapt the pre-existing class definition to make it
suitable for use as the developer-authored part of the storable class. At a
minimum, you should:
■

Add any syntax required for compilation. (In the C# example above, you
must add the partial keyword to the original definition in
RentalCompany.cs so it will compile with the generated definition in
RentalCompanyPD.cs.)

■

Add appropriate constructors (or adapt existing constructors). The particular
parameters you add depend on whether the class is referenceable or
embeddable. If the class is referenceable, each added constructor must call
the base class constructor.
Hint: You can obtain sample code to use as a guide by setting up a
temporary PDD containing minimal referenceable or embeddable classes,
and then generating class definitions from that PDD.

■

Adapt any existing accessor for a persistent attribute so that it calls the
corresponding generated accessor.

Regenerated Storable-Class Definitions
After you generate a storable-class definition from a PDD, you can change the
setting of any property in Table 5-1 for the class, and then update the application
again. Doing so regenerates the persistence-related part of the definition, but not
the developer-authored part.
Depending on the programming language, you may need to manually edit the
developer-authored code to reconcile it with the persistence-related code. For
example, if you change the Visibility property of a schema class description in a
PDD and then update a C# application from that PDD, the chosen visibility
keyword appears in the persistence-related partial class, but you must manually
change the keyword in the unregenerated developer-authored partial class.
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Attributes of Storable Classes
The attributes of a storable class represent the data held by objects of the class.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about attributes

■

Adding a persistent attribute to a persistence design document (PDD)

■

The supported kinds of persistent attributes and their properties

■

Names of persistent attributes

■

Code generated for persistent attributes

■

Numeric attributes

■

Boolean attributes

■

Enumeration attributes

■

String attributes

■

Date/time attributes

■

Embedded attributes

■

Reference attributes

■

Relationships

■

Storable-array attributes

■

Storable-collection attributes

■

Name-map attributes

About Attributes of Storable Classes
An attribute of a storable class names a significant piece of data held by the
objects of the class, where each object can hold a different value for a particular
attribute. Attributes correspond to data members, fields, or properties in various
object-oriented programming languages.
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You normally identify a storable class’s attributes as part of the object model for
your application. Of these attributes, you only designate the ones that are both:
Nonstatic

Represent the values held by a class’s objects.

Persistent

Represent the values to be written to the federated database
whenever the objects holding these values are written.

You add each nonstatic, persistent attribute to the appropriate storable class in
your persistence design document (PDD).

NOTE

■

When you update the schema from the PDD, each attribute is represented as
a persistent attribute in the storable class’s schema description. (See “Schema
Descriptions of Storable Classes” on page 18.)

■

When you update the application from the PDD, each attribute is
represented as a pair of accessors in the generated storable-class definition.
(See “Storable-Class Definitions in Applications” on page 19.)

Static attributes, which represent values held by a class, cannot be added to a
PDD, because they have no representation in the schema description of a storable
class. If you need to add static attributes to a storable class, you must manually
edit the developer-authored part of the storable class’s definition.

Data Types of Persistent Attributes
When you add a persistent attribute to a storable class in a PDD, you establish its
general data-type category, which is one of the attribute kinds listed in “Kinds of
Persistent Attributes” on page 112. You then set the attribute’s properties to
specify more detailed characteristics, which determine the nature, size, range,
and internal structure of the attribute’s values.
The properties you set for an attribute collectively select the Objectivity/DB
schema data type that is assigned to the attribute when it is added to the schema.
The data type may be a built-in basic type, an Objectivity/DB-defined system
class, or an application-specific storable class described in the same schema. You
do not normally need to know the data type’s name in the schema, although you
may see that name displayed through various Objectivity/DB tools.
Besides selecting the schema data type, an attribute’s properties also select the
specific programming-language data type used for the attribute’s values in the
generated application code.

Persistent Attributes and Class Shape
The persistent attributes you add to a storable class contribute to the class’s
overall shape; see “Class Shape” on page 18. The shape of a storable class specifies
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how each object of the class is laid out in persistent storage. A storable class’s
shape establishes the size and organization of the persistent data stored by each
object of the class, where an object’s persistent data consists of:
■

The values it holds for the persistent attributes defined by its class.

■

The values it holds for any persistent attributes inherited from any direct or
indirect storable superclasses.

Transient Attributes
An application’s object model may identify transient attributes as well as
persistent attributes. Transient attributes are nonstatic attributes representing
values that are held by objects only while those objects are in application
memory. The values of transient attributes are never stored persistently with the
objects that hold them.
You cannot add transient attributes to a PDD because they have no
representation in the schema. If you need to add transient attributes to a storable
class, you can manually add them to the developer-authored part of the storable
class’s definition.
A storable class can also obtain transient attributes by inheriting them from a
nonstorable class.

Adding a Persistent Attribute to a Class in the PDD
You add a persistent attribute to a PDD so it will become part of the storable
class’s description in the schema and part of the storable class’s generated
definition.
Any kind of attribute can be added to either kind of storable class, with one
exception: you cannot add a relationship to an embeddable class.
To add a persistent attribute to a storable class
1. In the Schema Explorer, right-click the class’s node and click
Add Kind Attribute, where Kind is one of the general types of values listed in
“Kinds of Persistent Attributes” on page 112.
2. Set the new attribute’s properties to select the specific type of stored value.
An attribute's properties specify the particular storage characteristics of the
values to be stored, including their size, representation, and internal structure.
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Kinds of Persistent Attributes
When you add a persistent attribute to a storable-class description, you select
from the supported attribute kinds described in Table 6-1.
Each kind of persistent attribute represents a general data-type category that you
further refine by setting the attribute’s properties in the PDD. Table 6-1 indicates
where to find information about the properties of each kind of attribute.
Table 6-1: Kinds of Persistent Attributes You Can Add to a Storable Class

Attribute Kind

For Property
Information,
See

Description

Numeric

Holds numeric values, such as integers and floating-point
numbers.

page 114

Boolean

Holds 8-bit Boolean values (true or false).

page 115

Application Defined
Enumeration

Holds constants of an application-defined enumeration type.

page 115

String

Holds values of a particular Objectivity/DB string type.

page 116

Date/Time

Holds values of a particular Objectivity/DB date or time type.

page 124

Embedded

Holds objects of an embeddable class.

page 130

Reference

Holds references to objects of a referenceable class.

page 132

Relationship

Holds references to objects of a referenceable class, and
provides support for specifying directionality, multiplicity,
compositionality, and storage optimizations.

page 134

FIxed Array

Holds fixed-size arrays of elements of a chosen type.

Variable Array

Holds variable-size arrays of elements of a chosen type.

Ordered Collection

Holds extensible, highly scalable ordered collections of
objects of referenceable classes.

Unordered Collection

Holds extensible, highly scalable unordered collections of
objects of referenceable classes.

Name Map

Holds extensible collections that map names to objects of
referenceable classes.
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Names of Persistent Attributes
The name of a persistent attribute can contain any characters that your
programming language allows in an identifier.
A persistent attribute normally has the same name in the schema and in the
application code. The Persistence Designer enables you to specify the two names
using the Name in application and Name in schema properties, and maintains the
mapping between these names. This feature can be useful if you are writing a
new application that must adhere to its own code conventions for naming, but
still be able to interoperate with existing, legacy applications accessing the same
federated database. See “Specifying the Names of Components” on page 85.
For example, the legacy applications could expect a schema description of a
storable class to contain an attribute called air_conditioning, but the design
for the new application might require that the corresponding attribute be called
AirConditioning.

Code Generated for Persistent Attributes
For each persistent attribute you add to a storable class, a pair of accessors is
generated in the storable class’s definition. The attribute’s accessors are placed in
the generated, persistence-related part of the class definition, so they are
regenerated every time you update the application from the PDD.
Table 6-2 shows the properties that contribute to the code that is generated for
every kind of persistent attribute.
Table 6-2: Persistent-Attribute Properties Affecting Generated Code
Property of Attribute in
PDD

Contribution to Generated Attribute Definition

Name in application

The attribute’s name in generated code.

Comment

Comment string inserted above the attribute’s
accessors, adorned with the programming language’s
comment syntax.

Visibility

Modifiers declaring the access level (for example,
public) within the application.

A persistent attribute’s other PDD properties:
■

Select the data type to be used for the attribute’s values in the generated
application code.

■

Control various attribute-specific aspects of the accessor implementation.
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The generated accessors translate between the Objectivity/DB schema data types
and the data types recognized by the application’s programming language.
A few kinds of attribute (such as the Unordered Collection and Ordered Collection
attributes) have an Autocreate property that specifies whether to generate class
constructors that automatically create and initialize the underlying data
structures used by the attribute.

Numeric Attributes
A numeric attribute is a persistent attribute that holds numeric values, such as
integers and floating-point numbers. Table 6-3 shows the supported types and
storage sizes for numeric attribute values. You choose one of these types when
you set the attribute’s Numeric data type property in the PDD.
Table 6-3: Objectivity/DB Numeric Data Types
Category
Integer

Floating point

NOTE
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Numeric
data type

Lowest Value

Highest Value

Description

int8

-128

+127

8-bit signed integer type

uint8

0

+255

8-bit unsigned integer type

int16

-32,768

+32,767

16-bit signed integer type

uint16

0

+65,535

16-bit unsigned integer type

int32

-2,147,483,648

+2,147,483,647

32-bit signed integer type

uint32

0

+4,294,967,295

32-bit unsigned integer type

int64

-(263)

+263-1

64-bit signed integer type

uint64

0

+264-1

64-bit unsigned integer type

float32

32-bit floating-point type

float64

64-bit floating-point type

Do not use a numeric attribute to represent character data. Use a string attribute
instead; see “String Attributes” on page 116.
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Boolean Attributes
A Boolean attribute is a persistent attribute that holds 8-bit Boolean values (true or
false).

Enumeration Attributes
An enumeration attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are constants of an
application-defined enumeration type.
You specify the name of the enumeration type as one of the PDD properties of
the attribute. The name you specify must be identical to the name of an
enumeration type that is declared in your application code.
Although the specified enumeration type will be used in the generated code, the
type declaration itself will not be generated; you must ensure that the
declarations exists somewhere in the application code.
Enumeration attributes are stored as integer values. By default, these values are
signed 32-bit integers. You can use the Base type property in the PDD to specify a
nondefault integer type. The type you specify determines how much space is
reserved for the attribute’s value in each object of the class.
You can specify a base type that is different from the underlying type declared
for the enumeration in the application code.
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String Attributes
A string attribute is a persistent attribute that holds values of a particular
Objectivity/DB string type. You select the string type for an attribute by setting
the properties shown in Table 6-4 in the PDD:
Table 6-4: String Attribute Properties in the PDD
Property in PDD

Description

Character representation

Specifies whether to store the string’s characters as
Unicode characters, and if so, which encoding format to
use. See “Character Representation” below.

Storage style

Specifies whether the stored strings are fixed-length,
variable-length, or optimized for a particular length. See
“Storage Style” on page 120.

Table 6-5 shows the supported combinations of Character representation and
Storage style property settings for string attribute values.
Table 6-5: String Types Supported in the Schema
Character representation
Storage style
8-bit character

Unicode
UTF-8

Unicode
UTF-16

Unicode
UTF-32

Fixed-length

✓

—

✓

✓

Variable-length

✓

✓

✓

✓

Optimized

✓

—

—

—

Character Representation
The component characters of stored strings are represented using one of two
general kinds of character encodings:
■

8-bit character encoding, which represents characters as 8-bit numeric values

according to a standard such as ASCII or ISO Latin-1.
Note: C# applications assume that characters in this representation use ISO
Latin-1 encoding.
■
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A Unicode encoding, which represents characters as numeric values
according to the Unicode Standard. A Unicode encoding further specifies an
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encoding format to indicate the size (in bits) of the code units that represent
the numeric values:
Unicode UTF-8

Represents each code unit with 8-bits. A single character can be
represented with 1, 2, 3, or 4 code units.

Unicode UTF-16 Represents each code unit with 16-bits. A single character can be
represented with 1 or 2 code units. (A pair of code units
representing a single character are called a surrogate pair.)
Unicode UTF-32 Represents each code unit with 32-bits. A complete character is
always represented with a single code unit.

Character Representation in Storage and Memory
The representation of characters in storage may, but need not, match the
representation used by the standard string class in your application’s
programming language. When your application accesses the value of a string
attribute, the characters of the stored string are automatically converted as
necessary to the representation used by the application, and vice versa.
For example, you can choose the Unicode UTF-8 character representation in the
PDD for an attribute that will be accessed by a C# application, even though the
standard C# string class uses the Unicode UTF-16 encoding. The characters in
the attribute’s string values are converted to UTF-16 in memory and back to
UTF-8 when written to disk.

Guidelines for Choosing a Character Representation
A string attribute’s character representation determines the efficiency with which
the string values are stored and accessed. For optimal efficiency, use the
following guidelines to choose the character representation.
Choose the 8-bit Character Representation Whenever Possible
If the ISO/IEC 8859-1 standard (Latin-1 character set) provides all of the
characters you will ever need, use the 8-bit character representation, unless you
want Unicode support for some other reason. The Latin-1 character set generally
encompasses Western European languages.
The 8-bit character representation uses a single 8-bit code unit for the numeric
value of each character in the Latin-1 character set, including characters in the
non-ASCII subset. Therefore, the entire 8 bits of space allocated for a code unit is
used, with no wasted space, and character access is very efficient because every
character maps to a single code unit.
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Consider the Tradeoffs Between the UTF Encoding Formats
If you need to store characters outside the Latin-1 character set, or you want
Unicode support for the Latin-1 character set, you must choose one of the three
character representations corresponding to UTF encoding formats. You need a
Unicode representation for the characters of an Asian, Eastern European, Middle
Eastern, or other non-Western-European language.
When choosing among Unicode encoding formats, you should consider which
format provides the best storage-space usage and character access for the
majority of the characters to be stored. Although any character can be stored in
any of the three UTF encoding formats, the formats differ in terms of the amount
of space that must be reserved for each character and number of code units to be
used for each character. For example:
■

The numeric value for a Latin-1 character such as ‘A’ requires 8 bits, which is
stored as a single code unit in each of the three encoding formats. No space is
wasted for the character in the UTF-8 encoding. However, in the UTF-16
format, 8 bits are wasted, and in the UTF-32 format, 24 bits are wasted.

■

The numeric value for an uncommon character outside the Basic
Multilingual Plane might require up to 21 bits. Such a character can be stored
in 4 UTF-8 code units, 2 UTF-16 code units, or 1 UTF-32 code unit. Roughly
the same amount of space is unused (or used for overhead) in each of the
encoding formats. However, character access is less efficient in the UTF-8 or
UTF-16 encoding, where multiple code units must be combined to access the
character’s numeric value.

The following table summarizes the general tradeoffs among the three Unicode
character representations:
Table 6-6: Tradeoffs Among Unicode Character Representations
Representation
Setting

Considerations

Unicode UTF-8

Most efficient storage-space usage for the Latin-1 character set.
Least efficient character access for non-Latin-1 character sets
because more characters require multiple code units. a

Unicode UTF-16

Most efficient storage-space usage for Asian languages.
A generally good balance between efficient storage and efficient
character access.

Unicode UTF-32

Most efficient character access for any character set, but generally
wastes a lot of space. Recommended only for character sets
outside the Basic Multilingual Plane.

a. Unicode UTF-8 is the most efficient of the Unicode representations for Latin-1 characters;
however, it uses multiple code units for Latin-1 characters outside the ASCII subset, which
makes it less efficient than the 8-bit character representation.
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For optimal efficiency, you should base your choice on the actual string values to
be stored. If the majority of the characters in your string data will fit within 8 bits,
you should consider Unicode UTF-8, regardless of the requirements of the overall
character set, because larger code units allocated for the 8-bit characters will
contain wasted space.
Conversion Considerations for Character Representation
If you choose a character representation that differs from the one used by your
programming language, string values are converted between representations
when they are brought into memory or written to disk. The performance impact
of the conversion is small and is usually overshadowed by other factors, such as
I/O performance.
All else being equal, however, you should try to match the character
representation in storage with the one used by the application.
For example, the Unicode UTF-8 and Unicode UTF-16 representations provide
equally efficient storage for strings in an Eastern European or Middle Eastern
language. If such strings are to be accessed by a C# application, then
Unicode UTF-16 is the better choice, because it matches the representation used by
the C# programming language.
Interoperability Considerations for Character Representation
If your application is to interoperate with an application written in an older
Objectivity/DB programming interface, you should consider whether that
programming interface supports all character representations.
If you are creating a new storable class whose objects will also be accessed by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You should not use the Unicode
UTF-16 or Unicode UTF-32 character representation for any string attribute.
Objectivity for Java applications cannot access objects of a class that contains
such attributes.

If you are creating a storable class that is to match an existing class description
that was previously added to the schema by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You must use the Unicode UTF-8
character representation for all string attributes.

■

An Objectivity/C++ application on a UNIX platform—You should consider
using the Unicode UTF-32 character representation for string attributes. This
representation matches C++ wide characters on UNIX.
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Storage Style
Stored strings are structured according to one of three general storage styles:

NOTE

■

Fixed-length strings

■

Variable-length strings

■

Optimized strings

Not all storage styles are available for all character representations; see Table 6-5.

Fixed-Length Strings
A Fixed-length string is a non-extensible sequence of characters. This storage style
is appropriate for an attribute that will store strings of a specified length.
Although the attribute can store shorter strings, this results in wasted space; for
efficient storage, you should use a fixed-length string attribute only if most or all
of the stored strings are the same length.
When a storable class has a fixed-length string attribute, storage for a character
sequence of the specified length N is allocated within each object of the class.
When you assign a string to the attribute, the string’s characters are embedded
directly in the object, along with a terminating null, as indicated in Figure 6-1.
Container
Object
A

B

0

Terminating Null

Storage for a String of Fewer than 3 Characters
Figure 6-1

Fixed-Length String Attribute of a Stored Object

Choosing the Length N of a Fixed-Length String Attribute
You choose the length N for a fixed-length string attribute by determining the
length of the longest string value to be assigned, and adding 1 to accommodate
the terminating null.
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■

If an assigned string is shorter than N-1, the excess space beyond the
termination null is left uninitialized.

■

If an assigned string is longer than N-1, an exception is thrown.
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If the string attribute’s character representation is Unicode UTF-16, the length of
an assigned string is actually the number of code units it contains, not necessarily
the number of whole characters. Recall that UTF-16 represents some characters
using a surrogate pair (two code units). You should take this into account when
specifying the length of the fixed-length string attribute.

Variable-Length Strings
A Variable-length string is a sequence of any number of characters. This storage
style is appropriate for an attribute that will store strings whose lengths are not
known or are known to vary widely.
Structurally, a variable-length string is a compound object consisting of a
reference to an extensible vector of elements. The reference occupies a fixed
amount of space.
When a storable class has a variable-length string attribute, storage for the
reference portion of the string is embedded in each object of the class, and
storage for the vector portion is allocated outside the object but within the same
container, as indicated in Figure 6-2. The vector occupies a variable amount of
space and may be relocated by certain operations. Elements in the vector are
guaranteed contiguous within virtual memory.
Container
Object
Vector
Ref

Storage for a String of Any Length
Figure 6-2

Variable-Length String Attribute of a Stored Object

Optimized Strings
An Optimized string is a sequence of any number of characters, with storage that
is optimized for strings containing fewer than a specified number of characters N.
This storage style is appropriate for an attribute that will store strings that are
known to be generally less than a certain length, but are not limited to that
length. An optimized string attribute provides very efficient storage and
character access for strings whose size you can predict, while still providing the
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flexibility of a variable-length string if an occasional large string needs to be
stored.
Structurally, an optimized string is a compound object consisting of a
fixed-length character sequence of a specified length N, plus a reference to an
extensible vector of elements. When a storable class has an optimized string
attribute, storage for the fixed part and the reference is embedded in each object
of the class. Storage for the vector is allocated only as needed when you assign a
string to the attribute:
■

If the assigned string contains fewer than N characters, these characters and a
terminating null are embedded in the fixed part, and the vector is not
allocated.

■

If the assigned string has N or more characters, the vector is allocated, and all
of the characters are stored in it. The fixed part remains unused.

For example, if an optimized string attribute has N set to 3, an assigned string of
length 1 or 2 is stored in the fixed part, while an assigned string of length 3 or
more is stored in the vector; see Figure 6-3.
The vector’s storage is allocated outside the object but within the same container.
The vector occupies a variable amount of space and may be relocated by certain
operations. Elements in the vector are guaranteed contiguous within virtual
memory.
Container
Object
A

0

B

Allocated,
but unused
space

+ Ref

Storage Optimized for a String of Length 2 + Terminating Null

Allocated,
but unused
space

Object
Vector

+ Ref

A

B

C

Storage for a String of Length 3
Figure 6-3
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Choosing the Length N for an Optimized String Attribute
The length N of an optimized string attribute is the length of the attribute’s fixed
part, which is used for storing strings of length N-1 plus the terminating null.
When the fixed part of the attribute is used instead of the vector, it:
■

Provides more efficient storage, because the stored string’s characters are
embedded directly in the containing object, without the overhead of the
vector and the wasted space of the allocated but unused fixed part.

■

Provides better performance for accessing the stored string’s characters,
because those characters can be accessed directly, without the dereference
operation that must be performed to obtain the vector.

In general, you should minimize the use of the vector as much as possible, by
choosing N so that a high percentage (for example, 90%) of the anticipated string
values will fit within the fixed part of the attribute. However, you should avoid
setting N too high. If many of the assigned strings are significantly shorter than
N-1, the attributes containing the shorter strings will also contain wasted space.

Guidelines for Choosing a Storage Style
When choosing whether to make an attribute Fixed-length, Variable-length, or
Optimized, you should consider your application’s data and performance
requirements, and make tradeoffs as follows:
■

Choose Variable-length if the strings to be stored vary widely in length or if
their length cannot be predicted.

■

Choose Fixed-length if the strings to be stored are of a known length, or vary
only a little in length.

Tradeoff: Has extra storage overhead and less efficient character access.

Tradeoff: Cannot accommodate strings with more than the allocated number
of characters; attempting to assign a longer string results in an exception.
Can waste a significant amount of space if string values vary widely in
length. Does not support the Unicode UTF-8 character representation.
■

Choose Optimized if the strings to be stored are known to be generally less
than a certain length, but are not limited to that length.
Tradeoff: Does not support any of the Unicode character representations.
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Interoperability Considerations for Storage Style
If your application is to interoperate with an application written in an older
Objectivity/DB programming-language interface, you should consider whether
that programming language supports all storage styles.
If you are creating a new storable class whose objects will also be accessed by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You should not use the Fixed-length or
Optimized storage style for any string attribute. Objectivity for Java
applications cannot access objects of a class that contains such attributes.

Date/Time Attributes
A date/time attribute is a persistent attribute that holds values of a particular
Objectivity/DB date or time type. You select the date or time type for an attribute
by setting the following properties in the PDD:
Table 6-7: Date/time Attribute Properties in the PDD
Property in PDD

Description

Date/time type

Specifies whether to store the attribute’s values as dates,
times, combinations of dates and times, or intervals. See
“Supported Date/Time Types” on page 127.

Representation

Specifies whether to use a general-purpose representation
or a representation that conforms to a language-specific
standard. See “Supported Date/Time Representations” on
page 124.

Supported Date/Time Representations
The representation of a date/time attribute determines the range, resolution, and
storage size of the attribute’s values.
The general-purpose representation (Standard) is sufficient for most applications.
You normally consider special-purpose representations only if you need to
interoperate with an existing Objectivity/DB application written in another
programming language, or if you need to store values in the ranges and
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resolutions specified by a particular language-specific standard. The supported
representations for date/time attributes are shown in Figure 6-8:
Table 6-8: Supported Date and Time Representations
Representation
Setting

Description

Standard

Conforms to the standard C# date/time types; also serves as a
general-purpose representation with sufficient range and
resolution for most applications, and with compact storage
size. Can represent null values.

ODMG

Conforms to the standard C++ Object Database Management
Group (ODMG) date, time, and timestamp classes. Cannot
represent null values.

SQL

Conforms to the standard SQL date, time, and timestamp
types, which are supported by Objectivity/SQL++. Cannot
represent SQL null date, time, or timestamp values.

SQL nullable

Conforms to the standard SQL date, time, and timestamp
types, which are supported by Objectivity/SQL++.
Can represent SQL null date, time, and timestamp values.

Java date
Java time
Java timestamp

Conforms to the standard Java date, time, and timestamp
classes, which are supported by Objectivity for Java.
Can represent null values.

Date/Time Representation in Storage and Memory
The representation of date or time values in storage may, but need not, match the
representation used by the standard date or time class in your application’s
programming language. When your application accesses the value of a
date/time attribute, the members of the stored value are automatically converted
as necessary to the representation used by the application, and vice versa.
For example, you can choose the Java representation for a time attribute that will
be accessed by a C# application, even though the Java representation measures
time in 1-nanosecond units, and the standard C# DateTime class measures time
in 100-nanosecond units. A stored time value is converted to the C# DateTime
resolution in memory and back to the internal resolution when written to disk.
Limitations on Stored Values
The representation you select determines the range of stored values, which may
differ from the range allowed by the date or time class in your application’s
programming language. An exception is thrown if your application attempts to
assign a value that is outside the range of the attribute’s storage representation.
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The representation you select determines whether the attribute can store a null
value, as indicated in Table 6-8. An exception is thrown if your application
attempts to assign a null value to an attribute with a storage representation that
does not support null values.

Date/Time Representation and Time Zones
The representation you select for a Time attribute or a Date/time attribute may
enable that attribute to include limited time zone information, such as whether
the attribute expresses a Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time; see Table 6-9.
NOTE

You should use a Date/time/zone attribute (instead of a Time or Date/time
attribute) to store time values that contain a specific time zone.

Table 6-9: Limited Time-Zone Information in Time or Date/time Attributes
A Time or Date/time Attribute
With This Representation
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Stores This Limited Time-Zone Information

Standard

Each value indicates whether it is UTC, a local time,
or unspecified (a time for which time zone is
irrelevant).

ODMG

Each value includes an offset from UTC. If a
non-UTC value is assigned to the attribute, it is
assumed to be in the local time zone and that time
zone’s offset is stored with the value.

SQL
SQL nullable

Values cannot include time-zone information. If a
value containing time-zone information is assigned
to the attribute, that information is lost.

Java time
Java timestamp

Each value must be UTC. Any attempt to assign a
non-UTC value to the attribute causes an exception
to be thrown.
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Supported Date/Time Types
A date/time attribute can store the following kinds of values: dates, times,
combinations of dates and times, or intervals.

Date Values
An attribute of type Date stores each value as a date on the Gregorian calendar,
with day precision. All dates are Anno Domini (Common Era).
You should choose Date over Date/time if you need compact storage and you
don’t need a time representation.
The range of a Date value depends on the representation you set for the attribute:
Table 6-10: Supported Representations of Date Values
Date
Representation

Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Resolution

Standard

Yes

4

1/1/0001

12/31/9999

1 day

ODMG

No

7

1/1/0

12/31/65535

1 day

SQL

No

6

1/1/1

12/31/9999

1 day

SQL nullable

Yes

8

1/1/1

12/31/9999

1 day

Time Values
An attribute of type Time stores each value as an instant of time in the 24-hour
clock.
You should choose Time over Date/time for compact storage if you don’t need a
date representation.
Each time of day may contain limited time-zone information, depending on its
representation; see Table 6-9. The attribute is therefore suitable for storing
abstract times, or for storing local times (where, for portability, the location is
stored elsewhere). You should choose a Date/time/zone attribute if you want each
stored time value to specify a particular time zone.
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The range and resolution of a Time value depend on the representation you set
for the attribute:
Table 6-11: Supported Representations of Time Values
Time
Representation

Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Resolution

Standard

Yes

4

12:00:0000 AM

11:59:59.9999 PM

100 microseconds

ODMG

No

6

12:00:00:000 AM

11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

Java time

Yes

20

12:00:00:000 AM

11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

SQL

No

8

12:00:00:000 AM

11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

SQL nullable

Yes

10

12:00:00:000 AM

11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

Date-and-Time Values
An attribute of type Date/time stores each value as a combination of a date and
time of day, such as a timestamp.
Each date is on the Gregorian calendar, Anno Domini (Common Era), with day
precision. Each time represents an instant of time in the 24-hour clock.
Each time of day may contain limited time-zone information, depending on its
representation; see Table 6-9. The attribute is therefore suitable for storing
abstract times, or for storing local times (where, for portability, the location is
stored elsewhere). You should choose a Date/time/zone attribute if you want each
stored time value to specify a particular time zone.
The range and resolution of a Date/time value depend on the representation you
set for the attribute:
Table 6-12: Supported Representations of Date-and-Time Values
Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

Standard

Yes

ODMG

Date/time
Representation

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Resolution

8

1/1/0001
12:00:0000 AM

12/31/9999
11:59:59.9999 PM

100
nanoseconds

No

13

1/1/0
12:00:00:000 AM

12/31/65535
11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

Java date

Yes

20

1970 minus approx.
290,000,000 years

1970 plus approx.
290,000,000 years

1 millisecond

Java timestamp

Yes

28

1970 minus approx.
290,000,000 years

1970 plus approx.
290,000,000 years

1 nanosecond
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Table 6-12: Supported Representations of Date-and-Time Values (Continued)
Date/time
Representation

Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

SQL

No

SQL nullable

Yes

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Resolution

14

1/1/1
12:00:00:000 AM

12/31/9999
11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

8

1/1/1
12:00:00:000 AM

12/31/9999
11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond

Interval Values
An attribute of type Interval stores each value as a duration of time. The range
and resolution of an Interval value depend on the representation you set for the
attribute:
Table 6-13: Supported Representations of Interval Values
Interval
Representation

Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Resolution

Standard

Yes

8

-5,000,000 days

+5,000,000 days

100 nanoseconds

ODMG

No

8

-2,147,483,648
days

+2,147,483,647
days

1 milliseconds

Date-and-Time Values With Zone Offsets
An attribute of type Date/time/zone stores each value as a combination of a date
and time of day in a specific time zone. The time zone is stored as an offset
indicating how much the value differs from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
Each value of this attribute therefore unambiguously identifies a single point in
time.
The range and resolution depend on the representation you set for the attribute:
Table 6-14: Supported Representations of Date-and-Time Values With Zone Offsets
Date/time/zone
Representation

Nullable?

Size in
Bytes

Standard

Yes

ODMG

No
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Minimum Value

Maximum Value

Resolution

8

1/1/0001
12:00:00 AM

12/31/9999
11:59:59.9999 PM

100
nanoseconds

13

1/1/0
12:00:00:000 AM

12/31/65535
11:59:59:999 PM

1 millisecond
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Interoperability Considerations for Dates and Times
If your application is to interoperate with an application written in an older
Objectivity/DB programming interface, you should consider whether that
programming interface supports all date/time types and representations.
If you are creating a new storable class whose objects will also be accessed by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You should avoid using the type
Interval for any date/time attribute. Objectivity for Java applications cannot
access objects of classes that have such attributes.

■

An Objectivity/SQL++ application—You should avoid using the Standard
representation for any date/time attribute. Instead, you should use either the
SQL or SQL nullable representation.

If you are creating a storable class that is to match an existing class description
that was previously added to the schema by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You must use the Java time, Java date, or
Java timestamp representation for all date/time attributes.

Embedded Attributes
An embedded attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are objects of an
embeddable class. (For information about embeddable classes, see “Choosing to
Make a Class Embeddable” on page 102.) You specify the embeddable class
using the Embeddable class property of the attribute.
An embedded attribute is one way of implementing a unidirectional, to-one
UML association between a source class and a destination class. The source class
contains the attribute, and can be either referenceable or embeddable. The
destination class must be embeddable.
Embedding an object causes the values of its attributes to be stored directly
among those of another object. For example, assume that Customer is a storable
class with several attributes, including an embedded attribute of type Address
(which is an embeddable class). When a Customer object embeds an Address
object, the values of the Address’s attributes are stored among the values of the
Customer ’s attributes. A embedded attribute therefore enforces ownership
semantics, so deleting the embedding object also deletes the embedded object.
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Customer

Attribute
Values

Address
Storage for an Embedded Attribute

Figure 6-4

NOTE

Stored Object With an Embedded Attribute

Any embeddable class in the same PDD as the source class can be specified as the
type of an embedded attribute, with one restriction: an embeddable class cannot
embed itself either directly or indirectly. For example, an embeddable class called
Address cannot have an embedded attribute of type Address, nor can it embed
any other class that has an embedded attribute of type Address.

Embedded Objects in Storage and Memory
Objects may be embedded in storage even if embedding is not directly supported
by your application’s programming language. When your application accesses
the value of an embedded attribute, the accessed object is automatically
converted as necessary to the representation used by the application, and vice
versa.
For example, the C# language considers all classes to be reference types, so a C#
variable to which an object has been assigned actually holds a C# reference to the
object (a pointer to the object’s address in memory) instead of the object itself.
Within a federated database, however, embeddable classes are more like C# value
types, and an embedded attribute holds an object rather than an object reference.
The C# accessors generated for an embedded attribute automatically
accommodate this difference: the get accessor returns the attribute’s value as a
C# reference to an object of the relevant class, while the set accessor accepts a C#
reference to an object of the relevant class and then sets the dereferenced object as
the attribute’s value.
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Interoperability Considerations for Embedded Attributes
If your application is to interoperate with an application written in an older
Objectivity/DB programming interface, you should consider whether that
programming interface supports embedded attributes.
If you are creating a new storable class whose objects will also be accessed by:
■

An Objectivity for Java application—You should not add an embedded
attribute to the class. Objectivity for Java applications cannot access the
objects of a class that embeds other classes.

Reference Attributes
A reference attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are references to objects
of a referenceable class. (For information about referenceable classes, see
“Choosing to Make a Class Referenceable” on page 101.) You specify the
referenceable class using the Referenceable class property of the attribute.
A reference attribute is one way of implementing a unidirectional, to-one
UML association between a source class and a destination class. The source class
contains the attribute, and can be either referenceable or embeddable. The
destination class must be referenceable, and may be the same as the source class.
When a reference attribute exists between a source and destination class, an
application can use it to link a particular object of the source class to a particular
object of the destination class. The value implementing the link is an internal
object called an object reference, which is stored as the attribute’s value in the
source object. The stored object reference encapsulates the destination object’s
unique object identifier (OID), enabling applications to navigate from the source
object to the destination object.
For example, assume that a storable class Reservation has a reference attribute
of type VehicleCategory. When an application links a Reservation object to a
VehicleCategory object, the value of the attribute is an object reference
containing the VehicleCategory’s OID. An application that finds the
Reservation object can use it to find and access the VehicleCategory object.
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Source Object

Destination Object

Reservation

VehicleCategory

56-5-26-10
Object
Reference
Storage for a Reference Attribute
Figure 6-5

Stored Object With a Reference Attribute

Reference attributes support reference semantics, so multiple source objects can
link to (share) the same destination object. For example, multiple Reservation
objects can use their reference attribute to link to the same VehicleCategory
object. When this is the case, each Reservation object stores a separate copy of
the object reference.
Reference attributes enforce strong typing. For example, a reference attribute of
type VehicleCategory can be used to link to objects of class VehicleCategory
or any subclasses it may have. However, the attribute cannot be used to reference
an object of class Customer, which is not a subclass of VehicleCategory.

Size of Stored Object References
The attribute’s Reference size property should be set to Long, as shown in
Table 6-15.
Table 6-15: Storage Size of a Reference Attribute’s Links
Reference size

Description

Long

Causes the attribute to store object references to destination objects
that are located anywhere in the federated database. Each object
reference occupies 8 bytes.

Short

(For advanced users only.) Causes the attribute to store short
object references, which are safe to use only with appropriate object
placement. Use this storage size only after obtaining technical
consultation from Objectivity.
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Relationships
A relationship is a persistent attribute whose values are references to objects of a
referenceable class. (For information about referenceable classes, see “Choosing
to Make a Class Referenceable” on page 101.) You specify the referenceable class
using the Referenceable class property of the attribute in the PDD.
A relationship provides a way of implementing various UML associations
between a source class and a destination class. Both the source class and the
destination class must be referenceable. The destination class may be the same as
the source class.
When a relationship exists between two classes, an application can use it to link
one or more objects of the destination class to a particular object of the source
class. Each link is stored persistently as an object reference that encapsulates the
destination object’s unique object identifier in the federated database. The stored
object reference enables the application to navigate from the source object to the
destination object.
You describe the basic kind of UML association to be implemented by setting the
following properties in the PDD:
Table 6-16: Properties For Basic Relationship Characteristics
Property in PDD

Description

Relationship type

Specifies the supported direction of navigation between linked
objects. See “Relationship Directionality” on page 135.

Multiplicity

Specifies the potential number of linked destination objects.
See “Relationship Multiplicity” on page 137.

You refine various characteristics of the relationship by setting the following
properties in the PDD:
Table 6-17: Properties for Relationship Storage and Behavior
Property in PDD
Deletion
Locks
Copy policy
Version policy
Inline
Reference Size
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Description
Specifies the ownership, if any, over destination objects. See
“Compositionality” on page 139.
Specifies the policy for copying or versioning links. See
“Copying and Versioning Policies” on page 141.
Specifies how to optimize the storage of links. See
“Relationship Storage Location” on page 144.
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Relationships support reference semantics, so multiple source objects can link to
(share) the same destination object. For example, multiple Reservation objects
can use a relationship to link to the same VehicleCategory object. When this is
the case, each Reservation object stores a separate copy of the object reference.
Relationships enforce strong typing. For example, a relationship whose
referenceable class is VehicleCategory can be used to link to objects of class
VehicleCategory or any subclasses it may have. However, the relationship
cannot be used to link to an object of class Customer, which is not a subclass of
VehicleCategory.

Relationship Directionality
A relationship’s directionality is the direction in which an application can navigate
between a pair of objects linked by the relationship. You specify the
directionality by setting the Relationship type property to a value shown in
Table 6-18:
Table 6-18: Directionality of a Relationship
Relationship type

Description

Unidirectional

Supports one-way navigation from the source object to
the destination object.

Bidirectional

Supports two-way navigation between linked objects.
(Each object serves as the source object for navigating
to the other.)

Unidirectional Relationships
A unidirectional relationship supports one-way navigation from a source object to
its destination object.
For example, assume that a referenceable source class Reservation has a
unidirectional relationship to the referenceable destination class Location.
When an application links a particular Reservation object to a particular
Location object, the Reservation object provides storage for an object
reference containing the Location object’s OID, as shown in Figure 6-6. This
enables the application to use the Reservation object to find and access the
Location object. However, navigation is only one-way, so the application cannot
start from the Location object and use it to find the Reservation object.
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Source Object
Reservation

Destination Object
Location

11-7-19-53
Object
Reference
Figure 6-6

NOTE

Unidirectional Relationship

Unidirectional relationships are similar to reference attributes; see “Reference
Attributes” on page 132. The main difference is that unidirectional relationships
support additional capabilities, such as to-many multiplicity, compositionality,
copying policies, and versioning policies.

Bidirectional Relationships
A bidirectional relationship consists of a coordinated pair of relationship attributes
that are inverses of each other, where the source class of one relationship attribute
is the destination class of the other, and vice versa. Each bidirectional relationship
attribute has an Inverse property in the PDD to identify the corresponding
inverse relationship attribute in the other class. When an application links one
object to another through a bidirectional relationship, the same operation
automatically creates an inverse link from the second object to the first.
For example, assume the referenceable source class Vehicle has a bidirectional
relationship to the referenceable destination class Stall. When an application
links a particular Vehicle object to a particular Stall object, each object
provides storage for an object reference containing the other object’s OID, as
shown in Figure 6-7. This enables the application to use the Vehicle object to
find and access the Stall object. Conversely, the application can also use the
Stall object to find and access the Vehicle object.
Source Object
Vehicle

Stall
2-18-46-99

Destination Object
Figure 6-7
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Destination Object

28-59-3-5
Source Object

Inverse Bidirectional Relationships
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Referential Integrity in Bidirectional Relationships
Objectivity/DB uses the inverse links to maintain referential integrity. If an
application deletes one of the two linked objects from the federated database, the
linking value is automatically removed from the other object. This prevents the
remaining object from storing a dangling link, which is an object reference that
points to no existing object.

Considerations for Choosing a Particular Directionality
In general, you choose the directionality of a relationship that best supports your
application’s navigation requirements. If two-way navigation is not required, you
should consider using a unidirectional relationship, which requires somewhat
less overhead and offers better performance than bidirectional relationships.
However, a unidirectional relationship does not automatically maintain
referential integrity.
NOTE

If you choose to make a relationship unidirectional, it is the application’s
responsibility to ensure that every relationship link references a valid destination
object.

Relationship Multiplicity
A relationship’s multiplicity indicates the number of destination objects that can
be linked to a single source object through the relationship. You specify the
multiplicity by setting the Multiplicity property to a value shown in Table 6-19:
Table 6-19: Multiplicity of a Relationship
Multiplicity
Setting

Description

To-one

Supports navigation from a source object to at most one
destination object.

To-many

Supports navigation from a source object to any number
of destination objects.

When a referenceable source class has a to-one relationship, each object of the
class provides storage for a single object reference containing the destination
object’s OID. For example, both Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 show to-one
relationships.
When a referenceable source class has a to-many relationship, each object of the
class provides storage for multiple object references containing the OIDs of the
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destination objects. Structurally, a to-many relationship is a compound object
consisting of a reference to an extensible vector of elements, where each element
is an object reference, as shown in Figure 6-8. For example, assume the
referenceable source class RentalCompany has a to-many relationship to the
referenceable destination class Location. Each RentalCompany object uses an
extensible vector to store the object references to any linked Location objects.
Source Object
RentalCompany

Vector

Destination Objects
Location L1

11-7-19-53
Location L2

Ref
11-7-86-4

Location L3
Object
Reference
Figure 6-8

NOTE

11-7-3-76

To-Many Relationship

Certain storage details depend on whether the relationship is inline or
non-inline; see “Relationship Storage Location” on page 144.

Combining Multiplicity and Directionality
The Multiplicity property of a relationship applies to the destination end of the
relationship; it designates the destination end as either to-one or to-many. There
is no explicit way to designate the source end as one-to or many-to.
Because a unidirectional relationship has a single destination end, setting its
Multiplicity property causes the relationship to be described in the schema as
simply to-one or to-many. It is up to the application to choose whether to use the
relationship as one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many.
Because a bidirectional relationship consists of a pair of inverse relationships,
each with its own destination end, setting the Multiplicity property on each
inverse causes the relationship to be described in the schema as one-to-one,
one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many.
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Compositionality
A relationship’s compositionality indicates whether a source object owns its
destination object(s). Ownership enables a delete operation or an explicit locking
operation to treat multiple linked objects as a single composite object. When an
application applies the operation to the owning source object, Objectivity/DB
automatically propagates the operation to each owned destination object. You set
the compositionality of a relationship by enabling or disabling delete propagation
and/or lock propagation.

Delete Propagation (Lifecycle Control)
The Deletion property allows you to specify whether delete operations are
propagated:
Table 6-20: Control Over a Relationship’s Delete Propagation
Deletion

Description

Propagate

Enables delete propagation. Deleting the source object of the
relationship automatically deletes each destination object.

Do not propagate

Disables delete propagation. Deleting the source object of the
relationship does not delete its destination object(s).

Enabling delete propagation is a way of implementing lifecycle control over the
destination objects of the relationship.
For example, assume a RentalCompany object is linked through a to-many,
unidirectional relationship to some number of Location objects. If delete
propagation has been specified for this relationship, then deleting the source
object (the RentalCompany) automatically deletes each Location object linked
to it.

Lock Propagation
The Locks property allows you to specify whether locking operations are
propagated:
Table 6-21: Control Over a Relationship’s Locking Propagation
Locks

Description

Propagate

Enables lock propagation. Explicitly locking the source object
of the relationship automatically locks each destination object.

Do not propagate

Disables lock propagation. Explicitly locking the source object
of the relationship does not lock its destination object(s).
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When locking is propagated along the links for a relationship, the destination
object of each link is locked for the same level of access (read or update) as the
source object.

Propagation Details
Delete propagation and lock propagation are recursive. For example, assume a
relationship has delete propagation enabled. If you delete a source object of the
relationship, and a destination object has one or more relationships that also
enable delete propagation, then the delete operation is propagated along the
those relationships to the next-level destination objects, and so on.
When a propagating operation is applied to an object, Objectivity/DB first
identifies all objects that are affected (by identifying relationships that have the
same propagation enabled). Objectivity/DB then applies the operation to each
identified object. This guarantees that a propagating operation will eventually
terminate, even though the propagation graph may contain cycles.

Propagating Over Bidirectional Relationships
Propagation is enabled separately for each inverse attribute of a bidirectional
relationship.
For example, assume the class Location has a bidirectional relationship
attribute to the destination class Stall, so the Stall class has the inverse
relationship attribute to the Location class. You enable delete propagation as
follows:
■

You enable delete propagation on the relationship attribute in the Location
class, because you want each rental-company location to have lifecycle
control over its vehicles’ stalls.

■

You do not enable delete propagation on the inverse attribute in the Stall
class, because vehicle stalls should not have lifecycle control over the
rental-company location.

Source Object
Location

Destination Object
Delete
Propagation

2-18-46-99
No Delete
Propagation
Destination Object
Figure 6-9
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Stall
11-7-19-53
Source Object

Bidirectional Relationship With Delete Propagation for Only One Inverse
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When a particular Location object is linked to one or more Stall objects
through the relationship:
■

Deleting the Location object also deletes each linked Stall object.

■

Deleting a Stall object does not delete the linked Location object.
However, because a bidirectional relationship provides referential integrity,
deleting the Stall object does delete the object reference to it from the
Location object.

Copying and Versioning Policies
A relationship’s copy or version policy specifies what happens when an
application creates a copy or a new version of a source object that has a
relationship link. Objectivity/DB handles the link according to the Copy policy
and Version policy settings shown in Table 6-22:
Table 6-22: Control Over a Relationship’s Copy Policy or Version Policy
Copy policy or
Version policy

Description

Drop

Leaves the link only in the original source object, omitting it
from the new copy or version of that object.

Copy

Copies the link so that it exists in both the original source
object and in the new copy or version of that object.

Move

Moves the link from the original source object to the new
copy or version of that object.

Policies and Bidirectional Relationships
Different policies can be specified for the inverse attributes of a relationship.
Furthermore, the particular policy specified for a bidirectional relationship
attribute can affect the values of the inverse attributes held by the destination
objects that are linked through that attribute.
For example, assume a referenceable class Salesperson has a bidirectional
to-many relationship attribute to a destination class Contact, and the Contact
class has an inverse to-one relationship attribute to the Salesperson class. Each
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Salesperson object can be linked to at least one Contact object through this
relationship.

Source Object

Destination Object

Salesperson S1
Ref

14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7

Copy Policy:
Move

Contact C1

12-84-2-67
Destination Object

Copy Policy:
Copy

Source Object

Figure 6-10 Bidirectional Relationship With Different Copy Policies for Each Inverse

If a salesperson leaves the company, all associated contacts are normally
transferred to a different salesperson. The application implements this by
copying the old Salesperson object, updating the copy with the new
salesperson’s individual data, and then deleting the old Salesperson object.
Accordingly, you set the copy policy to Move in the PDD for the relationship
attribute in the Salesperson class.
When an application copies a Salesperson object S1 to S2 as shown in
Figure 6-11, Objectivity/DB deletes the original links between S1 and the
Contact object C1, and creates a new pair of bidirectional links between S2 and
C1. That is, Objectivity/DB:
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■

Removes the object reference to C1 from the relationship attribute of the
original Salesperson object S1.

■

Sets an object reference to C1 in the relationship attribute of the new
Salesperson object S2.

■

Sets an object reference to S2 in the inverse relationship attribute held by C1
(replacing C1’s original object reference to S1).
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Source Object

Destination Object

Salesperson S1
Ref

14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7

Contact C1
12-84-3-12

Original
Source Object
Salesperson S2
Ref
Copy

14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7

Copy Policy = Move
Transfers the links to the
new Salesperson object

Figure 6-11 Behavior of the Relationship When Salesperson S1 is Copied.

If a salesperson makes a copy of a contact, the salesperson should maintain links
to both the original and new objects. Accordingly, you set the copy policy to Copy
in the PDD for the inverse relationship attribute from the Contact class to the
Salesperson class.
When an application copies a Contact object C1 to C2 as shown in Figure 6-12,
Objectivity/DB keeps the original links between C1 and S2, and adds a new pair
of bidirectional links between C2 and S2. That is, Objectivity/DB:
■

Retains the object reference to S2 in the relationship attribute of the original
Contact object C1.

■

Sets an object reference to S2 in the relationship attribute of the new
Contact object C2.

■

Creates an object reference to C2 and adds it to the relationship attribute held
by S2.
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Source Object

Copy Policy = Copy

Contact C1

Copies the links to the
new Contact object

12-84-3-12

Original

Destination Object
Source Object

Salesperson S2
14-2-88-7
14-2-88-7
14-2-88-20
14-2-88-7

Ref

Contact C2
12-84-3-12

Copy

Figure 6-12 Behavior of the Relationship When Contact C1 is Copied.

Relationship Storage Location
The storage location of a relationship’s links affects the amount of disk space
used, and the speed with which applications can navigate the links to find
particular objects. You can specify the storage location by setting a relationship’s
Inline property to a value shown in Table 6-23:
Table 6-23: Storage of a Relationship
Inline

NOTE
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Description

Inline

Provides the relationship with its own storage for links.
Optimizes navigation speed over disk-space usage.

Non-inline

Causes the relationship to share storage with other
non-inline relationships in the same class.
Optimizes disk-space usage over navigation speed.

Both inverses of a bidirectional relationship must have the same setting for the
Inline property.
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Inline Relationships
When a source object is linked to a destination object by an inline relationship,
the Objectivity/DB stores the linking object reference according to whether the
relationship is to-one or to-many:
■

If the relationship is inline to-one, the object reference is stored directly within
the source object. For example, both Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 show inline
to-one relationships.

■

If the relationship is inline to-many, the object reference is stored in a
relationship-specific array referenced by the source object.

If a source object is linked to destination objects by several inline to-many
relationships, each relationship uses a separate relationship-specific array for
storing its links, as shown in Figure 6-13.
Source Object

Relationship-Specific
Array

RentalCompany
11-7-19-53
Ref

Ref

Destination Objects
Location L1
Location L2

11-7-86-4

Location L3

11-7-3-76
Relationship-Specific
Array
56-5-26-10

VehicleCategory C1

Figure 6-13 Storage for Two Inline To-Many Relationships
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Size of Object References Stored for Inline Relationships
When a relationship is inline, the relationship’s Reference size property should
be set to Long, as shown in Table 6-24:
Table 6-24: Storage Size of an Inline Relationship’s Links
Reference size

NOTE

Description

Long

Causes the relationship to store standard object references, so
destination objects can be located anywhere in the federated
database. Each object reference occupies 8 bytes.

Short

(For advanced users only.) Causes the relationship to store short
object references, which are safe to use only with appropriate
object placement. Use this storage size only after obtaining
technical consultation from Objectivity.

Both inverses of a bidirectional relationship must use the same reference size.

Non-Inline Relationships
When a source object is linked to a destination object by a non-inline relationship,
Objectivity/DB stores the linking object reference in the source object’s system
default relationship array. Every source object of a non-inline relationship has its
own system default relationship array.
If the source object is linked to destination objects by multiple non-inline
relationships, the links for all of these relationships are stored together in the
source object’s system default relationship array, as shown in Figure 6-14. The
same array stores links for non-inline relationships of any kind—unidirectional
or bidirectional, or to-many or to-one. Each element in the array consists of an
identifier designating a particular non-inline relationship and an object reference
to a particular destination object linked through that relationship.
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For example, assume the source class RentalCompany has one non-inline
relationship to the Location class, and a second non-inline relationship to the
VehicleCategory class. When a particular RentalCompany object is linked to
Location objects and to VehicleCategory objects through these relationships,
all of the linking object references are stored in the RentalCompany’s system
default relationship array.
Source Object
RentalCompany

System Default Relationship Array
ID 1

Destination Objects
Location L1

11-7-19-53

Location L2

Ref
ID 1

11-7-86-4

ID 2

56-5-26-10

ID 1

11-7-3-76

Location L3

VehicleCategory C1

Figure 6-14 Storage for Two Non-Inline Relationships

To navigate from a RentalCompany source object to each Location object
linked through the non-inline relationship, Objectivity/DB:
1. Searches the source object’s system default relationship array to find the
element(s) containing the identifier for the desired relationship.
2. Gets the object reference(s) to the destination object(s) from those array
elements.
NOTE

All object references stored through a non-inline relationship are standard object
references.

Considerations for Choosing Inline or Non-Inline Storage
The storage location you choose for a relationship can optimize the relationship
for efficient navigation to destination objects or for efficient use of storage space.
Optimizing a To-One Relationship for Efficient Navigation
To optimize a to-one relationship for efficient navigation, make it inline. When a
to-one relationship is inline, Objectivity/DB can find the destination object very
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quickly because the linking object reference is stored directly within the source
object.
In contrast, when a to-one relationship is non-inline, Objectivity/DB must first
find the entry for the relationship in the system-default relationship array and
then follow the link to find the destination object.
Optimizing a To-One Relationship for Efficient Space Usage
To optimize a to-one relationship for efficient storage-space usage, use the
following guidelines. See also “Storage Requirements for Relationships” on
page 150.
■

If you expect most objects of the source class to have a link to a destination
object through the relationship, make the relationship inline.
When a to-one relationship is inline, each stored link is a simple object
reference, and therefore occupies the minimal amount of space. In contrast,
when a to-one relationship is non-inline, each stored link occupies additional
space, because it consists of the object reference paired with an identifier for
the relationship.

■

If you expect few objects of the source class to have a link to a destination
object through the relationship, make the relationship non-inline.
When a to-one relationship is non-inline, space for a linking object reference
is allocated only if a link is actually formed. In contrast, when a to-one
relationship is inline, space for a linking object reference is reserved in every
object of the source class; the reserved space is wasted in any object that
never forms a link.

Optimizing a To-Many Relationship for Efficient Navigation
To optimize a to-many relationship for efficient navigation, make it inline. When
a to-many relationship is inline, Objectivity/DB can find the destination objects
very quickly because all the object references for that relationship are segregated
in a single relationship-specific array.
In contrast, when a to-many relationship is non-inline, Objectivity/DB first
examines each relationship identifier in the system-default relationship array to
find all the entries for the desired relationship, and then uses the found object
references to navigate to the desired destination object(s). This two-stage search
is particularly inefficient if the number of destination objects is large.
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Optimizing a To-Many Relationship for Efficient Space Usage
To optimize a to-many relationship for efficient storage-space usage, use the
following guidelines. See also “Storage Requirements for Relationships” on
page 150.
■

If you expect each object of the source class to have a large number of links
through the relationship, consider making the relationship inline.
When a to-many relationship is inline, each stored link is a simple object
reference, and therefore occupies the minimal amount of space.
In contrast, when a to-many relationship is non-inline, each stored link
occupies additional space, because it consists of the object reference paired
with an identifier for the relationship.

■

If you expect each object of the source class to have a small number of links
through the relationship, consider making the relationship non-inline.
When a to-many relationship is non-inline, it shares its overhead space with
all other non-inline relationships in the same source class; the reduced
overhead can offset the additional space required by each stored link.
In contrast, when a to-many relationship is inline, its relationship-specific
array requires its own overhead space, which can offset the minimal space
required by each stored link.

■

If you plan to add multiple to-many relationships to the source class,
consider the total space requirements for these relationships.
You may want to limit the total number of inline to-many relationships per
class because the relationship-specific array of each inline relationship
requires its own overhead space in each source object of the class.
You may want to limit the total number of non-inline to-many relationships
per class because there is an implied limit on the total number of links that
can be stored by the system default relationship array of any source object of
the class. (The entire array must fit into available swap space when it is
opened.)

Other Considerations
■

Schema evolution is a factor that may influence the choice between
non-inline and inline storage. Adding a non-inline relationship to an existing
class has no effect on existing instances of the class, whereas adding an inline
relationship requires conversion of existing objects to the new representation.
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Storage Requirements for Relationships
The amount of space required for storing a relationship’s links depends on:
■

The relationship’s characteristics—its multiplicity, storage location, and
object-reference size.

■

The architecture owning the storage page on which the source object
resides—whether the architecture uses a 32-bit or 64-bit addressing mode.
(The addressing mode determines whether references to arrays are 4 or 8
bytes.)

Table 6-25 and Table 6-26 show the storage requirements for unidirectional
relationships on each kind of architecture. The storage space required for a
bidirectional relationship is equivalent to two unidirectional relationships.
Table 6-25: Space Required per Source Object for Storing Links (32-bit Architecture)

Relationship
Characteristics

Bytes per Linked
Destination Object

Bytes per Allocated
Relationship Arraya

Space Required
for N Links

Reference to the
Array

Array
Overhead

12

4 (part of standard
object overhead)

14

(12 x N) + 4 + 14

to-one

8

—

—

8 (N = 1)

to-many

8

4

14

(8 x N) + 4 + 14

non-inline (any)
inline

a. A source object can have one system default relationship array for all its non-inline relationship links, plus one
relationship-specific array for each inline to-many relationship.
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Table 6-26: Space Required per Source Object for Storing Links (64-bit Architecture)

Relationship
Characteristics

Bytes per Linked
Destination Object

Bytes per Allocated
Relationship Arraya

Space Required
for N Links

Reference to the
Array

Array
Overhead

12

8 (part of standard
object overhead)

14

(12 x N) + 8 + 14

to-one

8

—

—

8 (N = 1)

to-many

8

8

14

(8 x N) + 8 + 14

non-inline (any)
inline

a. A source object can have one system default relationship array for all its non-inline relationship links, plus one
relationship-specific array for each inline to-many relationship.

When a class has one or more non-inline relationships, every object of the class
reserves space (4 or 8 bytes, depending on the architecture) for a reference to a
system default relationship array. The space is included in the object’s standard
overhead, and so does not increase object size. The system default relationship
array is allocated for a particular object only when an application requests it or
when the object first becomes the source object of a non-inline relationship link.
Once allocated, the system default relationship array requires 14 bytes of
overhead and 12 bytes per relationship link, regardless of the architecture.
When a class has an inline to-one relationship, every object of the class is created
with 8 bytes of embedded space reserved for a link. If the link is never created,
the space remains empty.
When a class has an inline to-many relationship, every object of the class adds
reserved space (4 or 8 bytes, depending on the architecture) for a reference to a
relationship-specific array. The relationship-specific array is allocated for a
particular object only when an application requests it or when the object is first
linked by the relationship to a destination object. Once allocated, the
relationship-specific array requires 14 bytes of overhead, plus 8 bytes per
relationship link.
NOTE

Because objects are stored on eight-byte boundaries, you should round up your
size calculations to the nearest eight bytes.
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For example, assume a class A has the relationships shown in the following table:
Relationship Name in
Source Class A

Destination
Class

Storage
Characteristics

toB

B

Non-inline

To-one

toC

C

Non-inline

To-many

toD

D

Inline

To-one

toE

E

Inline

To-many

Multiplicity

At runtime, an application creates an object A1 of class A, and links it as follows:
■

By a toB relationship to destination object B1.

■

By toC relationships to destination objects C1 and C2.

■

By a toD relationship to destination object D1.

■

By toE relationships to destination objects E1, E2, and E3.

Figure 6-15 shows the space occupied by the source object A1 on a storage page
owned by a 32-bit architecture.
NOTE
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If the storage page were owned by a 64-bit architecture, each reference to a
relationship array would occupy 8 bytes instead of 4 bytes.
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System Default
Relationship Array

Relationship-Specific
Array
OID
E1
E2
E3

3- 5- 7- 9
6-12-10- 2
2-15- 5-14

ID

OID

toC
toC
toB

1-17- 2- 3
1-17- 3-10
2- 6-14- 5

4 bytes

8 bytes

…

Object A1 (32-Bit
Owning Architecture)

Reference to system
default relationship array

Per-object overhead

…

…

C1
C2
B1

Embedded inline toD
5- 7-12-10

8 bytes

Reference to array for
inline toE

…

…

8 bytes
Figure 6-15 Space Required by Source Object A1 for Relationship Links

Storable-Array Attributes
A storable-array attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are arrays of
elements of a chosen type.
You specify whether the size of the attribute’s arrays is fixed when you add the
attribute to a storable class in the PDD:
■

Choose Add Fixed Array Attribute if you want each object of the storable class
to own an array of the same size. You specify the size of each array by setting
the Number of elements property.

■

Choose Add Variable Array Attribute if you want each object of the storable
class to own an extensible array, so the array size may differ from object to
object.
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An object of a class that has a storable-array attribute is called the parent of the
array it owns through that attribute.

Supported Element Types
You specify the element type for a storable-array attribute in the PDD as follows:
1. Set the Element kind property of the attribute to one of the settings listed in
Table 6-27.
2. Refine the chosen element kind by setting any of its displayed properties.
For example, you can set Element kind to Numeric, which causes the
Numeric data type property to be displayed. You then set the Numeric data type
property to request a specific numeric type.
Each Element kind corresponds to a particular kind of persistent attribute that can
be added to a storable class. The properties displayed for each Element kind are
the same as the properties of the corresponding attribute.
Table 6-27: Kinds of Elements Supported by Storable-Array Attributes
Element kind
Setting

Fixed
Array?

Variable
Array?

Numeric

✓

✓

Numeric values, such as integers and
floating-point numbers.

See page 114

Boolean

✓

✓

8-bit Boolean values (true or false).

See page 115

String

✓

—

Fixed-length, variable-length, or
optimized strings.

See page 116

Date/Time

✓

✓

Dates, times, combinations of dates and
times, or intervals.

See page 124

Embedded

✓

✓

Objects of an embeddable class.
(See “Limitations on Element Kinds”
below.)

See page 130

Reference

✓

✓

References to objects of a
referenceable class.

See page 132

Variable-size array

✓

—

References to variable-size arrays of
values. (See “Limitations on Element
Kinds” below.)

See below

Ordered collection

✓

✓

References to tree-based collections of
objects of a referenceable class.

See page 157
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Table 6-27: Kinds of Elements Supported by Storable-Array Attributes (Continued)
Element kind
Setting

Fixed
Array?

Variable
Array?

Unordered collection

✓

✓

References to hashed collections of
objects of a referenceable class.

See page 157

Name map

✓

✓

References to dictionary collections of
objects of a referenceable class.

See page 168

Description

For More
Information

Limitations on Element Kinds
The following limitations exist for fixed-array attributes:
■

Multi-dimensional fixed-size arrays are not supported, so a fixed-array
attribute cannot have fixed-size arrays as its elements. (Fixed-size arrays of
variable-size arrays are allowed, however.)

The following limitations exist for variable-array attributes:

NOTE

■

A variable-array attribute cannot have strings, fixed-size arrays, or
variable-size arrays as its elements.

■

A variable-array attribute cannot have objects of an embeddable class as its
elements if that embeddable class contains a variable-array attribute.

If you choose Reference as the Element kind of a variable-array attribute, consider
using a to-many relationship attribute instead of the variable-array attribute. A
relationship attribute provides similar storage with more built-in functionality.
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Storage of Fixed-Array Attributes
When a storable class has a fixed-array attribute with a specified number of
elements N, storage for a sequence of N elements is allocated within each object of
the class. When values are assigned to the array’s elements, they are embedded
directly in the parent object, as shown in Figure 6-16.
Parent of the Array
Object
E1 E2 E3

Storage for a Fixed-Array Attribute with 3 Elements
Figure 6-16 Fixed-Array Attribute

Storage of Variable-Array Attributes
Structurally, a variable-size array is a compound object consisting of a reference
to an extensible vector of elements. The reference occupies a fixed amount of
space.
When a storable class has a variable-array attribute, storage for the reference is
embedded within each object of the class. When an application assigns array
elements to the attribute, storage for the vector portion is allocated outside the
object but within the same container, as indicated in Figure 6-17. The vector
occupies a variable amount of space and may be relocated by certain operations.
Elements in the vector are guaranteed contiguous within virtual memory.
Container
Parent of the Array
Object
Vector
Ref

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6

Storage for a Variable-Size Array of Elements
Figure 6-17 Variable-Array Attribute
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Storable-Collection Attributes
A storable-collection attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are extensible,
highly scalable storable collections of objects of referenceable classes. (For
information about referenceable classes, see “Choosing to Make a Class
Referenceable” on page 101.) A storable collection is organized in segments that
can be accessed or resized independently of each other, so it can increase in size
with minimal performance degradation.
You specify whether ordering is relevant to the elements of the attribute’s
collections when you add the attribute to a storable class in the PDD:
■

Choose Add Ordered Collection if you want the attribute’s collections to keep
their elements in a particular order.
For details, see “How Ordered Collections Work” on page 160.

■

Choose Add Unordered Collection if the order of elements in the attribute’s
collections is unimportant. (The overall order is unspecified, and the relative
order of any particular pair of elements in a collection is subject to change.)
For details, see “How Unordered Collections Work” on page 163.

Guidelines for Choosing a Storable-Collection Attribute
A storable-collection attribute provides a way of implementing a to-many UML
association from a source class to a destination class. A storable-collection attribute
is particularly appropriate whenever the following are true:
■

The number of associated destination objects will be very large—up to
millions of objects.

■

The application requires navigation capabilities beyond simple iteration—for
example, to control the order of iteration over destination objects, or look up
a destination object directly by specifying a particular attribute value.

■

Built-in support for referential integrity and compositionality are not
required.
For referential integrity support, consider a bidirectional relationship (see
“Bidirectional Relationships” on page 136) or a name-map attribute (see
“Name-Map Attributes” on page 168). For compositionality support,
consider a relationship (see “Compositionality” on page 139).
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Types of Storable Collections
Different types of storable collections support different element characteristics:
■

The elements of a set or a list are individual referenceable objects.

■

The elements of an object map are key-value pairs of referenceable objects.

The type of collection also determines whether or not duplicate elements or null
elements are allowed.
You specify whether an attribute’s collections are sets, object maps, or lists by
setting the attribute’s Collection type property, as shown in Table 6-28.
Table 6-28: Collection Types Supported by Storable-Collection Attributes
Collection type
(Ordered)

Collection type
(Unordered)

Sorted set

Unordered set

Elements are individual referenceable objects.
May not include duplicates or nulls.

List

—

Elements are individual referenceable objects.
May include duplicates and nulls.

Sorted map

Unordered map

Elements are pairs of referenceable objects,
where each key-value pair maps a key object to
a value object. Key objects may not include
duplicates or nulls.

Description

You specify the element class for a set or a list by setting the Referenceable class
property of the attribute.
You specify the element classes for an object map by setting the attribute’s
Key referenceable class and Value referenceable class properties.
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General Structure of Storable-Collection Attributes
When a storable class has a storable-collection attribute:
■

Each object of the class holds an object reference to a storable collection of the
specified type.

■

The storable collection’s internal structure, in turn, maintains object
references to the collection’s elements (or keys and values).

For example, assume a RentalCompany class has a storable-collection attribute
whose element class is Vehicle. Each RentalCompany object holds an object
reference to a collection, which has object references to each Vehicle object
linked through this attribute, as shown in Figure 6-18.
Source Object
RentalCompany

Collection Object
TreeSet

87-4-38-76

Collection’s Internal
Structure, plus
Object References

Vehicle

Vehicle
Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle
Vehicle

Vehicle
Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle
Vehicle

Vehicle

Elements of the collection
Figure 6-18 General Structure of a Storable-Collection Attribute
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How Ordered Collections Work
Ordered-collection attributes use collections that are variants of self-balancing
binary-search trees (B-trees). The B-tree organization supports efficient binary
search and reduces the runtime overhead of inserting elements into the middle of
the collection.
The chosen Collection type affects the element order as shown in Table 6-29:
Table 6-29: Element Ordering Supported by Ordered-Collection Attributes
Ordered
Collection type
Sorted set
Sorted map

List

Description
Set elements and object-map keys are sorted according to
some criteria of the objects themselves. The application can
implement a comparator to determine the ordering criteria; see
“Comparator of a Sorted Collection” on page 162.
Elements are ordered by the operations that add them to the
collection. The collection is said to be ordered but not sorted.

An element’s position within the ordered collection is given by a zero-based
index.

B-Tree Structure and Growth
The internal structure of an ordered collection is a B-tree that is composed of one
or more nodes connected through parent-child relationships.
■

The topmost parent node in the B-tree is the root node, which is the
ordered-collection object itself.

■

The root node may be the parent of some number of internal nodes, which, in
turn, may be the parents of other internal nodes, and so on, forming one or
more levels.

■

The bottom level of nodes in the B-tree are leaf nodes. Because a B-tree is
balanced, every leaf node is the same distance (number of levels) from the
root node.

Each leaf node has a node-array containing object references to a group of
elements of the collection. The indexes of the elements in each group are
sequential within a particular range, and the groups themselves are disjoint, as
shown in Figure 6-19.
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Root
Node

Node
Level

Internal
Node

Leaf
Node

E1

...
Node Array

E2

E3

... Ek

Internal
Node

Leaf
Node

Ek+1

...
Node Array

E

E

... Em

Leaf
Node

Em+1

...
Node Array

E

E

...

En

Sequential, Disjoint Groups of Indexed Elements
Figure 6-19 Simplified Internal Structure of a Large Ordered Collection

NOTE

Figure 6-19 is a simplified view of an ordered collection’s internal structure. For
example, the root node and each intermediate node also have node-arrays
containing object references and data that streamline binary searches.
When an application adds an element to an ordered collection, an object
reference to the new element is inserted into the node-array of the appropriate
leaf node. If that node-array is full, the collection attempts to shift existing object
references into the node-arrays of adjacent leaf nodes. If those node-arrays are
full, the collection creates a new leaf node (possibly along with some number of
internal nodes so the B-tree stays balanced), and shifts some of the existing object
references to the new leaf node.
The number of nodes in an ordered collection’s B-tree grows with the overall
number of elements in the collection. The B-tree for a small collection can consist
of a single node that serves as both the root node and the only leaf node. The
B-tree for a larger ordered collection may consist of a root node that is the direct
parent of multiple leaf nodes. The B-tree for a very large ordered collection
typically has a root node, one or more levels of internal nodes, and a level of leaf
nodes.
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Comparator of a Sorted Collection
Every sorted set or sorted object map uses a comparator that controls how the
object references are sorted in the node-arrays of the B-tree. The comparator
defines a total ordering to be used by the underlying B-tree:
■

The default comparator for a sorted set sorts elements by increasing object
identifier.

■

The default comparator for a sorted object map sorts elements by increasing
object identifier of their keys.

An application can implement an alternative sorting criteria by defining a
custom comparator class. For example, elements can be sorted according to the
values they hold in a particular attribute. The comparator class must be a
referenceable class defined in the same PDD as the storable class containing the
collection attribute.
You set the Comparator class property in the PDD to specify the class from which
each of the attribute’s ordered collections will obtain its comparator.

Performance of an Ordered Collection
Several factors affect the runtime speed of ordered-collection operations. You
should be aware of these when you add an ordered-collection attribute to a
storable class.
Size of Node Arrays
The node-array of a B-tree node is limited by the size of the storage pages of the
database containing the node. When you choose an ordered-collection attribute,
you should review the storage-page size of the databases in which the collections
will be stored. If the storage-page size is fairly small, node arrays can become full
faster, causing operations that add elements to add nodes and shift object
references between leaf nodes. This in turn can result in poor performance for
such operations.
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Size of Object References in an Ordered Collection
The attribute’s Reference size property should be set to Long, as shown in
Table 6-24:
Table 6-30: Storage Size of an Ordered Collection’s Links
Reference size

Description

Long

Causes ordered collections to store standard object references, so
elements (or keys and values) can be located anywhere in the
federated database. Each object reference occupies 8 bytes.

Short

(For advanced users only.) Causes ordered collections to store
short object references, which are safe to use only with appropriate
object placement. Use this storage size only after obtaining
technical consultation from Objectivity.

Initial Allocation for an Ordered Collection
Each of an attribute’s ordered collections is created as a single node that serves as
both the root node and the only leaf node. You can enable Objectivity/DB to
reserve appropriate space for the node-array of the initial node by setting the
Number of hint elements property in the PDD.
■

You can set this property to the number of elements (or keys) you expect
most of the attribute’s collections to have, if this number is known.

■

You can specify 0 if you want the maximum amount of space to be reserved
for each of the attribute’s collections. The maximum amount of space for a
collection is equal to the storage-page size in the container in which the
collection will be stored.

How Unordered Collections Work
Unordered-collection attributes use collections that are implemented with an
extendible hashing mechanism. This mechanism enables an unordered collection
to increase in size with minimal performance degradation. Adding elements may
cause individual portions of a collection to be rehashed, but the entire collection
never needs to be rehashed.
The elements of an Unordered set and the keys of an Unordered map are each
assigned a unique hash value according to some criteria computed from the
objects themselves. The application can implement a comparator to provide a
custom algorithm for computing hash values; see “Comparator of an Unordered
Collection” on page 167.
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Extendible Hashing Mechanism
The internal structure of an unordered collection consists of a two-level directory
structure that organizes the object references to the collection’s elements:
■

The collection’s top-level directory identifies disjoint ranges of the elements’
hash values, and maps each range to a corresponding hash bucket. One or
more ranges may be mapped to the same hash bucket.

■

Each hash bucket, in turn, serves as a directory to those elements whose hash
values are within the corresponding range or ranges. Every hash bucket is
implemented as a hash table into which the appropriate elements are hashed.
The hash table stores object references to the hashed elements.

Regardless of the size of the collection, accessing an element requires one lookup
in the top-level directory and one lookup in the appropriate hash bucket.

Top-level
directory
00
01
10
11

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 10

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 6-20 Two-Level Directory Structure of Extendible Hash Table

The ranges into which hash values fall are determined by the high-order bits of
the hash values. All of a hash value’s bits are used to select the element’s position
within a hash bucket.
The particular ranges of hash values change automatically over time as a
collection grows; see “Growth of an Unordered Collection” on page 166. At any
given point, these ranges are recorded in the collection’s top-level directory. The
number of disjoint ranges is always a power of two; when the collection uses the
first N high-order bits of an element’s hash value to determine the element’s hash
bucket, the number of hash-value ranges identified by the top-level directory is
2**N.
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Figure 6-20 illustrates the case where N is 2. The first two high-order bits of an
element’s hash value determine to which of the 4 (=2**2) hash buckets the
element belongs.

Hash-Bucket Size and Capacity
You can specify the maximum size of each hash bucket in an attribute’s
unordered collections by setting the attribute’s Pages per bucket property in the
PDD. This size is the maximum number of logical pages on which a hash bucket
can store object references to the elements that are hashed into it.
An unordered collection uses its bucket size property to compute the capacity of
each of its hash buckets, where the capacity is the maximum number of elements
a hash bucket can reference. Factors affecting the capacity of hash buckets are:
■

Bucket size specified by the Pages per bucket property.

■

Storage-page size of the databases containing the hash buckets.

■

Whether the collection’s hash buckets store nondefault hash values for the
elements; see “Comparator of an Unordered Collection” on page 167.

An unordered collection created with the default bucket size can accommodate
millions of elements. If the expected number of elements in an unordered
collection is smaller, you can select a smaller bucket size for the collection.
Conversely, if the expected number of elements in the collection is larger, you can
specify a larger bucket size for the collection.
Larger hash buckets can improve performance for most collection operations,
although adding to the unordered collection takes longer when a hash bucket is
full and needs to be split in two.
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Growth of an Unordered Collection
When an application adds an element to an unordered collection, an object
reference to the new element is added to an existing hash bucket. If necessary, the
hash bucket grows by adding another logical page to accommodate the new
object reference.
If adding a new element would cause the relevant hash bucket to exceed its
capacity, the collection creates a new hash bucket. The elements in the full hash
bucket are split between it and the new bucket, and an additional high-order bit
of the hash values is used in the top-level directory, doubling the number of
identified hash-value ranges.
For example, consider the unordered collection shown previously in Figure 6-20.
Assume its third hash bucket has become full and an application needs to add an
element whose hash value starts with 10. The third hash bucket is now used only
for elements whose hash values start with 100, and a new hash bucket is added
for elements whose hash values start with 101, as shown in Figure 6-21.

Top-level
directory
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 100

Hash
Bucket

New directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 101

Hash
Bucket

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 6-21 After Adding a New Hash Bucket

The split affects only the full hash bucket; the other hash buckets are left
unchanged. Although the top-level directory grows when it doubles the number
of hash-value ranges, some of its adjacent entries point to the same hash bucket.
In this case, a hash bucket may be added without increasing the size of the
top-level directory. That is, if the first hash bucket in Figure 6-21 needed to split
to accommodate two ranges (000 and 001), a new hash bucket would be added,
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and the top-level directory would simply adjust its mapping of ranges to hash
buckets, without adding more entries.

Comparator of an Unordered Collection
Every unordered collection uses a comparator that controls how an element’s hash
value is computed and how elements are tested for equality:
■

The default comparator for an unordered set computes an element’s hash
value from the element’s object identifier. Two elements are equal if their
object identifiers are equal.

■

The default comparator for an unordered object map computes an element’s
hash value from the object identifier of its key. Two elements are equal if the
object identifiers of their keys are equal.

The default comparator for an unordered collection uses the low-order 12 bits of
an object identifier’s page number as the high-order bits of each 32-bit hash
value. These hash values work well unless a disproportionate number of
elements or keys are stored on the same page (or on pages with the same page
number), causing these elements or keys to be concentrated in a single hash
bucket.
An application can implement an alternative hashing algorithm by defining a
custom comparator class. For example, elements can be hashed according to the
values they hold in a particular attribute. The comparator class must be a
referenceable class defined in the same PDD as the storable class containing the
collection attribute.
You set the Comparator class property in the PDD to specify the class from which
each of the attribute’s unordered collections will obtain its comparator.
NOTE

When an unordered collection uses a custom comparator, it stores the nondefault
hash value for each element or key in the relevant hash bucket, along with the
object reference to that element or key. This extra storage may reduce the capacity
of hash buckets, but optimizes performance by minimizing the amount of I/O
required during add and lookup operations.
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Initializing a Storable-Collection Attribute
You can specify whether to use generated code for automatically initializing a
storable-collection attribute in each new object of the source class containing the
attribute. To do so, you set the attribute’s Autocreate property as shown in
Table 6-31:
Table 6-31: Code for Creating Storable Collections
Autocreate

Description

True

Generate a method called by the source class’s constructor to create
an empty storable collection, and assign it to the attribute in each
new object of the class.

False

Do not generate code for initializing the attribute in the source class’s
constructor.

You generally set the Autocreate property to False in the PDD if you know that
some objects of the source class will not need to use a collection. In this case, you
must add code to the application to explicitly create a storable collection of the
correct type, and assign it to the attribute of an object requiring a collection.

Name-Map Attributes
A name-map attribute is a persistent attribute whose values are extensible
collections that map names to objects of referenceable classes. (For information
about referenceable classes, see “Choosing to Make a Class Referenceable” on
page 101.) You specify the referenceable class using the Referenceable class
property of the attribute in the PDD.
You typically use a name-map attribute for storing application-specific
dictionaries of persistent objects. Each such dictionary identifies a group of
referenceable objects, and assigns an application-defined name to each object in
the group.

Guidelines for Choosing a Name-Map Attribute
A name-map attribute provides a way of implementing a to-many UML
association from a source class to a destination class. A name-map attribute is
particularly appropriate whenever the following are true:
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■

The application needs an efficient way of assigning string keys to objects of
the destination class, and then looking up those objects by their keys.

■

The number of associated destination objects is relatively small—up to about
10,000 elements.
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Structure of a Name-Map Attribute

The application requires built-in support for referential integrity.

If the expected number of destination objects is large (in the millions) and
referential integrity is not required, you should use a storable-collection attribute
of an appropriate collection type, such as an unordered object map, instead of a
name-map attribute; see “Types of Storable Collections” on page 158. When
scalability and referential integrity are not required, however, a name-map
attribute is more efficient, because the keys of a name map are stored as strings,
not as persistent objects containing strings.

Structure of a Name-Map Attribute
When a name-map attribute exists between a source and destination class, an
application can use it to link a particular object of the source class to multiple
objects of the destination class. Each object of the source class holds an object
reference to a name map, which, in turn, maintains a traditional hash table that
contains references to the name map’s elements, as shown in Figure 6-22.
Each element of a name map is a key-value pair in which the key is a string and
the value is an object reference to a referenceable object of the destination class.
No two elements may have the same key within the same name map. Keys can
be strings of any length. A key may, but need not be, a string obtained from the
value object.
A name map’s hash table is a variable-size array of indexed bins. The hash value
of each element is computed from the element’s string key, and determines
which bin references the element. Multiple elements with the same hash value
are linked to the same bin.
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Figure 6-22 Storage for a Name-Map Attribute

Referential Integrity
A name map can optionally maintain referential integrity of its elements. When a
name map maintains referential integrity, it ensures that each destination object
referenced by the name map is a valid persistent object. If a referenced object is
deleted from the federated database, Objectivity/DB automatically removes the
corresponding key-value pair from the name map. This prevents the name map
from storing a dangling reference, which is an object reference that points to no
existing object.
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You can enable or disable referential integrity for an attribute’s name maps by
setting the attribute’s Maintain referential integrity property as shown in
Table 6-32:
Table 6-32: Referential Integrity in Name Maps
Maintain referential integrity

Description

True

Prevents name maps from referencing objects that no
longer exist; automatically deletes elements when the
objects they reference are deleted from the federated
database.

False

Reduces processing overhead within name maps by
allowing them to retain elements with dangling
references to nonexistent objects.

When an attribute’s name maps maintain referential integrity, extra links are
added between map elements and the objects they reference. Maintaining these
links adds processing overhead to operations that add and delete elements from
the name maps.
Disabling referential integrity in an attribute’s name maps reduces the
performance overhead in operations that add or delete elements from the name
maps. However, you become responsible for ensuring that these name maps do
not contain any dangling references to deleted objects.

Growth of a Name-Map Attribute
Each of an attribute’s name maps are created with the same initial number of
bins. As elements are added to an individual name map, they are assigned to
bins according to the hash values computed from their string keys. When an
individual name map reaches a certain density (average number of elements per
bin), it is resized to add more bins.
Increasing a name map’s size causes the entire hash table to be rehashed. For best
performance, you should set up an attribute’s name maps to minimize the
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number of times they need to be resized and therefore rehashed. You can do this
by setting the properties shown in Table 6-33 in the PDD:
Table 6-33: Name-Map Attribute Properties in the PDD
Property in PDD

Description

Maximum average density

Specifies the average number of elements per bin
allowed before the hash table must be resized.

Number of bins

Specifies the initial number of bins in the attribute’s
name maps. For optimal performance, specify a prime
number.

Growth percentage

Specifies the percentage by which the hash table
grows when it is resized. Each time the hash table is
resized, the number of bins is increased by the growth
factor, then rounded up to the nearest prime number.

Initializing a Name-Map Attribute
You can specify whether to use generated code for automatically initializing a
name-map attribute in new objects of the source class containing the attribute. To
do so, you set the attribute’s Autocreate property as shown in Table 6-31:
Table 6-34: Code for Creating Name Maps
Autocreate

Description

True

Generate a method called by the source class’s constructor to
create an empty name map and assign it to the attribute in each
new object of the class.

False

Do not generate code for initializing the attribute in the source
class’s constructor.

You generally set the Autocreate property to False in the PDD if you know that
some objects of the source class will not need to use a name map. In this case,
you must add code to the application to explicitly create a name map with the
desired properties, and assign it to the attribute of an appropriate object.
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numeric data types 114
space requirements for relationships 150
ASCII strings 116
associations (UML)
bidirectional 42, 43
categorizing 41
compositional 42
destination objects 42
directionality 42
inverse 42
one-to/many-to 42
represented by
embedded attribute 45
reference attribute 45
relationship 45, 48

storable-array attribute 48
storable-collection attribute 48
selecting attributes 16
source objects 42
storage 43
to-one/to-many 42, 43
unidirectional 42, 43
attributes
adding
bidirectional relationships 54
Boolean 36
consequences 79
date/time 39
embedded 46
existing class descriptions 63
list 52
numeric 35
persistent 35
reference 47
relationship 50
schema components 78
string 37
unidirectional relationships 50
Boolean 115
code generated for 113
C# 26
data types 110
date/time, see date/time attributes
deleting
consequences 81
schema components 79
embedded, see embedded attributes
enumeration 115
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naming 85, 113
nonstatic 110
numeric 35, 114
persistent 110
reference
about 132
storage size 133
relationship, see relationship attributes
schema design 15
storable classes, see storable classes
storable-array, see storable-array attributes
storable-collection, see storable-collection
attributes
string, see string attributes
transient 111
values, getting and setting 61

B
B-trees, structure and growth 160
bidirectional relationships
about 136
adding 54
choosing directionality 137
setting multiplicity 138
storage requirements 150
Boolean attributes
about 115
adding 36

C
character encodings (UTF) 117
classes see storable classes
code
developer-authored 19, 60, 106
generated
accessors for attributes 19, 113
class definitions 60, 105
file location 90
from PDD 59
namespace declarations 97
persistence-related 19, 60, 106
comparators
sorted collections 162
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unordered collections 167
compositionality of relationships 139
configuration management and PDDs 70
copy policy, relationships 141
Customer Support 11

D
data definition language (DDL) 21, 67
data migration 69
data types
changing in schema 20
date/time 39, 124
embedded attributes 45
enumeration, application-defined 115
in different programming languages 18
numeric (integer or floating-point) 114
strings 37, 116
date/time attributes
about 124
adding 39
interoperability considerations 130
ODMG 125
offset 129
SQL 125
standard 125
time zones 126
values
date 127
date and time 128
date and time with zone offsets 129
interval 129
time 127
default namespace 32
destination objects
association types 42
lifecycle control 49
multiple links to source 133
relationships 49, 134
unidirectional relationships 135
unique identity requirements 45
developer-authored code 19, 60, 106
directionality of relationships 135
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E
embeddable classes
see also storable classes
about 17
adding 46
making embeddable 46
reasons to choose 102
embedded attributes
about 130
adding 45, 46
interoperability considerations 132
non-persistence capable classes 17
storing embedded objects 17
enumeration attributes 115

F
federated databases
associated with PDDs 68, 90
initializing 92
replacing 91
resetting 91
fixed-array attributes, see storable-array
attributes
fixed-length strings 39, 120
float32 type 114
float64 type 114

G
generated code, see code, generated
generic classes (C#) 104
global namespaces 95

H
HA abbreviation 10
HashSet 52

I
inheritance, see storable classes, inheritance
inline relationships
about 145
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bidirectional, requirements for 146
space requirements 150, 151
storage location 144
int8 type 114
int16 type 114
int32 type 114
int64 type 114
interoperability
Objectivity for Java
dates and times 130
embeddable classes 132
strings 119
Objectivity/C++ UNIX application 119
Objectivity/SQL++ 130
inverse relationships 136

L
license file, default location 74, 91, 93
lifecycle control of relationships 139
list attributes
adding 52
storable-collection attributes 158
locking operations, propagating 139

M
map attributes 158
multiplicity of relationships 137

N
name-map attributes
growth 171
initializing 172
reasons to choose 168
referential integrity 170
structure 169
name scope, see schema namespaces
namespaces, see schema namespaces
naming
attributes 85, 113
schema namespaces 85, 96
storable classes 85, 100
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non-inline relationships
space requirements 151
storage location 144
non-persistence-capable classes 17
nonstorable classes
distinguishing from storable 27
inheritance 103, 111
schema descriptions 13
numeric attributes
about 114
adding 35

O
object identifier (OID)
class objects 101
object maps 158
object references
attribute values 132
comparing attributes 47
persistence-capable classes 17
relationship attribute values 134
size 133, 146, 163
Objy PD Wizard 28
objy.config file 29
ODMG abbreviation 10
ODMG date/time representation 125
offset for time zones 129
OID
class objects 101
one-to/many-to relationships 42
oolicense.txt file 29, 74, 91, 93
optimized strings 121
ownership in relationships 139

P
parameterized storable classes 104
partial classes (C#) 104
PDD abbreviation 67
.pdd file 29
persistence design documents (PDDs)
about 21
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adding schema components 78
adding to projects
development 28
existing 75
legacy schemas 76
new 73
configuration management 70
creating 28
deleting schema components 79
displaying database path 90
federated databases
associations 68
initializing another federation 92
managing association 90
replacing 91
resetting 91
generating code 89
illustration 71
names of schema components
adopting 87
changing 86
controlling 72
in application vs. in schema 85
specifying 85
pending changes 70, 87
Persistence Designer features 72
property values
changing 83
setting 82
saving 87
schema history 69
synchronizing multiple 88
updating applications 89
updating schemas 87, 88
viewing 71
working with 67
Persistence Designer
about 20
generating class definitions 59, 89
main features 72
Schema Explorer 30
starting 29
updating schemas 58
working with 14
persistence-capable classes 17
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deletion 139
locking operations 139
size of stored object references 146
space requirements 150
storage location 144
system default association array 146
to-one/to-many 137
UML associations
implementing 134
to-many 48
to-one 45
unidirectional
about 135
adding 50
versioning policy 141
versus reference 47

persistence-related code
class definitions 60
generated 19
storable-class definitions 106
projects
adding PDDs 28, 73
creating 28
further setup 75

R
reference attributes
about 132
adding 47
storage size 133
versus relationship 47
referenceable classes
see also storable classes
about 17
adding 34
adding to schema 33
reasons to choose 101
ReferenceableObject class 61
referential integrity
bidirectional relationships 53, 137
name-map attributes 170
relationship arrays, system default 146
relationship attributes
about 134
adding 50
bidirectional
about 136
adding 54
referential integrity 137
compositionality (ownership) 139
copy policy 141
directionality 135
inline storage 145
inverse 136
lifecycle control 139
multiplicity 137
optimizing for navigation or space 147
propagation
bidirectional relationships 140
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S
Schema Explorer
about 30, 72
asterisks 58
controlling name display 72
display 31
schemas
adding
attributes 63
bidirectional relationships 54
Boolean attributes 36
classes 33, 63
components to PDDs 78
date/time attributes 39
embedded classes 46
numeric attributes 35
ordered lists 52
reference attributes 47
relationships 50
storable-collection attributes 51
string attributes 37
subclasses 55
unidirectional relationships 50
changing 20, 62
committing changes 87
data types 110
deleting components from PDDs 79
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developing 13
evolution 14
generating class definitions 59
history 69
legacy 76
namespaces
about 95
adding 32, 78, 96
default 95
deleting 79
generated code 97
global 95
naming conventions 96
nested 96
unnamed 95
recreating 64
updating 58, 87
set attributes 158
shape, storable classes 18
source objects
association types 42
lifecycle control 45
linking expectations 51
multiple links to destination 133
relationships 49, 134
unidirectional relationships 135
SQL date/time representation 125
storability
class capabilities 19
classes 17
default 33
inheritance 56, 103
kind 16, 101
storable-array attributes
about 153
adding 153
element types 154
fixed-size arrays
adding 153
storage 156
limitations 155
representing to-many associations 48
variable-size arrays
adding 153
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storage 156
storable classes
see also embeddable classes
see also referenceable classes
about 99
adding
about 33
descriptions 13
nested 100
to namespaces 100
to PPDs 100
to schemas 33, 78
using tutorial shortcut 34
attributes, see attributes
class shape 18
code definition 19
creating 100
deleting 79
description of, in schema 18
developer-authored code 19
generated code
about 105
developer-authored 106
inspecting 60
organization 106
persistence-related 19, 106
properties affecting 105
regenerating 107
generic (C#) 104
inheritance 103
names 85, 100
parameterized 104
storable-collection attributes
about 157
adding 51, 157
B-trees 160
comparators
sorted collections 162
unordered collections 167
initializing 168
object maps 158
ordered collections
element ordering 160
growth 160
index 160
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internal structure 160
lists 158, 160
object reference size 163
performance 162
sorted maps 158, 160
sorted sets 158, 160
ordered versus unordered 157
reasons to choose 51, 157
representation of to-many associations 157
sets 158
sorted sets 158
structure 159
to-many UML association 48
types 158
unordered collections
growth 166
hash bucket size 165
hashing mechanism 163
unordered maps 158, 163
unordered sets 158, 163
storage
class shape 18
date/time attributes 39
embeddable classes 17, 102
numeric attributes 114
referenceable classes 17
relationships
inline 145
non-inline 146
requirements 150
string 37
string attributes
8-bit character 117
about 116
adding 37, 38
ASCII 116
conversions 119
fixed-length 120
interoperability considerations 119
optimized 121
storage 121, 122
Unicode 116
UTF encodings 118
variable-length 121
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subclasses
adding 55
relating to superclasses 15
system classes 13
system default association arrays 146

T
time attributes, see date/time attributes
to-one/to-many relationships 42, 43
transient attributes 27
TreeSet 52
Tutorial Shortcuts menu 31, 34
types, see data types
typographical conventions 10

U
uint8 type 114
uint16 type 114
uint32 type 114
uint64 type 114
UML, see Unified Modeling Language (UML)
Unicode strings 38, 116
unidirectional relationships
about 135
adding 50
annotation 56
choosing directionality 137
Unified Modeling Language (UML)
associations, see associations (UML)
class diagram 25
PDD properties 134
schema design 15
unnamed namespaces 95

V
variable-array attributes see storable-array
attributes
variable-length strings 38, 121
versioning policy, relationships 141
Visual Studio projects, creating 28
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